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Recently an article on
-Favorite Foods from the
Lincoln Era," by Jean Novotny,
appeared in the Decatur Herald
and Review. One of the recipes
published was for New Salem
Squash The, a mainstay on the
menu at the Rutledge Tavern.
This modern-day recipe can be
served for dessert or as an
accompaniment to your main
course.
NEW SALEM SQUASH PIE
1 can ( 10'42 oz.) beef gravy
4 eggs slightly beaten
cup milk
1 pkg. (12 oz.) frozen squash,
cooked
ta cup brown sugar
1,4 tsp. ground allspice
ae tsp. ground mace
k4 tsp. salt
1 9-inch unbaked pie shed
In bowl, mix all filling
ingredients, Pour mixture into
pie shell. Bake at 400 degrees
for 50 minutes or until knife
inserted in center comes out
clean. Makes one 9-inch pie.
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Local Distributors
Have Varied Opinions
On Gasoline Shortage
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with students at the Murray-Calloway
Mrs. Philip Tibbs, Chairman of the 1973 Charity Ball, talks
toys to develop motor and visual
County Day Care Ceske.The children are playing with educational
skills.

1973 Charity Bait---- Pancake Sale
Reported To
ay
Campaign Underw Be Success

By DAVID HILL
Ledger ik Times Writer
Local distributors are of
varied opinion about the
rumored gas shortage, expected to hit the nation during
the peak vacation months of
July and August.
local
the
of
Several
distributors say that they are

worried now about filling the
needs of their own customers,
and are not about to take on any
new accounts, no matter how
large or how small.
On the other hand, at least one
distributor says he has plenty of
gas and can take on as many
new accounts as be wants to. He
foresees no shortage in his

..avaaaa,o,aw.....imminamompammiu
Government Says Gas Inventories Down

tanks, and feels that the crisis is
already passed.
One thing most agreed on is
the cause of the shortage. "It all
goes back to the natural gas
to
according
shortage,"
Richard Orr, distributor for
Standard Oil and E.M. Bailey.
Orr, and most of the other
distributors agree, says that
due to the natural gas shortage,
many industrial firms have had
to turn to fuel oil for heating and
power. This caused the
refineries, which were already

overworked, to devote more
time to the refining of fuel oil,
instead of gasoline.
The distributors say that
refineries are usually stockpiling gasoline at this time of
the year, in preparation for the
heavy usage months of the
summer. This is not possible
now, because of the big demand
for fuel oil.
Rudy Lovett, local Gulf
distributor, says he has -plenty
gas." He doesn't feel
of
rationing will be necessary
unless the government forces it
on the distributors. He does,
however, think that the price
may take a slight increase, but
only about one or two cents, not
the 25 to 50 cents jump that has
Most
rumored.
been
distributors agree on this also.
Van Childress, of the Texaco
distributing company, also
thinks that the price may take a
slight rise. He sees part of the
problem as the decrease in
imports, and said that the
demand is greater than the
producing rate. Childress also
thinks that transportation may
be part of the problem.
(See Gas, Page 141
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The Outstanding Civic Asset oil Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Strings
The Internal Revenue Service this year is
providing the first opportunity for taxpayers to
instruct that $1 of their federal income tax be
donated to the political party of their choice. The
contributions, under a new law aimed at broadening
public participation in political financing, will go
toward each party's expenses in the 1976
presidential campaign.
In last year's presidential election, many voters
switched loyalties in the polling booth and did not
vote for the candidate nominated by the party with
which they were registered. This makes us wonder if
the IRS should not draft still another form for taxpayers to file—one demanding their money back if
the party of their choice nominates a candidate they
don't like in 1976.—San Diego (Calif.) Union.

Cop4ey

John Mack Carter, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.Z.
Carter of Murray,editor of McCall's magazine, was
guest editorial writer in the April issue of the NEA
Journal. His editorial was reprinted today in the
Ledger & Times.
Mrs. Hazel Tutt was named as second vicepresident and Mrs. Loretta Jobs as treasurer of the
State Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle at the
meeting held yesterday in Paducah.
• Dr. and Mrs. Charles W. Mercer are the parents of
:tia baby girl, Melissa Lynn, born March 27 at the
:iGlasgow AFB Montana Hospital.
New officers of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club are Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer,
::Miss Lorene Swann, Mrs. E.B. Howton, and Mrs.
Graves Sledd.
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FBI list has
political tinge
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The Federal Bureau of Investigation's
"ten most wanted" surveillance program, praised by
law enforcement officials
throughout the world as one of
the most effective means of
finding fugitive criminals, is
now overwhelmingly dominated by young political revolutionaries.

Deaths reported are Mrs. J.D. Rowlett, age 71,
and Mrs. Joe Tidwell, age 79.
Harman Latham, Seaman USN, son of Mr. and
The FBI, which is observing
Mrs. Earlie Latham of Kirksey Route One, is serits 23rd anniversary of the
ving aboard the escort destroyer USS Eppersonin
program in April, maintains,
.,the Far East.
however, that any suspect
presidentelected
was
Curd
McKeel
; Mrs. Goldia
classified as a "political revolutionary" is actually placed
:for Kentucky at the state convention of the Woodmen
on the "top ten" for overt
Circle being held at Madisonville.
criminal acts and is being
; The Murray Training School PTA Dads will play. sought
by either state or fedAssembly Department of the Murray -. eral agencies for the latter
7 the
:
Manufacturing Company in a basketball benefit
reason.
game, sponsored by the Murray Training PTA.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The good man is perished out of the earth: and
•
, there is none upright among men.—Micah 7:2.

Disappointment in people brings despair and this
: is the curse of cynicism.

Of the 10 listed on the bureau's current list of most
sought after fugitives, seven
are openly described as active
in some type of political activity counter to the best interests of the United States.
Three of the seven are
women, an all-time high for
the bureau's "ten most
wanted" list.
Since the FBI conceived the
list in 1950, a total of 295 suspects has been "located" by
federal or local law enforcement officers. In most instances this means capture.
However, the bureau's files
note that many suspect felons
have surrendered afterhoting
their placement on the list and
others have been dropped because legal disposition of the
cases changed at the state
The FBI bases its 23 years
of belief in the most wanted
list on a cross-section of support from news media, government agencies and local
law enforcement officials in
publicizing all — including
even the most nit-picking —
details about the subjects.
Persons selected for the 10
most wanted list usually are
suspects wanted by local or
state agents for a variety of
capital crimes. Violent assault with weapons or murder
charges are customary parts
of the Most wanted's portfolio.
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StONS OF THE TIMES = Exhibit in plant engineer
angl maintenance ahosv in .C„tiagdo, III. has exhait
Aaatuswo-satow-aigas...torrfifteass,J4ieJwirrt
New York City, a show producer, looks over the signs.
About 600 exhibitors display about '15,000 pieces of
equipment.

Mother wept the day her son
put on his first pair of long

Press time

paper, radio and television
station in the nation. His or
her photograph immediately
becomes part of the viewing
scene at public buildings, including the thousands of domestic post offices.

"Show Me
Your License"

In the spring it is said that fancy turr-1 to love For the careless
there may be little thought given to it 1,-yond the feeling of the
moment Is love more than a feeling. Of course it is. But what
more'
A Poem Written In Fun

Ernie's temper began to simmer when he was stopped by a
police roadblock on his way home
from work. Asked to show his
driver's license, Ernie grudgingly
complied. But the next day, he
filed an "indignant citizen" suit to
have the practice halted.
In a court hearing, he said:
"Our streets are supposed to be
free. What right do they have to
stop me when I haven't broken
any laws?"

oh love, what glorious feeling,
I rose so high I smote the ceiling,
Cupid shot his arrow into my heart,
\rid my oh my, did it ever smart.
1.11Ve

In addition, the profile material is distributed to all local
law enforcement officers who
brief themselves on the subject's looks, mannerisms and He had no fault that I could see,
ifninal operating pattern. Just to think he belonged to me.
FBI officials will not be
quoted on the success of the It was Cupid's fault I was so blind,
venture but one categorized Caught up in such a wonderful f._
•-• - -the publicity generated by be- What I thought was a pure rose petal,
ing on the "most wanted" list Turned out to be just an onion i.eeling.
as "something just under the
attention given to an anDoing Things.
nouncement by the PresiEvery one talks about,
dent."
The FBI, in an official The litter that we see
statement announcing contin- Let's all get busy cleaning
uation of the program for an- It might as well start with me
other year, praised the contributions made by "alert, law- Our nation can be clean and pretty,
abiding citizens" in notifying Plant some flowers set a tree.
the bureau of information re- Doing thing worth while
lilting to suspects.
Might as well begin with me
A total of 101 direct apprehensions by the bureau or local officers is attributed to
"Ups" from private citizens
who have been aware of the
"most wanted" material.
In its analysis of the suspects and events that brought
about their undoing, the bureau has compiled a vast array of statistics on the toplevel criminal.
A sampling includes:
— Most fugitives attempt
with diligence to flee as far as
possibleltom the scene of the
crime. The average of fugitives captured to date was
more than 900 miles from the
original point of accused violation. The record holder in
this regard is James R. Ringrose of New York who was
sought in that city during 1967
for interstate passage of
fradulent checks. He was captured in Osaka, Japan — 7,000
miles from Broadway.
— Capture of suspects once
on the list is usually quick.
One man, however, remained
there for eight years before a
Florida warrant for his arrest
Was dismissed.

— The FBI still relies on fingerprints as one of the most
positive sources of identification for any of its sought-after
Upon recommendations of
felons. CurrenUy more than
regional FBI offices, the bu160 million fingerprint cards
reau here prepares composite
are filed in the bureau here
case histories of the suspects.
with 69 minion in the criminal
Ultimately, after bureau resection. They represent recview, the FBI's director,deords on more than 21 million
odes who receives the "Most
individuals.
wanted" scrutin9.
— A secondary form of posiAt that time, a "profile" on
tive identification is the body
the.,ainapect
Ilse-z;_best-too:- Ageatt—stooPcdtortotre'sitsbteplictiogrirptrs-artr1
Rt 'reports, - have-retied - onsupporting material is dispermanent tatetioed initials
tributed to every majoranewsfor many identifications.

F

Love is often talked about,
We each can do some good deed
Doing something nice for others
Might aS well begin with me.
Don't say let George do it
..„
Stay as busy as a bee
We can make the world much &''j
And it might as well begtn with me._
Try Praying
Do you pray when the preacher prays,
Or do you just close your eyes;
\ad when no-one comes through invitation,
Do you seem surprised'
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NEW YORK — Will the
Bible ever be completed?
Probably not. Already the
most rewritten, revised, reinterpreted, retranslated and
republished book in history,
the Bible continues to come
out in scores of new editions
every year.

Morning 0,

The most recent version,
and a highly publicized one, is
The Revised Standard Version Common Bible, which
will go on sale in the United
States on April 12 — in time
for Easter — and in Britain on
Jan. 21, during the Week of
Prayer for Christian Unity.
This volume is not "just another Bible" in the view of the
National Council of Churches,
which has fostered its development and holds the copyright on its publication.
The council's officials declare that it marks the first
time since the Reformation
that a complete Bible has
been produced tiat is acceptable to every branch of Christendom — Protestant, Roman
Catholic and Orthodox.
While there will continue to
be some fundamentalists who
cling to the King James Version as the "word of God,"
members of the major Christian groups foresee a new era
in interfaith understanding
resulting from reading and
study of the new Bible.

Morning V
Evening

Not only does this Bible contain modern interpretations of
ancient customs and language
understandable and acceptable to Christian scholars of
various persuasions. It also
includes books of the Bible
that have never been brought
together before within a single set of covers.
Sunday school students who
are able to rattle off the books
of the Bible as automatically
as they can recite the alphabet will have some new memorizing to do.
Dr. J. Carter Swaim, an internationally known Bible
scholar and former director of
the English Bible bepartment
of the National Council of
Churches, described the contents of the new RSV Common
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As outlined on its title page.
-Tom Perkins
it contains the Old and New
However, the court ruled that
Testaments plus the Apocrythe roadblock was legal.
pha and so-called deuteroca"It is in the public interest,"
nonical books in an "ecumenisaid the court, "that officers make
cal edition."
periodic check-ups on the quahfications of those who operate moSwaim pointed out that the
tor vehicles on the highways. Con"carefully worded" descripstitutionally prescribed freedoms
tion of the contents was an inare not unbridled licenses to defy
of the complexity of
dication
the orderly conduct of society."
the problems that had to be
Still, although police do have
resolved in arriving at an acthe power to check licenses, they
ceptable Bible.
must not abuse that power. In another case, officers had a hunch
"Ever insisting that the
that a certain car was carrying
Bible was basic to Christian
contraband whiskey. Stopping the
life and thought," he obcar ostensibly to check the drivserved, -the churches have
er's license, they found and seized
not always agreed as to what
the whiskey -in plain sight on the
books belong in the Bible."
back neat.
But this evidence was eventuHe explalugl that the Greek
y thrown out of courtbecause
allT
or the way it had been obtained7— -Word "CatiOn'tTle.ans "meaThe judge said the police had used
suring rod," but different sectheir power to check.4k-mess as-a-By Elizabeth Turner. .:*mere, subterfuge ..naget around._ tors of Christendom have used
different measuring rods to
the restrictions on Search and
determine which Scriptures
seizure.
were canonical — or authoriIn one unusual case, a motorist
tative.
kept his license in a locked glove
compartment. When an officer

hearts,
If Christians prayed with infrnest
That someone's need
Then someone would come to know Jesus Christ,
\ lost soul woUld be saved
Perhaps a heart once happy and
Now is full of woe and dismay:
It could be villed with-the Holy Spirit of God,
th joy only God can supply,
\nd bring

asked for it one (lay, he couldn't
find the key—and finally had to
pry open the lock.
hepoliceman
lion on the ground that the license had not been "in his immediate Or:session." —
But the court decided that it
could not so rule as a matter of

Tiva-voort saki tbrit, since
(Irk cr.' licenses have become such
an important means of identification. keeping them sale in a
locked glove compartment is as
"not abnormal."

The first Scripture readers
did not own books containing
pages but, rather, collections
.af_ papyrus scrolls-, which
were hidden away when they
became worn from use. The
Greek word "apocrypha,"
which means "hidden," came
to be used' for- these documents and also for books of
the Bible about which there
was some uncertainty or
question.

Jesus is our blessed mediator,
But he does not pray our prayers:
We have to do our own praying,
And Jesuswill see that they get through to God.
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What I'm trying to say dear friend.
If you do have the Lord in your heart:
It's not the end of a search you see,
But the beginning of a brand new start.

Look For
Theatre Ads In
Leisure Time
Section

It's a time to grow and multiply what God
has gitren to you.
You must not stop and become idle.
But continue in His will in all that you do.

Judy-Bailey
Rt. 2BOX 265
Murray.Ky. 42071
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Emmanuel Miss,
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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West Fait
Morning WOrSPICI •
Evening Worship
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First Baptist
Morning Worship
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Evening Worship
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Evening Worship
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Poplar Sprillipt
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Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45a.M. •
Evening Worship
7p.m.
Bleed River
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.M.
11:30p.en

dirksey Baptist'
Morning Worship
110.m.
Evening worsh,p
7.30p.M.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10.50a m
Evening Worship
700 p.m
New Mt. Carmel Missiedgey
11:0041.M.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
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Flint Sophia
1141.M.
Morning Worship
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Evening Worship
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Evening Worship
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Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p.m.
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Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
Worship
7:15O.m.
Evening
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Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery
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Dexter -Hardin United
Worship Service 10.00 a.m.
lit 8 -2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd 8 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st S. 3rdI. 4th Sunday

a.

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st.
Sunday-11 - 00 a m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday Schee:1i 11:00 a.m. 1St
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd., 3rd. &
4th Sunday
Nit. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. TM. •
Sunday: 1,1 :00 am. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10.00 am. 1st, 3rd
& an Sunday 11:00 a -m 2nd
Sundav

Woven/in Chapel A.M.E.
Warship Services Itam,/pm
St John's Chivied'
Sunday School
10 10a m
9 30a m
Morning Worship
Immanuel Lutheran
9 15 a in,
Sunday School
10 30• in
Morning Worship

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services10:45A.M

Seventh oey Adventist
10 00 • in
Sabbath School
9 30 a in
Worship Service

Shady Oaks
----Mobil* Horitortaart,`-

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

IF

002

Phone 753-111111

Chestnut

Ewing Tiro Service

DIV.

freed.Cotham'Co., Inc.
HEATING - SHEET METAL
itth a , Chestnut

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger -Truck & Farm Tires

Alit CONDITIONING
Phone 753-4832---

753-1751

209 S. 7th

Air Conditioning- Hatitintl-CIPWahrCial R el r Igor ation

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-TV.
753-2900
1600 Dodson Ave. •
0. CLOPTON
JAS.1-

r-

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Tucker TV Sales & Service
, Dealer
1WI'
,/,.._.
Your

753-7992

'----MN Coldwater Rd
IV.

0

-Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

-1(enlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM-MGR

APAPAl liPaVe

Ph 474-2211 Ext. Ill

Ky Lake State Park

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

at the
ristian
he ohs have
to what
Bible."
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polosi,A4sp Quality Used_Cars,
Five-

1413 Olive Blvd

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
oratsht Service Open Sundays
F
Phone 753 2700
Hwy. 641 N

Kr-

Ph. 753-3571, Murray

Plume 75.1-4EN

Ph. 647-4624, Itself

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
A
COVERING
Benjamin

oore paintspn.

1210 Main
. . .,.....

1s3.3080

Hwy 94.1 Mi:E. Murray- Ph. 753-660

Grecian Steak

So. 12th & Story
753-665-5

House

Steaks - Chops - Seafoon Plates - Sandwiches
Specials, Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 -Call In Orders to 753-4419
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Chestnut St
753-1215

_/
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Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

no,:
Lots and
Residential Commercial - Farm - Building
Lake Property- Buying - Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-772;
518 W Main

253-3251

Trenholm's Drive-In
PtZZA - SPAGHETTI
HENNY PENNY ‘H ICK EN
I
oilivery on an Orders'25 Celli

FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS".
Murray, Ky.

12th

0

SALES

& Chest0i •

ofi re-75144138Chestnut street- F -

MACK & MACK
Sales and Service

SERVICE & RENTALS

Authorized Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass & Aluminum Boat Repairs e
'nliest End Eggners Ferry-Hwy 68
Ph 474 7344
Aurora

Typewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
if 5 So Ills
753 1763
I

---Pmv,e rs'l 17T3
'- -.

. ,

•

,

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
E.W. Outland, Supt.
Holmes allit,Mgr- - Phone 753-1220
COMPLIMENTS

Paschall Truck Lines'..

Plumbing. Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sates & Service
Repairs & Installation-Gas & Sewer

vi 1

753-1717
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-6168

501 N. 4th

COMPLIMENTS

1!!!!!

Murray Livestock Co.

Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes

753 5334

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.- PH
Hogs bought daily
E

WM

DODSON, OWNER

Flits Block & Ready-Mix Co.
BUILDING BLOCKS 8. READY MIX

CONCRETE

East Main Street

Phone /554540

ptcs-lfrEffit-Rouser- ----Arrf-

t,„ - fr
/k.

53.8944
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Fern Terrace Lodge
.
Mrs Mona Purdom RN Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
213-7109
)505 Stadium View Drive

'•"""-'-'

'Roberts

Realty

j_
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HOTY ROBERTS RAY ROBERTS
SI a '
.
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Corner 12th & Sycamore •.: ,,...r
--a-9%
Nite 753. 3924
Phone 753 1651

Sam Calhoun , Plumbing-Electric

Storey's Food Giant
B.ii

Air Shopping Cvntiir

Sales and Service
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s i '0302

205 No.4th Street

Phone 753 7997

Ward-Elkins
West KentuckyRural Electric
Jack's Super Burger
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Murray Warehouse Corp., inc..

Claude Vaughn

Phone 753-1933

Ii

....-

Try Our Delicious Beet and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

753-2355

2 Mi. From 5 Points on N 161h Est

.*
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Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Wells Electric
W

'

-...__

'
Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7175
Central Shopping Center

Equipment & Supplies
pool Office
_

V

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

I

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance cllif'n work-. Free estimates
Ph. 753-7150
Hwy. 641S. (Hazel Hwy.)

___ ._

MEMBER F.T.D.
507 14- 4th St.

Kentucky fried Ckiektit

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes

Center
t Shirley Gard en Ct
. 4,;,?
• -e• ....,--_
so
•
-36-varieties or Roses
. w4. •
Shrubbery & Supplies

ROSES ;

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

*
'4

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
4th at Poplar

4

Shirley Florist

TOM ANDREWS • YOUR HOST

Sales and Service

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Ph. 7534636
Sales-Service-Parts
--'....111 -- - Murray, Ky.
,
Complete BoatingSupplies
Ks/. •-•'
nton,
tBe
753-3734
94 E'. At Murray Bai

-4.

SOO Main-751-3231

753-3164

Orten's TV

Taylor Motors, Inc.

'- - Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

an ofMurray,_ Ky.
tes Bank
John D:Grogan _Mobile Moines
. _ - -- - PeOri
"THE EXTRAORDINARY B_ANK"
.SALES . minima
.. _:•-----•
Member FDIC
'PARK RENTAL

Serving; Murray State University
753.7334

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Murray,
South 2nd St ,

vw4;11 Restaurant
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Rudy Lovett Dieributing
Co., Inc.

AMbaSSidete-Hornet-Matador-GreMlin-Jeep
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RELIGIOUS

A

American
_ _
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Solos

Wallace's
Book Store

"BIBLES &

Commercial-ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd
83-7117

Ph. 753-3037

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*

Ph, 753-$3M

121

Mayfield Hwy

753-2411

...,
.„

.
Gereald 134ey4-Ownor
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service-Front End Alignment-Complete Tune-up & Repair Service753-6025

Highway 641 North

4114
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd .6
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Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
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St Lee Catholic Church
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Saturday Mass
Christian Science
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Worship Service
Jehovah's Witnesses
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Church el Jesus Christ
Of Latter My Saints
10 a in
Sunday School

' Funeral- Home
'

Palace Cafe

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
753-1914
100 Se. 13M St.

'

Russells Chapel United
.4
*Cm Sunday lichalt1
11 a.m.,
Morning VAIeltalp

10:50 a.m.

The..I. H. Churchill

t......

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
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•-Vat10-00a.m.
WOrst1111
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110, Arcadia

Ph. 753-7494

606 S 4th
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"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"
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Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Areembee, when you watch smell thiamin
ploy. that they we mama the meow al God's
te tbirsiodd.
INA* goad love tor then_
arAW aiNar. -Taw beet'
Jesus once rid, -that ye despuie not
oneof the, little ones" Drvme regard
was also made clear when the
DiamplA ask or Jesus who is the
greatest in the kingdom ol
,
Haven
Every man should
well know the parable Jesus used that
day to mach them the place
Ha holds in Hie kingdom for our little
ones Oh. Lord. inay we ahow
okaf love by taking them to church, by
teaching them that God's way
should be their way, that they are the
greatest in the kingdom
or heaven.,

First Christian
10. a.M..7
Worship Services
m
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10- 45 am.,7

Phone 753-2202 •

frp.m.

-

Second Streetr nom.
Morning Worship
3 p.m.
Evening Worship

Corvette ,Laos, Inc.

1415 Main Street
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Psesant Valley
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Morning Worship
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Evening Worship
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THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU
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Worship Service
Evening Service
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Liberty CvmbSs1
Sunday Schaaf
114.m.
Wosohip Service
North Ptesant Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
110.M.
Worship Service
Oak Greve
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Church School
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Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1St'
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Sunday School
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Worship Service
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the senior citizens at the Ellis
Center. Table games will be
from one to five p.m.

Luok's Tour

White House -I/WI
Is Delightful Task

Friday, April
La Grand Couers will have a
game night at the Douglas
Community Center at 7:00 p.m.

ladies were on a memorable
tine day in mud-March first trip to Washington!
We were escorted to the main
Marlow called to see if 1 could
take his place at an ap- hallway at the the White House
pointment early that afternoon. where the quilt was hanging for
fie had been called unex- display It truly was a work of
pectedly into an executive art and a product of beauty. Its
session of the Judiciary Com- white background formed a
mittee. Fortunately, my af- splendid contrast to .the scrolls
ternoon was free, except for of soft green leaves sprinkled
being home to greet my after- with red cherries_ Unlike any
quilt I've ever seen,each cherry
school group.
My assignment turned out to was stuffed separately, then
be delightful! I joined a group of _pewit on, leaving it,raised_it_
Kentuckians at the White House was a charming_ very old
to present a handsewn quilt to pattern, beautifully stitched! As
a Kentuckian I was truly proud.
Mrs Nixon. Among those
ofthis lovely product and of
gathered on the lawn when I
Mrs. Bowling and Mrs. Hensley
arrived were the two ladies who
for their talents, efforts and
had made the quilt, Mrs Dollie
thoughtfulness.
Bowling of Lower Wolf Creek
While waiting for Mrs. Nixon-:
and Mrs. Bertha Hensley of
we
chatted with our fellow
Creek
These
delightful
Buck
Kentuckian Lucy Winchester,
the charming social secretary
it the White House, and a very
friendly Helen Smith, the First
Lady's new press secreairy.
After a short time Mrs. Nixon
joined us. Her admiration for
the handcrafted quilt was
sincerely abounding. She
Mrs. Bulah Phillips who has mentioned having quilted as a
been a long time resident of 210 young girl so she, indeed, apSouth 16th Street, Murray, was preciated the diligent efforts of
honored by neighbors and the ladies. The quilt will be used
friends with a potluck luncheon and enjoyed in the "Queen
Room" now and then lefe for
on Wednesday, April 4.
The Murray woman will be posterity at the White House.
We then were escorted into
moving to her new home at
Fern Terrace Lodge on the newly revovated library just
off the hall. This room
Tuesday, April 10.
present
were has had many uses. I unThose
Mesdames Inez Waggener, derstand, from storage to
Clover Boyd, Marie Nannu Eleanor Roosevelt's mail
Rhoda Morris, Rubena Dawes,` sorting to Henry Kissinger's
Ellie Jones, Lela Culp, Neva strategy meetings It is now a
Riggine„tiptl•Moubray, Bernie warmly decorated room conBrooks,' Bernice Bretton, and taining many treasures of early
Harold Speight, Miss Pauline America.
Tea and coffee were served
Waggener, Miss Agens Wright,
while we chatted. Mrs. Nixon
and the honoree.
A vase with a red rose bud was extremely well-informed
and baby's breath was sent to about the Appalachian Fireside
Mrs. Crafts, the organization through
her by a neighbor,
which the quilt was presented.
Captola Saxon, who was unable
This
cooperative
group
to attend.
promotes the.-- production of
By NANCY COOK

CliAKYtfiMtThsNTr
RIV
educational sastellifeles were charter
members of the Western Kentucky
Educational Secretaries group which was
organized at Princeton in October, 1951.
They are, from left, Ruth Lassiter, of
Murray Independent School system; Carolyn
Thurman, Mayfield, who at the time of the

organization was secretary of the Graves
County Board of Education, Emma Belle
Gardner, of the Mayfield IndsPertfilmf
System; and Della York, of Marshall County.
They attended a meeting of the group
Friday at the Holiday Inn.
(MESSENGER PHOTO)

Mrs. Phillips Is
Complimented With
'Potluck tutitheon

EDUCATIONAL SECRETARIES
OFFICERS — New and retiring officers of
the Western Kentucky Educational
Secretaries group are, from left, Emma Belle
Gardner, of the Mayfield Independent
School District, retiring secretary-treasurer,
Ruth Negley, of the Ballard County
Superintendent's office, retiring president,

Irene Arent, newly -elected
secretary-treasurer, of the Marshall County

Sekbol System; Sara Henry, of Fulton
County Superintendent's office, re-elected
vice-president; and Mary Fletcher, incoming
president, of Christian County. The group
met Friday at the Holiday Inn
(MESSENGER PHOTO)

Mrs. Dayley Is Guest Speaker
- At Educational Secretaries Mset
The Western Kentucky
Educational Secretaries group gathered
here on Friday, March 30,
for a meeting and luncheon
at the Holiday Inn. Hosting
the meeting were Mayfield

Dr. Betty Hinton
Speaker At Mee
has served the group
secretary-weasurer for we —
past two years
Sigma Department

Gardner, Mrs. Gerald
Wilson, Mrs. Nolith UMW
and Mrs. Robert Halsell.
Out-going president, Mrs.
Ruth Negley, of the Ballard
County School System,
presided at .the meeting.
Mrs. Gardner, of Mayfield,

Board of Education
secretaries, Mrs. Eldon

* Evangelist

38 Years
World Radio

* Elder

U.S.A. Speaker
* Author
Over 7,000
Baptized

* Businessman

various crafts in the Appalachian area and exhibits and
sells them at Berea. These
products are fine indeed, as the
lovely: quilt at the White House
Will show.

Guest speaker at the
The Sigma Department of the
meeting was Mrs. R. D.
Dayley, of Mayfield, who Murray Woman's Club met
gave an interesting talk on— Monday evening,April,k at the
Club House with Mrs. Clegg
art.
Austin presiding. Mn. Gary
Officers elected to serve-— Marquart gave the thought for
for the next two yems were the day.
Miss Mary F1'ilcher,
Mrs. James Frank introduced
Christian County,
presideliC—Itte. Sarah- • Dr. Betty Hinton who presented
Henry, Fulton County an interesting program about
'Nit* president; and Mrs. astrology. Dr. Hinton is a staff
Irene Arent, Marshall member of the American
County,secretary-treasurer. Astrological Society and a
charter member of the KenThe slaty:five membeis
pie sent represented the
following school systems in
Western Kentucky: Ballard
County, Calloway County,
Caldwell County, Christian
County, Fulton City,
Fulton County, Henderson
County, Marshall County,
Mayfield City, Ivruirity
Independent, and Paducah
Independent.

It

mention the

Third and Maple
Murray. Vntuc Stre tslq

.

•

Phone
75,?-241l

interest shown to an families w,t1

KennethiAurchill Imes.
Tomyy eve Weer,Owners

The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have its
monthly fellowship breakfast at
Restaurant,
Trenholm's
Chestnut Street, at nine a.m.
HelleTlijah Minstrel of Nashville, Tenn., will appear in
concert at the Hardin Pentecostal Church of God at 2:30
p.m. and at the Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church of God,
Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
Monday, April 9
Senior Citizens will play
shuffleboard at Ellis Center
from ten a.m. to noon, weather
permitting.

The
New
Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
With Mrs. Larry Curd at one
p.m.
iltir,
lomanyside Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Ed
Jennings at 10:30 a.m.
The Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
noon.
Morning circles of the UMW of
the First United Methodist
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m. as
follows: Bessie Tucker with
Mrs. Jack Bailey, 1714 Olive
Street; Alice Waters with Mrs.
E.J. Haverstock, 1109 West
Gate Drive; Nlaryleona Frost
will not meet.

Group III of the CWF of the
First Christian Church will
Quilting and other arts and
meet with Mrs. H.B. Bailey,
Jr., at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. carfts will start at ten a.m. for

—I
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Showcase '73 of the Bear
Creek Girl Scout Council held
recently in Murray was a
record-breaking success, a
spokesman said.
The event held each spring
provides an opportunity for
interchange of ideas and for
exhibition of handicrafts, skills,
and talent.
Troops from the 13 counties of
the Bear Creek Council attended. A Joppa, Ill. troop came
the greatest distance.
Mrs. James Byrn, CoChairman, said that 1099 scouts
and friends attended the
exhibits and stage events in the
Waterfield Student Union
Ballroom.
About 375 girls with Council
and community leaders participated in a parade from the
City Park to the Court Square.
Over 200 girls were in the stage
events.
'Special committees included
local leaders and Dr. Ray
Mofield, Co-Chairman Mrs.
Jerry Key, Mrs. Edward
Shroat, Mrs. John Hine, Dr. and
Mrs. Gordon Loberger.
Local troop leaders included
Mrs. Jerry Hopkins, Mrs. W.J
Pitman, Mrs. Bruce Thomas,
Mrs. Peter Whaley, Mrs. Bill
Hina, Mrs. Dorsey Fox, Mrs.
Bailey Gore. Mrs. Max
Weatherford, Mrsk Robert
Whitten, Mrs. Joe Brandon,
Mrs. Joe McCallon, Mrs. Alton
Swift, Mrs. Max Brandon, Mrs.
Marge Wagoner, Mrs. Richmond Beam, Mrs. Hal Houston,
Mrs. Sam Knight, and Miss
Lynn Whayne..
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SUPER SALE!SUPER SAVIRIGS!
Super Sale . Super Savings! Our entire stock of 100% Polyester Doable Knits has been drastically
reduced for this special event! Thousands of yards, endless colors and designs, 60" wide and all on
full bolts . . . priced for savings that only Fabrific's100 store buying power can offer. Crepes, Jacquards, Two Tones, Multi-colored Prints, Pests de Roma, Twills and more. they're all on sale at
2--Fahrific now!

Sale Starts Now!!

Pr.
For a p
Calif. I
please.

Thru Mon., Tues., Wed.

RIWARDLESS OF PREVIOUS PRICE JUST. 4, 4.

-

tucky Academy of Astrology.
During the business meeting,
Mrs. Leonard Whitmer announced that eye screening in
the area had been completed,
with several cases of muscle
imbalance being found.
It was also announced that
$100 has been donated to
Calloway County High School
for band uniforms and $50 to the
jaws of life.

personal and sincere service. These are

has long been our custom to
motto of OUr
not just idle words: for we believe that a genulKe,and iincere
help provide comfort and solace during a tilne of sorrow..

Sunday, April 8
"Day Apart" for all women of
the United Methodist Churches
of the Paris District will be held
at Martin's Chapel Church here
at 2:30 p.m.

Groups of the Baptist Women
of the First Baptist Church will
meet as follows: Annie ArmMrs. Richard
strong with
Walker and Group I with Mrs.
Charles Mercer at 9:30 a.m.;
Group II with Mrs. O.C. Wells at
ten a.m.; Group III with Mrs.
Richard Walker at two p.m.
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Showcase '73 Held
By Girl Scouts At
Murray ilhiliersity

_EVERY 60" POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT IN OURSTORE
Dr. Betty Hinton

'WHERE PERSONAL AND SINCERE SERVICE IS A TRADITION"

chicken supper will be
ad at Chestnut Grove
.E. Church, Hazel, starting
at 5:30 p.m. The charge will be
$1.30 each.

Tuesday, April 10
Parents meeting and open
house for St. Leo's Cooperative
Preschool will be held at
Gleason Hall, North 12th Street,
at seven p.m.

son

OUBLE I INIT.J.AYS

Paducah Indepsindent
School. te_cratuies
charge.

1411111111$1114.11*

Car Wash, sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Psi, will be at
Del's Gulf Station, Five Points,
_Alerting at eight a.m. The
charge will be $1.25 per car.

0VI

DEA
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The fall meeting 111111—bil—
held in Paducah, with the

.111411MIN.4111

Saturday, April 7
A spring rummage sale will
be held at Gleason Hall, 401 N.
12th Street sponsored by
parishioners of St. Leo's Church
from seven a.m. until three
p.m. Miscellaneous articles of
toys, white elephants, baby
items in addition to clothing,
will be on sale

Drawing
and
Painting
Workshop conducted by Robert
Head, will be at Murray Art
County Guild from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Due
Calloway
The
Genealogical Society will meet to space limitations persons
with Mrs. John Livesay at 1:30 Interested in participating are
asked to register by calling
p.m.
Cynthia Peterson, 753-3505, Cr
be Mattie Bell Hays Circle of Barbara Harrell, 492-8824.
the UMW of First United
Methodist Church will meet at
The Paris Road Homemakers
the church at seven p.m.
Club will meet at. the home of
Mrs. Amy Wilson at 12:30 p.m.
The Board of Directors of the
Quota Club are scheduled to
meet at the Triangle Inn at 5:30
p.m.
Alberta Korb as program
leader.

Mrs. Larry Contri reported
that registration for the summer kindergarten has been held
an only a few vancancies
remain.
A $200 scholarship will be
presented later to a Murray
State student who is majoring in
elementary education.
Officers for the 1973-74 year
were elected who are Mrs
James. Frank,'chairman; Mrs
Fred Wells, vice chairman,
Mrs. Tommy Alexander.
secretary; and Mrs. A.B. Crass,
treasurer.
.VasteRgLoW
.
..,-.
were Mrs. tom Robotism .3-7
Mrs. Delores Warner and Mrs
Elwood Brown.
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Miss Lisa Michele Robinson
was honored with a party in
celebration of her sixth birthday on Saturday, March 24,
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn Robinson, at their lovely
home near 1Kirkaey.
The theme of "Winnie the
Pooh" was used in the
decorations on the refreshment
table which was covered with a
cloth in the same theme.
Napkins and the centerpiece
also were in the same theme.
Cake and punch were served.
DEAR ABBY: My name is Albert and I am a compulBalloons in yellow, pink, and
sive overeater. Three years ago I weighed 305 pounds. I
was in debt to the tune of $8,000, my marriage was on the
green were placed. throughout
rocks, and I was about to lose my job. Overeating was the
the room, Hats, party horns,
cause of all my problems, but I didn't know it them.
balloons, and individually
I had tried reducing chubs three times, die
wrapped candy treats were
quack doctors, shots, pills, and even hypnosis One diet --.,,, prophded sub guest.
doctor put me on pills and shots and I lost 100 pounds in
The Isonareeopened her gifts
seven months. In less than six months I had put it all back
and games were played.
on again. [It cost me $1,500.]
Children present were Chuck
Then someone told me about Overeaters Anonymous
Adams, Scott Adams, Dana
and I went to a meeting. There were signs all over the
Cunningham, Traci Gillum,
place saying, "WE CARE."
Terri Gillum, Diana Jones,
Abby, I have never met a more loving, caring bunch of
Rodney Lamb,Jennifer Mathis,
pea* in my life I couldn't believe it. The only requirement
McCallon, Tina
Marilynn
to join "O.A " is a desire to stop eating compulsively.
Robinson, Tammy Robinson,
There are no dues, and nobody is weighed in, or humiliated.
Robert Stephens, Rodney
You don't even have to attend meetings if you don't went
Tucker, Jackie Tucker, Don
to. I can only tell you that after that first meeting I felt that
Walker, Lori Walker, Mia Beth
God had sent me there.
Woodall, Patrick Robinson, and
Today, I weigh 180 pounds, am debt free, have money
the honoree.
in the bank, and my marriage is more secure than ever.
Adults assisting in the enI've even returned to my church where I was ashamed to
tertaining were Mrs. Helen
go for years because I felt so unworthy.
--- — Robinson an Mr. and Mrs. Doris
Overeaters Anonymous is strictly that. No ‘laat names
Ezell, Grandparents of the
are used, but I will sign mine and you may chid; me out.
honoree, Mrs. Autumn Ezell,
That organization has done so much for me I want to let
great grandmother of the
others know about it so they can be born again. Because
honoree, and Mrs.. Pam
that's what happened to me
ALBERT IN LOS ANGELES
Robinson, aunt of the honoree.
DEAR ALBERT: Not only did I check yen out, I personally spoke with several members of "0. A." me every word
yea wrote is true. Anyone interested is learning more about
this wonderful organization [there are chapters all over the
U. 8.1 may write to: Overeaters Anonymous, P.O. Box
2613, Hollywood, Calif.. 90028.

Overeater finds
someone who cares

Officers Installed
At Calloway County
High FTA Meeting

DEAR ABBY: My husband has made it plain that he
prefers the television set to me. Several of my women
friends have the same complaint. What could be the reason
for this?
IGNORED
DEAR IGNORED: Maybe k's because he can tern off
Me television when be wants to.
DEAR ABBY: We have been married for 26 years. My
wife works by choice, not because she has to.
Every morning she gets up at 5 a. m. Her office hours
do not begin until 8 a. m. and we live only 20 minutes from
her office, so you see there is no need for her to get up at
that hour.
Here is the clincher: She bathes, drepes, and sits in
the kitchen playing solitaire from 5:40 until it's dine to
leave for the office.
It's been the same every morning With the exception of'
Saturdays,'Sundays. and holidays. Am I married to some
kind of nut?
OHIO
DEAR OHIO: What's nutty about year wife's reulkie If
she isn't able to sleep Inroad II a: am.? Wales Esseirt ANNA
you, why complaint
CONFIDENTIAL TO "PUZZLED IN HOPE.ARKANSAS:"
Yee are under no obligation to send the price of a gift hiatead
eta 1011. People who ask for CASH instead of wedding Ole
yeasomptnaus. [Suggestion: Why don't yea and six after
s.
-110 together Me seed Amy Vanderbilre
4
•
sikeeete? I can think of as gift more appropriate.
Problems? You'll feel better if you get k oft year cheat.
For • personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. WS,L A.,
Call?. NM. Enclose stamped, self-addressed earealspe,
please.

The Calloway County Chapter
of Future Teachers of America
met Wednesday, April 4, in the
school cafeteria.
The president, Stacy Adams,
called the meeting to order.
Mrs. Sue Adams tatted to the
group on the Stanley Sale.
Colleen Cavanaugh read the
roll in absence of the secretary.
the
gave
Arnold
Dale
treasurer's report.
Mrs. Jane Sisk showed the
clab_the plaque and first place
ribbon the club won at the state
--eeni,ention for their scrapbook,
and also the certificate for
being an honorary club.
The initiation of the new officers was held. Officers installed were Danny Futrell,
president; Lynn Erwin, viceMills,
Cindy
president;
reporter; Tim Davis, treasurer;
Melanie Hutchens, secretary;
Mark Miller, photographer.
Two officers not present at the
meeting were Sandra Duncan,
parliamentarian, and Ricky
Bucy, refreshment chairman.
The meeting was then adjourned by the new president,
Danny Futrell.

I
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•'Bone Patent
-• White Patent
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Calloway Beta
Club Commends
School Board

Rogers and Butler Vows Solemnized

it the Ellis
ss will be

Painting
. by Robert
turray Art
10 p.m. Due
IS persons
pating are
by calling
53-3505, or
14824.
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BLAINE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Blaine of
Benton Route Nine are the
parents of a baby girl, Melissa
Gail, weighing eight pounds one
The Beta Club of Calloway
ounce, born on Monday, April 2, County High School voted to
at 3:17 p.m. at the Murray- send letters of commendation to
Calloway County Hospital.
Superintendent of Calloway
Their other children are County Schools, William B.
Roger Wayne Neale, age 13, Miller, and the members of the
Lisha Kay Neal,age 10, and Roy Board of. Education at the
Clayton Neal, age nine. The Meeting iNgd March 28 at the
father is employed by Warren school.
The letters Will be sent
Brothers Construction.
Grandparents are Mr. and commending Supt. Miller and
Mrs. Floyd Blaine of Gilbert- the board members, Lubie
sville Route One and Mr. and Parrish, Calvin Key, Billy Joe
Mrs. Clint Chiles of Benton Stubblefield, Robert Ross, and
Ferrell Miller, for their efforts
Route Four.
in attaining the three new
for
centers
elementary
GILLIAM BOY
Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Earl
Janey Kelso, president,
Gilliam, Jr., of Murray Route presided at the meeting. The
Seven announce the birth of a minutes were read by Evie
baby boy, Marshall Earl III, Erwin, and the treasurer's
weighing seven pounds thirteen report was given by Lamar
'ounces, born on Tuesday, April Harrell. iblarketia Orr gave the
3, at 1:50 p.m. at the Murray- devotion.
Calloway County Hospital.
Darrell Gibson presented the
The new father is employed at program by singing some of his
the Murray Division of the own songs.
Tappan Company.
New officers elected for the
Grandmothers are Mrs. 1973-74 school year were as
Allen,
Robert
Marshall Earl Gilliam of Almo follows:
and Mrs. Zeffie Woods of president; Lamar Harrell, viceCrick,
Murray. A great grandmother president; Karen
is Mrs. Zora Woods of Murray. corresponding secretary; Pam
Robertson, recording
Marketia Orr, point
secretary;
DICK GIRL
Susan Paige is the name secretary; Quentin Fannin,
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ken- first treasurer; Dale Mathis,
Alene
...neth Earl Dick of Lynnville for second treasurer;
their baby girl, weighing seven Paschall, parliamentarian;
pounds 14Ia ounces, born on Patsy Burkeen, reporter.
Sponsors of the club are Mrs.
Wednesday, April 4, at 1:49 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County Betty Riley and Mrs. Myrtle
Jones.
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Ernest
Dick and Mr. and Mrs. L.A.
Harris, all of Farmington Route
couple left for a wedding trip One.
with the bride wearing a red
The Golden Circle Sunday
and white knit suit. She wore a
School Class of the Memorial
BOY
TABERS
corstre of white rose buds.
A baby boy, Joshua Herbert Baptist Church held its March
Mr. and Mrs. Butler are now Tabers, HI, weighing seven meeting at the home of Mrs.
at home at 601 College Court pounds thirteen ounces, was Linda Rogers with Mrs. Joanne
and are both attending Murray born to Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Simmons as cohostess.
State University.
Pleas for the April 14th
Herbert Tabers, Jr., of Murray
Rout One on Tuesday, April 3, at hayride for class memberland
Rehearsal Supper
After the rehearsal on Friday 12:12 a.m, at the Murray- their husbands were mad.
The program was a craft
night, Rev. and Mrs. LaVerne Calloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter, project taught and led by Mrs.
Butler entertained the bridal
party with a buffet supper at the Melissa,age two. The father is a Barbara Harrell, special guest.
She showed how to make up a
general building contractor.
Holiday Inn.
Grandparents are Mr. and basic dough and then shape,
The U-shaped table was Mrs. Joshua Herbert Tabers, bake, and paint various objects.
covered with a white cloth and Sr., and William E. Etazzell, all (lass members made mostly
centered with an arrangement
of Farmington Route One, and mushrooms for wall pictures or
of red and white carnations. Mrs. Bernice Eiazzell of Murray plaques
Smaller arrangements and Route One.
were
present
Those
place cards completed the table
Great grandparents are John Mesdames Candy Jenkins,
decor. Covers were laid for L. WIlleford of Nixon, Texas, Barbara
Chilcutt, Joyce
twenty three guests.
Mrs. Lillie Barzell of Far- Houston, Linda Murdock,
The bride and groom mington Route One, and Mrs.,,, Connie White, Gayle Adams* 7
presented gifts to their at- Alice Nussbaum of Alliance, Linda Rogers,' Joanne Sim-.
mons, and Barbara Harrell.
tendants.
Nebraska.

11

Mr. and Mrs. David Alan Butler

Miss Teresa Gayle Rogers rosebuds, red carnations and
became the bride of David Alan baby's breath, with white satin
Butler in a lovely candlelight streamers tied in love knots.
Miss Kathy Rogers, sister of
ceremony on Saturday, March
17, at five thirty o'clock in the the bride, served as maid of
afternoon at the First Baptist honor. Her Victorian formal
gown was designed of white
Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Venice lace and red chiffon.
Mr. and Mrs. James Rogers of Matching lace was used for the
Murray and the groom is the neckline and around the cuffs of
son of Rev. and Mrs. LaVerne long fitted sleeves. The skirt
was fashioned with a deep
Butler of Louisville.
Rev. LaVerne Butler, father flounce ruffle at the hem. A red
of the groom, and Rev. velvet ribbon accented the
Richard Walker, pastor of waistline and was tied in a bow
First Baptist Church of Murray, at the back. Matching ribbon
performe d the double ring was also wor- in her hair. She
carried a single red carnation
ceremony.
The church altar was with white streamers tied in
decorated with an arched love knots.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
candelabrum . garlanded with
greenery. Brass swirl can- Wayne Hodge, Louisville, sister
delabra were used on either side of the groom and Miss Celia
of Grecian Urns filled with red Simmons of Murray. Their
carnations, white mums and dresses and bouquet were
stock. A Grecian urn with identical to that of the maid of
greenery was placed on each honor.
Gambrel] of Louisville
side of the front of the church. A
White open Bible with a red served as best man. GroomHOSPITAL PATIENT
candle and red carnations was smen and ushers'Nvere Wayne
Johnny Williams of Murray
placed in the baptistry. The Hodge, Louisville, brother-inthree candles representing the law of the groom, Ricky Butler, Route Four has been a patient
two separate lives uniting into Louisville, brother of the at the Western Baptist Hospital,,
one were placed in front of the groom, and Randy Hahn of Paducah.
arched candelabrum. Family Louisville.
For her daughter's wedding
pews were marked with white
Mrs. Rogers chose to wear an
bows.
A program of wedding music informal frock of champagne
was presented by Miss Edwina beige imported knit and lace.
Mills, organist.‘-Mrs. Gilbert The sheath dress of the knit was
Mathis, soloist, sang, 'All Our topped by a companion coat
Lives," "Savior, Like a fashioned entirely of the lace.
Shepherd Lead Us" and 'The She chose matching accessories
.Wedding Prayer." At the close to complete her ensemble, and
et the cereal** Pim Mathis her corsage was red rose buds.
Mrs. Butler, mother of the
sang "TtigOrd's Prayer"
and groom knelt groom, wore an informal frock
while the
on a white kneeling bench. The of grey and white knit. The
traditional wedding marches dress was topped by a comwere used for the processional panion coat and she chose
matching accessories. Her
and recessional.
Miss Linda Lewis kept the corsage was white rose buds.
Also present for the wedding
guest register which was placed
in the vestibule of the church. was Mrs. W.N. Broach, grandThe table was covered with a mother of the bride, Mrs. Willis
floor length cloth of white peau Butler, grandmother of the
de soie. Red and white car- groom, and R.H. Kiser, grandnations were used for the father of the groom. Mrs.
Broach and Mrs. Butler wore
decoration.
Corsages of white carnations
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage and Mr. Kiser wore a white
by her father, wore a formal carnation boutonniere.
The wedding was directed by
gown of white silk orgruurine
combiued with Venice lace. The Mrs. George T. Moody.
Reception
empire bodice was fashioned
Following the ceremony the
entirely of the Venice lace,
featuring a Victorian neckline reception was held in the
with long gossamer Bishop's Fellowship Hall of the church.
sleeves with deep cuffs
The bride's table, covered
fashioned of the repeated lace with white peau de seicand lace
pattern and fitted at the wrist. was
an
with
centered
The bouffant skirt was designed arrangement of red carnations,
with a Lace border topping a white mums and baby's breath
band of silk organzine pleated with white tapers in silver
into a flounce which flowed into
candelabra.
a chapel train.
Miss Deborah Hughes was in
Her headdress was a concharge of the reception
toured Juliet cap fashioned with
Serving the cake were Misses
row on row of Venice tatting
Amy
Thompson and Debbie
through which was drawn
Moody. Mrs. David Hill and
a
and
ribbon,'
satin
narrow
Miss Linda Lewis assisted at
tiered and bouffant vtil of
Others
the
punch bowl
imported illusion fell elbow
at the reception were
length. Her train was also of assisting
Mrs. Alyis.Jonvs, Miss Edwina
importedonr- --Mills
-and-Mrs. Marvin Harci-E.
On a wfdteElble she Earned a.
After the reception, the
bridal bouquet of white

We

Phone 753-1272
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
e It — We Will Get It—Or It Can't Be and

Phone 753-3882
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get on the proper and bumps with equal aplomb.
you
owe
thoughtfully directed, can
limit to the
YOU BORN TODAY are a
brighten this day and boost your tooting, there is no
truly dynamic individual, exstatus. But keep everything in gains you can achieve.
tremely versatile and willing to
line and don't go to extremes. PISCES
work hard for the material
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(°Lb
success you crave. You can
may
some
encounter
You
SAGITTARIUS
Frances Drake
"clouds" in the form of delays, achieve it, too, but first, must
( Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
You may face some com- Impasses. All could lead to learn to curb certain traits
FOR SATURDAY,APRIL 7, 1973
plications - in quite unex- eventual good. Take benefits which alienate those in best
pected areas. How you handle
BEFORE
thought
now.
Astute
you neglect
Look in the section in which nonessentials while
prevent situations and the pace you set
time,
save
will
acting
the
if
Even
matters.
vital
your birthday comes and find more
stick to errors. Gains indicated through will determine your progress.
what your outlook is, according latter are more difficult,
accomplish! creative efforts.
and
guns
your
CAPRICORN
to the stars.
GEMINI
TAURUS
Dec. fl to Jan. 20) /4O4
(
,
21)
( May 22 to June
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Do not become witlessly inARIM
Fine Mercury influences. A
How you we your talents and
volved in so many activities
Mar. 21 to Apr 20) errit=4
important
making
for
day
good
on opportunities will be paramount
waste time
that you neglect the ones perDon't
decisions. Also favored: adtinent NOW Conditions exvertising, promotion, jourcellent for useful discussions,
nalistic work.
corrunaments.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 22 to July 23)
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may overreach your
It may require some extra
mark now through anxiety or
to get started now, but
patience
miscalculation. Recall how you
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Your Individual Horoscope
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LENNIS C. HALE

eit,z)

Candidate for

RE-ELICTIONTO THE VOTERS OF MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 3
In announcing my candidacy for Magistrate in
District No. 3, I want to thank you for the privilege of
serving you for the past 3t4 years. I have appreciated
your friendship and your cooperation in every way.
Most of you know me, but for those who do not, I will
give you a brief summary of my life:
I was born in Calloway County and am 58 years of
I am a self-employed farmer and I live on Murray,
Route 7, near the Oaks Country Club.
My parents are Coy L. and Vara Fain Hale and they
reside in Murray I am married to the former Obena
Erwin and we have two children.
Our daughter, Barbara Hale, is a special education
teacher in the Paducah Public School System. Our son,
Dr. Gerald D. Hale, is State extension Dairy Specialist
with the University of New Hampshire. We have three
grandchildren.

—

I received my education at Murray Training School,
and Murray High School, graduating from Murray
High School in 1933.
I am a member of Goshen United Methodist Church
and have held various responsible positions in the
church.
This term of the fiscal court is the first to have only
four magistrates. This brought about a much larger
area of the county for each magistrate to serve. I have
sincerely tried to serve each person in District 3, in a
fair and equitable manner.
I know all] of the roads in District 3, and their needs.
I have taken a personal interest in all of your calls for
service and I will continue to do just that.
As a member of the fiscal court, I think our county
road program is well organized. We have bought
several pieces of equipment to use in road building and
maintenance. All of the equipment is paid for. We have
cooperated with the State Highway Department and I
want to continue to cooperate with them.
I shall continue to work with and cooperate with the
city government for the improvement of the City of
Murray, and for the entire county-rural and urban.
I can devote whatever time is necessary to serve the
duties of this office. Much time is required to serve
adequately, so I am asking you to re-elect me as your
magistrate in District 3, on May 29.
Voters of District 3, vrill vote at Murray Precinct No. •
Harris Grove, Hazel, &
4 ( Mur-ra y Datsun
Providence.
Your vote and influence will be deeply appreicated
Pol. Ad paid for by; Lennia_C-liale, Route 7, Murray,
Ky.

waded through complex days
successfully in the past, and be
guided by experience.
LEO
2(
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1
The most difficult chore may
bring the most rewarding
returns, if handled well. Avoid
tension, dissension. Don't let
errors go uncorrected.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ir%.
Mixed planetary influences.
You may be faced with
unevenness in some areas,
unexpected setbacks, but keep
on doing your best.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Don't get ahead of yourself.
There is a tendency now to rush
matters to hasty completion, to
plan too far ahead without full
preparation or understanding.
Care!
SCORPIO
I Oct. 24 to Nov 22)
Originality and imagination,

FREEMAN
FREE-FLEX

FRIDAY-APRIL II, 11/73
position to further your ends.
High on this list are
overaggressiveness and tendencies toward sarcasm, but
there's also the matter of
selfishness and an insistence on
having your own way. Tone
down these characteristics and
you'll find your going much

smoother. Fields in which you
could attain your greatest
successes: The law, science,
politics, literature. Birthdate
of: William Wordsworth, poet;
Si Francis Xavier, Apostle of
the Indies; Walter Winchell,
newspaper columnist and TV
personality.

)INVENTORY

SALE
V...
ONDAY

SALE ST

100% POLYESTER

Bngual
Until the early 1900's; state
laws and official notices in
Louisiana appeared in both
French and English.
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Service to back you up.
.7, 8, 12 and 14 h.p models give you all the power you need
to stay ahead of lawn and garden work.
and
Every machine is tough, dependable
we back them up with parts and service'
Wide variety of attachments let you use
your MF tractor all year 'round

In His
how to in
accepted
vengean
Suprem(
follow. !commit

•
flokifiLColor and
Yarn dyed
•
Morotranics and
Yarn dyed Jacquards
•1 to 5
yd. Mill
Solids
•All
new Spring-Lengths, First Quality
1973
patterns &
colors

MF
Consider
the world's
largest maker
of tractors
first
.410.

ONLY REMNANT HOUSE
GIVES YOU
A WRI111N.GUARAN111
OF LOWER PRICE'

Come out ahead on a deal, too! COrnePirrnow!

LOWEST PRICE
GUARANTEE
M'S Vs I NM St •
Vow,.
1I4, pia.
Cromf ha.
php /11,e I he firms,al fora "'AIN lata• '
6. ht., am MORI
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.
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WE SELL
LOWER BECAUSE
WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS

GE'(N*STflOS LoronT nous
1ST QUALITY IAllitKir
L
- • • • • •
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Stokes Tractor 11 Implement Co.
•. '
- •
tachibtf... Audtt--

•!u---

204 W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.
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Menu planning
Fresh fruits and vegetables
can go a long way toward
helping you plan balanced
and appealing menus While
you can be certain a good
variety of fruits and vegetables will supply the vitamins
and minerals your family
needs, successful menu planning depends on variety for
other reasons. When selecting
fruit for a salad or vegetables
for your next menu, let the
colorful fresh fruit and
vegetable counter at your
supermarket be your inspiration. Keep color in mind to
make your meals more interestingand attractive. A menu
that Fegins with roast chicken
and mashed potatoes needs a
bright vegetable for color and
good nutrition too.
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Sunday
School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
CHRIST SUFFERED FOR US

Special Good Saturday, Sunday & Monday, April 7th, 8th, 9th
All Items Available Nashville Stores.

Reflection on the suffering of Christ on the cross for us should
kindle our reverence for Him,increase our gratitude and devotion
to Him,and cause us lo render better service for Him.
Isaiah 53: 4-9
In Isaiah 53 we enter that sacred chamber wherein is pictured
and foretold the sufferings of Christ. So perfect was the portrayal
that one might readily conclude that it was the record of history
rather than the prediction of prophecy. Isaiah predicted that
when Christ should come regal splendor would be absent, that
there would not be anything pretentious about His personal appearance, that He would not be acceptable to the Jews because of
His lowly origin. His unattractive form, and His failure to fit int::
their scheme of things politically and religiously.
When Christ Jesus came and walked in their midst, performed
numerous miracles of mercy, taught them the love of God, and
revealed to them the amazing grace and matchless glory of God,
their response was rejection and repudiation, both of which
culminated in His death on the cross. They rejected Christ
because His humility was offensive to their pride, His holiness
was a rebuke to their sinfulness, and His benevolence was a public
rebuke to their obvious selfishness.
It is not at all surprising that Christ was called "The Man of
Sorrows,' because He was despised and rejected of men." He was
"The Man of Suffering," because "He was wounded for our
transgressions. he was bruised for our iniquities: the
chastisement of our peace was upon him,and he was afflicted, yet
he opened not his mouth: he is brought as a lamb to the slaughter,
and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb,so he openeth not his
mouth." Never were wounds so eloquent as those suffered by our
Lortf for our transgressions.
None of Christ's sufferings were due to any sin of His own, for
He did not have any. Our transgressions caused the wounding and
our iniquities brought about the bruising and the death of the
Saviour. His sufferings were for us or in our stead. By suffering in
the place of others Christ made ample provision for the putting
away of sin,for the forgiveness of sinners, and for the satisfaction
of the demands of justice. He suffered on the cross in order to
redeem lost sinners and reconcile them to God.
In His infinite love for sinners God laid on Christ the iniquity of
us all. He loaded the tremendous weight of our sin upon Christ,
our Substitute. Christ's suffering was vicarious and voluntary. He
was led to the slaughter, but He went willingly. He was a silent
sufferer as well as a willing one. He was Oppressed and treated
cruelly, but He did not resist or offer any complaint.
Jesus Christ was stricken and smitten for our sin. Although He
had-not done any violence, He was subjected to a violent death by
crucifixion on the cross. He was entirely free of all deceit, but
suffered the worst form of punishment that was known to men.
With great courage He bore indescribable suffering. None of us
can imagine how terrible was the anguish which He bore so
willingly and uncomplainingly.
!Peter 2:24-25
The infinitely glorious Son of God actually stopped to become
bare our sins in his own body on
the tree." He bore our sins as well as the punishment which were
due to bear. "Christ died for our sins." The substitution was
carried out by Christ personally, and not by proxy. Christ grappled with sin on Calvary's cross by bearing its condemnation, and
permitting Himself to be pierced by all of it arrows. Had He not
died for us, it would have been necessary for us to the an eternal
death. He died that we might live. That Christ died for us ought to
be our first thought when we awake Ch the mornidg; it might to
give purity to our thoughts, quality to our words, and truth to our
actions throughout the day; and it should be remembered with
genuine gratitude just before we fall asleep at night.
•Because of what Christ has done fur us, we ought to do our very
best for Him.Inasmuch as He suffered and died for us, we should
-live righteously and magnify His matchless name. Let those of us
who have been relieved of the curse and consequence of sin by
Christ's sufferings on the cross spend the remainder of our lives
trying to walk in His footsteps, and committing ourselves and our
interests to God.' An honest effort to walk in the footsteps of Christ
molds the character,shapes the life, fills the life with enthusiasm,
and influences the actions. A righteous life is a joyful one. Many
influential and useful Christians have proved that this is true.

Nylon pantsuits in asstyles. Stitch
crease, self belt, keyhole neck, cap sleeve,
and other styles. Sizes
8 to 18 in lovely spring
colors.

sorted

DRAPE

Beautiful lddition to any room in
the house. Deep shag pile rug adds
look of expensive elegance. If you
always wanted to carpet but felt it
was beyond your budget, be sure to
see Big K's large selection of room
size rugs in decorator colors.

Lovely drapes to match the
decor of any room in your
home' 46" x 84" size in
popular colors. Give your
windows a spring lift and
4ave. Slightly irregular.

#11
GLOSS
WHITE
PAINT

Dur sin-beareeWho his own self

91

100°.,, polyester knit
'tunic tops for your
wardrobe'
Assorted
styles and colors in
sizes S. M and L

54
COMP
Al' 3 99

NYLON PANTS
100% nylon pants in
ottoman or jacquard
weave.
Elasticized
waist, pull-on. Sizes
10 to 18 in assorted
colors.

AT 8.99

ç)ur very bestioptside white paint..
guaranteed one—coat coverage, for
most exterior surfaces.

33
Guaranteed
one cost
coverage, stain and fade
resistant,
comp fete try-washable.

3

COMP.
,AT 7.00

Our recalling the sacrifice which Christ made for us on the
cross should challenge those of us who have not been as obedient
to Him as we should have been to return to Him in genuine
repentance and wholehearted commitment to the doing of His
precious will.

100% nylon body suits
in assorted colors and
styles. Sizes small or
medium.

Boys short sleeve sport
Shirt of polyester cotton
blend. 2 button sleeve, 1
matched pocloet. Sizes 8
to 18 in floral prints.

1.1kHis sufferings Christ set us a worthy example and taught us
law to react when we are treated unjustly. Our Lord patiently

accepted unjust treatment. He never used His power to obtain
vengeance. He calmly turned His case and cause over to the
Supreme Judge. In doing so. He set the proper example for us to
follow. Having the same refuge that He had, the Christian should
commit has case to God.

.44410°'
:f•
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INFANTS s
SLUMBERMATE

ASSORTED
BEDDING
PLANTS
9 per t'ay

SLEEPER

[71,E-31ET

They're nothing new.
Just the best buy In town. And they
have been for years. Classified Ads
can help you trade in no longer

WHEELBARRO

COMP
A T 4-49

Exciting 3-wheel speed
cycle for ages 3 to 101
Features engine sounds,
realistic dashboard, adjustable
seat,
sure
brakin .

COUP
At
1 5 OF
.

Sleepers in boys
and girls styles.
Fits sizes up to 16
lbs. in pastel baby
colors.

needed items for cool, hard cash. Be
smart. Join the handreds who
already use Classified Ads to buy,
sell or trade.

It's easy

1.3

ILLS

Just call

Have a barber shop shave every day
o_f the year. Complete with machine
and refills. Treat yourself and save.

Cotton terry cloth
uppers with soft tricot lining. Sizes 3
to 9 in assorted
colors.

753-1916
rr_31.
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Bel Air Shopping Center
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Spring Game Concludes
Tigers' Grid Practice

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON on record at Orange High will be in Pittsburgh, where the
Pirates will open without the
Associated Press Sports Writer School in 1958.
President Nixon will not
The Angels, under new Man- late and legendary Hall of
throw out the first ball when ager Bobby Winkles, will send Earner Roberto Clemente in
the major league baseball sea- fireballing Nolan Ryan, the ma- right field but with Willie Starson
gets into full swing today, jor leagues' strikeout leader gell surprisingly back in left.
team.
Black
The
ideal.
ditions were not
By MIKE BRANDON
Tony
Catcher Manny Sanguillen, a
fullback
lovable Leo Durocher with 329 last year, against Kanbut
later
play
One
playing field was quite muddy
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
pal of Clemente's, will be
close
by
anyway
from
over
him
upstaged
crashed
Busby,
Thompson
sas City rookie Steve
Spring football practice came and on several occasions
give the
in right field for the Pirates
out the first coach.
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the
throwing
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McKeon,
yards
Jack
of
three
choice
the
the
of
because
to an end yesterday afternoon at fumbles occured
with Clemente's widow, mother
Oh, the sports-loving Presi- Royals' new skipper.
Black team a 12-6 lead. Barnett
)
Murray High School as the slippery turf.
point
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Shelton
One of the most impreadve hit
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Tigers held their annual
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game
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tern White House, when the
for the day was completed.
Doug Shelton intercepted a
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have made tremendous
"We
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we still have a long
Kansas City Royals tonight, but
but
progress
the
put
to
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team grind out a 14-6 win over for the
he'll hand the ball, not toss it.
coach
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go,"
to
left
way
the Gold team at the practice Black team in front 6-0.
He'll hand it to Air Force Maj.
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Luna, a former
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pleased
real
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35
The --fact that one team period a
and HE'LL throw It.
determination.
defeated the other was more or from Wes Ferguson to left end bustle and the
Meanwhile,Durocher shuffled
Randy Chapman produced the We have several boys who ere
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it
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the club's pitching
Owens,
tie.
6-6
team.
that the Tigers had the op- the Gold team and a
coach since 1967. Hub Kittle, a
going to play
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"We
touchdown
final
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The
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execute
to
portunity
Houston coach since 1971, will
at a time and we
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Lillis, a player with the original
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Although the sun was shining Barnett to right end Adam kind of a record
halfback
KEN GROGAN, who will be a junior
1962 Astroe and director of miingredient will be
and the temperature was a cool Laming moved the ball down to Our main
the Tigers, picks up yardage with this run. The action came about
adHina
nor league instruction since his
work,"
hard
the
for
simply
line
yard
50 degrees, the playing con- the Gold three
In the second period of the spring scrimmage game yesterday.
retirement following the 1967
ded.
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season, will fill the vacancy on
"Of course, our offense was
the coaching staff.
but
field
wet
the
by
hampered
"Durocher said he waann
we were executing well. I felt as
completely happy with the
though our defense was very
pitching situation and thought a
good," Hina assessed.
change was in order," ex"We would like to say thanks
plained General Manager Spec
to the parents for giving the
Richardson.
program their support by
The season actually got under
allowing their sons to play. We
the
with
way Thursday
would also like to express our
traditional early opener in Cinappreciation for those people
W11.1.IAM BROOKS HARRIS
cinnati, where the San FranILE R S
who came out to see the game,"
FOR
dethe
defeated
Giants
cisco
concluded Hine.
CITY JUDGE
fending National League chamI would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself
pion Reds 4-1 behind the sevenas a candidate for the office of City Judge of Murray. lam
hit pitching of Juan MarichaL
a native of Calloway County and the son of Mr. and Mrs.
(Iris Speier's two-run single in
Calvert Harris. I graduated from Hazel High School. At
the seventh inning capped a
present I am a senior at Murray State University,
tiebreaking three-run uprising.
in Speech and Social Work. Since I will be in
majoring
League
American
Today's
school past election day. I may not be able to solicit year
schedule also finds the New
FLORENCE, Ky. (AP) —
vote personally. In the event I fail to see you please
York Yankees at Boston and
Night Counter took an eightconsider this my personal appeal for your vote and inMilwaukee at Baltimore in
length victory in the feature,
fluence.
afternoon action and the Chirace as Latonia closed a 40-day
I reside at 1306 Story Avenue with my wife the former
cago White Sox at Texas and
stand Thursday night.
Joan Shelton of Paducah, and our sou Ronnie age II a
Minnesota at Oakland under
The winner paid $3.60, $3 and
freshman at Murray State, our daughter Vickie age 15 is
the lights.
$280. Second was Divorce
freshman at Murray High School.
In National League day
Trial, returning $10.80 and
I served 10 years with the US. Army In Germany,
games, St. Louis is at Pitts$6.20. On The Money showed at
Korea and Viet-Nam. I was employed by the City of burgh, Philadelphia at the New
$4.60.
Murray as a policeman from Feb. 09 until Nev. 72 when I
York Meta and Montreal at the
Light Drinker and Singing
was retired because I had back surgery. At this time I
Chicago Cubs. After dark, it's
Gyp paid 157.60 on a 1-8 daily
cannot do any form of physical work.
double combination.
WHERE TO NOW? bale MeCuistoa seems to be looking ahead Houston at Atlanta and Los AnI ask for this position fully aware of the responsibilities
geles at San Diego.
The track, which reported a in an effort to find a place to run. McCuiston gatned 18 yards on
of the office. The City Judge is a misdemeanor court. I
handle of $21,910,971 for the the play before being chased out of bounds on the left sideline.
have had three and one half 13,1) years experience as a
That will leave the AL's Destand, an average of $547,774
policeman in the court system. II decend I will be a full
troit at Cleveland on Saturday
per day, reopens to harness in'
time City Judge. Theee will be a asaraing court, afternoon
pti
in the final opener. The Indians
court, and a night court. Plus I will be la the Judge's °Mee
closed out the exhibition schedCRUNCH! Larry Lovett (741 refuses to give up any ground to jur
I feel the public should have the titmice of a court
daily.
ircrowd of 7,472 viewed the NIL
the
ule Thursday by no-hitting
big Steve Porter who is trying to crash through the offensive line final night.
day. I feel that the judge and the senates of the court
Texas Rangers 4-0 behind the
of the Black team.
should be available 30 that the public would not have to
pitching of Steve Dunning,
miss work to have their day in court. I do not make say
and
lamb
Hay
Rules
Mike Kilkenny.
.o-•••
promises in this election, but I do have strong couvictinao
Milt Wilcox.
that like offenders shall receive the same punishment Is
a
two-point
and
ties
decide
to
By WILL GRIMM
Nixon's visit will mark the
my court. I am cooritteed that laws are made for 'society
after first time a chief executive will
option
conversion
AP Special Correspesient
end not for the
touchdown.
a
in
inaugural
season
a
attend
I WM deeply emprodule yaw vote, bellsod Wilma in
SaYITSDALE, Ariz.( AP ) "The owners felt there was city other than Washington.
fhiedertion.
•
Football League own1-4-.Nationa1
deferred
President
in ties," ex- The
Pol. Ad Paid For By WHIlon Brooks Rant
have decided to leave game an advantage
Ro- throwing out the first ball to
Pete
r
commisslon
plained
anothfor
same
rules much the
13011 Story Amite
zelle. "Many of those voting Maj. Luna of nearby Orange,
er year.
felt that ties kept the races who pitched the first no-hitter
At the annual NFL meeting tight as in the case of Oakland
here Thursday, the owners and Kansas City last season
turned down all major rule where the race bounced back
changes proposed, including and forth.
measures which would have
"'There was also the feeling
a sudden-death period that the tension of the last few
allowed
•
minutes of regulation game
might be diluted by a suddendeath period."
Ftozelle said about half of
those voting supported either
the sudden-death or the twopoint conversion. Voting on the
questions was not as rigidly
fixed among old league lines as
shown in previous years, according to the commissioner.
The owners did vote to make
movement between inactive
and active squads easier when
they eliminated the fixed nurnber of moves a team could
make in bringing players to the
parent club. The owners kept a
40-player limit with seven inactive players, but dropped the
regulation 12 transfers, which
was the limn until this year.
A close defeat was suffered
by a proposal to move the goal
posts back to the end line. Rozelle said there were 11 owners
voting in favor, 12 against and
three abstaining.
Other measures suffering deGreat Buy In A
feat would have ruled catches
Reversing Tiller!
complete with only one receiver's foot in bounds and changed
Discover the Difference
the double-touch rule.
• 26 vertical shaft
A number of minor changes
ultragear transmission
were made.
• 4 HP Briggs & Stratton
Beginning next season, playworld with-176
engine
will be assigned numbers
Together for the firt time You and the WIN RatiOn wogon- tts ihe
ers
fully dyfomOlic
• Handle-mounted controls
according to their positions,
cubic feet of carrying space,4-wheel independent suspensign,and o
.
transmission
1
• 14 diameter bolo tines
both offensively and defen--'- , Mammy s
The 1973 Volkswagen Station Wagon. Now with outoinglit transmission.
sively. No established player
big helper
will ne affected by the rule
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Alone This Year'
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Quarterbacks and kickers
will be assigned numbers I to
lo, offensive and defensive
backs 20 to 49, centers and linebackers 50 to 59, defensive linemen and offensive interior linereceivmen 60 to 79, aliCI wide
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MSU Women to Host
Track Meet Saturday

Mike Thieke Throws
No-Hitter for Murray
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By Mike Brandon
Ledger & Times Sportswriter

"I used my slider to keep the
hitters off pace. Most of the
Lime they were expecting a
It doesn't take Mike Thieke
and when they got the
fastball
very long to establish himself.slider, all they could do was hit
on the ground.
The junior college,. transfer it
I really hadn't been
put his name on the record
about a no-hitter. I
books at Murray State thinking
become aware of it until
yesterday as he became the didn't
sixth inning," Thieke added.
fifth pitcher in the school's the
The win gives Theike a 3-0
history to throw a no-hitter.
leaves him with a
Thieke's masterpiece gave record and
average for his
run
earned
0.95
the ThoroughbFeds a 2-0 win
work.
of
innings
20
over Purdue and a sweep of a
The first game of the aftwinbill from the Boilermakers
of the Big Ten Conference.
In the first game of the afternoon, a two run double in the
fifth inning by Mike Bono lifted
the Thoroughbreds to a 3-1
victory.
pound
175
Thieke, a
Perks,
righthander from
Illinois, threw two no-hitters
during his two years at Martin
Junior College in Pulasi4j,
Tennessee.
Yesterday the 21 year old
junior was superb as he mixed a
combination of fastballs and
sliders to the Purdue batters.
Only four men reached base off
of Thieke, two on walks and two
on errors. Thieke picked up four
strikeouts in the process of
firing his gem.
Mike Thieke

rself
I am
Mrs.
I. At
stty,
win
your
ease

Murray High graduate
Johnny Rayburn gave the
Thoroughbreds their first trun
of the game in the fourth inning.
Rick Weisman and John
Sandoz reached base on walks
and advanced to second and
third when the Purdue pitcher
balked. Weisman came across
with the run when Rayburn
grounded out.
The final Murray run came in
the fifth inning when Rick
Weisman singled in Jack
Perconte who had walked.
Thieke was modest about the
feat.
"I'd like to give my thanks to
the men who were behind me.
They did a great job and
deserve the credit," Thieke
praised.
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SUZUKI
Dealership
OpportunityProfits
Motorcycles
Full Line 50 to 750
Full Dealer Program

illr

Call or Write:
U.S. Suzuki Motor Corp.
P.O. Box 2107,
Dept 16-F
Santa Fe Spnngt, Calif.
90670 -213/921-4461

ternoon found the Thoroughbreds taking a 1-0 lead in the
first inning when Mike Bono
drove in John Howland on a
fielder's choice. Howland had
reached base on a single and
advanced to third when Coulson
reached on an error and Barrett

beat out an infield roller.
Purdue came back to tie the
score in the fourth inning at 1-1
when a walk and two singles
prochred a run.
In the fifth inning, Barrett
drew a one out walk and
Weisinan followed by drawing a
pass. Bono then cleared the
bases with a double.
Bill Emerson went six and
one third innings on the mound
and gave up one run and seven
hits while walking five and
fanning six.
Mike Sims came on to retire
the final two men in the seventh.
Runners were on second and
third when Sims took the
mound. Sims turned in a
sparkling relief performance
Sunday at Austin Peay.
Murray had 11 hits for the
day, six in the first game and
five in the second.
Howland picked up two hits in
the opener while Barrett, Bono,
Richard Bieternaan and David
Hughes all had one safety. In
the nightcap, Brown Crouch,
Barrett, Weisman, Rayburn
and John Eradi all had one hit
apiece.
The first game of the morning
found Purdue taking an 8-0 win
over Lambuth College. Bob
"Hawk" Taylor, an assistant
last season at Murray State, is
the coach at Lambuth.
Today Brown and Purdue met
at 10 a.m. while Murray is
meeting both teams in afternoon games. Thoroughbreds,
hoping for an at-large from the
NCAA, are now 21-7.

New York Nets
On INV,- EastBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The New York Nets are on
the brink and the Carolina Cougars are ready to push them
over tonight.
Lou Carnesseca isn't jumping
yet, but it doesn't look good for
his club in the American Basketball Association playoffs.
Are the Nets finished? "Let's
first win one—and then we'll
see," says the New York coach
whose club is down 3-1 to the
Cougars in their best-of-7 East
Division semifinals.
The Nets were beaten 112-108
Thursday night in New York"
for their third defeat of the
series, one of three professional
playoff games during the evening.
In another ABA game, the Indiana Pacers defeated the Denver Rockets 97-95 to take a 3-1
lead in their best-of-7 West Division semifinal set.
In the National Basketball
Association, the Milwaukee
Bucks trimmed the Golden
State Warriors 113-93 to take a
2.-1 lead in their Western Conference series.
Along with the Carolina-New
York game tonight,' Kentucky
plays Virginia at Hampton,
Va., in the other East semifinal. The Colonels are in the
driver's seat with a 2-1 lead in
that series.
In the NBA tonight, Atlanta

More Controversy

Aaron Takes One-Stroke Lead
Into Second Round of Masters
By WILL GREMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) -Tommy Aaron, a slump-ridden
perennial runner-up, takes a
one-stroke lead over Jack Nicklaus and a 190-pound former
baseball pitcher from Japan
today into the second round of
the Masters, shaken by another
controversy.
The latest fuss was ignited by
a 120-pound pepperpot from
Puerto Rico, Chi Chi Rodriguez, who contends he and
some others are getting a bad
deal on caddies. He wants a
fairer system.
His complaint carried extra
bite because it seemed aimed
at such Masters' untouchables
as Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer. "They get the more knowledgeable caddies," Chi Chi argued. "We should be allowed to
use our tour caddies or at least
have a blind draw."
Nicklaus and Palmer reacted.
They said they make all their
decisions, the caddies just carry the clubs.
All Augusta National caddies
are black. Many of the tour
caddies, including Chi Chi's
Tommy Mascari, are white.
The prestigious tournament
here has just finished defending
Itself from pressure by 18 Congressmen demanding that a

Da

al

special invitation be extended
to a black player, Lee Elder,
because a black has never
pLiYed In the Masters.
Aaron, a tall, bespectacled
Georgian who has won only one
official title while finishing second at least a dozen times,
grabbed the first round lead
Monday by shooting a kir:under-par 68, which included
three 15-foot putts.
"I've been playing badly,"
Aaron said. "I've been hitting
everything good but my,woods
and irons."
Nicklaus, the 5-2 favorite
seeking his fifth Masters
crown, came in close pursuit
with a rallying 69, that included
near-misses for eagles on the
long 13th and 15th holes. Then,
almost at the end of the day,
Masahi Ozaki, a strapping
crew-cut Oriental with a broad
smile, came charging in with a
matching 69 to tie Big Jack for
second place.

Hazel PTC Splits
Pair of Cage Games

Mr. Larry Frankhouser and Mr. Ed Grace
of Lassiter and Frankhouser Glass Company;
ettended a Seminar Saturday March 31st in
Memphis, Tennesee.
This seminar consisted of ideas and better
Ways of using sealing materials. Lexan
plastic, and discussed the subject of safety
glazing, security glazing and environmental
glazing.
This seminar was in hopes of bettering our
services to our old and new customers.

Miss Jan Hart

Jan Hart Is
Named Queen
At Wranglers
Miss Jan Hart was selected
last week as the Queen of the
Wranglers Riding Club.
Miss Hart, the daughter of
1
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hart of
Murray Route One, is a 17 year
old junior at Calloway County
High School.
Runnerup in the contest was
Miss Beth Wilson, daughter--Of
Mr. and Mrs. S.O. Wilson of
North 10th Street in Murray.
Miss Wilson is a junior at
Murray High.
The Wranglers Queen test
included a written exam, a
personal interview with the
judge and a riding event to
display horsemanship.
The event was held at the
A. Carmen Livestock Pavilion,
made available through the
courtesy of Murray State
University. Mr. Thurman
Shoemaker of Princeton was
the judge.
Miss Hart will represent the
Wranglers Club in the Western
Kentucky Horseman's
Association Queen Contest
which will be held in Paducah.
The contest will be at the
WKHA Pot Luck Spring
Banquet(in April 14, at 7 p.m. at
the Cabana Club. Area WKHA
members and members of the
Wranglers Riding Club are
urged to attend.'
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The Hazel PTC entertained
the Puryear PTC recently and
split a pair of games.
The Hazel women lost 36-26 to
Puryear while the Hazel men
took a hard fought 55-54 win.
Enoch led the Hazel women
with 20 while Dover and Hooks
scored four and two respec- 60th Opener
tively.
CINCINNATI (AP) — It
Miller paced the men with 15 started in 1913 when Aureal Imwhile Cothran added 11. feld played hooky from school
Malcomb and Erwin each had With a classmate. Since that
eight while Stubblefield picked day the Cincinnati baseball fan
up five and White and Hutson has not missed a Reds' season
four apiece.
opener.
Tonight the Hazel PTC will
Thursday was his 60th conhost Lynn Grove to a pair of secutive. His wife of 49 years,
games at 7 p.m.
Laura, accompanied him

John B.
Watson
For
-ail

SARASOTA,Fla. — Top-seeded Chris Evert eliminated Germany's Katie Ebbinhaus 6-0, 60 in her opening match in the
Sarasota Federal Open tennis
tourney.
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Your Vote & Influence Will Be Greatly Appreciated

Murray, Ky., April 2—The
University
Murray State
track team will
women's
participate in its only home
meet of the season when it plays
host, to six other teams in the
third annual "Murray Women's
Invitational Track and Field
Meet" at Cutchin Stadium
Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
The meet will include teams
Illinois
Southern
from
University, Illinois State,
Florida,
of
University
University of Tennessee,
Eastern Kentucky, Memphis
State and Murray.
Linda Stegner and Pat Ward,
graduate assistants and the
head coaches for women's track
at Murray, agree that Murray
has a good chance to win the
meet, "If we can just get a good
team effort," Coach Stegner
said. "The girls have practiced
hard all week and I feel that
we'll get a good showing from
them," she added.

In its only outing this season,
Murray placed third in a field
of eight at the Memphis State
Invitational last weekend.
Murray finished only eight
points behind the winner and •
had four first place finishes..
They included Jan Jones in the
440 yard dash, Debbie Hafer in .
the long jump, and Babbs Laha
in the javelin and discus.
Aside from the college
competition Saturday, five high
schoofteams will also compete
against one another in the 440
yard doh, the 100 yard dash,
and, the softball throw., The
teams will be from Murray
High, Calloway County, Marion,
Louisville Iroquois, and Paris,
Tenn.
There will also be a 360 yard
run for women over 30 years of
age. According to Coach
Stegner, this event is open to
anyone and ribbons will be
the first six
awarded to
finishers.

* SPECIAL!! *
for Grad. School
and

High School
Students
00

3ga.J1

—Mon., April 9, thru Fri., April 13 —
From 9 a.m. until II p.m.
Except Wednesday from 3:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.
which is set aside for
— RED PIN SPECIAL —

* 10% DISCOUNT

*-

Balls - Bags - Shoes
Bought During the Month of April
on

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
1415 Main Street

Phone 753-2202

Automatic
-transmission,
-paverfront disc brakes,
power steering, 351 V-8I
...and Quiet Ride
aftsEandani.

Ilk I it

I -----

Ford Gaiasie 500 2-Door Hardtop

_

yourTovi
Dealer has a large
selec-tion available2
•

wiels we say
-the closer you look.
-the befier We look.
Iwish Ihad a
Fond Galode

See your friendly Ford Dealer...
He wants to make you happy.

Pledce You SERVICE
and HONESTY
paid PoIfticial Advertisement,
Paid for by .John B. Watson: 1612 Olive

Vt.

plays Boston and New York
meets Baltimore in Eastern
Conference series and Los Angeles takes on Chicago in the
West. Boston and Los Angeles
hold 2-0 edges in their best-of-7
sets and New York is in front
of Baltimore 3-0 in theirs.
Carolina's victory Thursday
night was helped by an unexpected source, according to
Carnesseca—Joe Caldwell's outside shooting.
"You expect Billy Cunningham to kill you, but you don't
expect Caldwell to beat you
from the outside," said Carnesseca. "The book is that he's
weak from far out, so look for
him to drive and score underneath."
Caldwell, who scored 22
points, combined with Cunningham's 29 points and 23 by Mack
Calvin to help the Cougars
withstand a last-quarter comeback by the Nets.
Indiana came back' froma
nine-point halftime deficit to
beat Denver and virtually sew
up their series. Billy Keller hit
a three-point field goal with 14
seconds left to give the Pacers
96-95 lead, their first lead of the
game since then opening minute.
Oscar Robertson scored 10
straight field goal attempts,
and scored 34 points to help
Milwaukee beat Golden State.
The Big 0 started his shooting
streak in the first period when
the game was still close and
didn't miss a shot until the final quarter, when Milwaukee
led by more than 20 points.

"Considering the wind and
the fact I wasn't sure what
would come Out of the bag, I
must say Lwas happy with
round," said Nicklaus.
Ozaki doesn't -speak much
English so he passed along his
personal reactions through an
Interpreter. "I believe I tave
—luck toillY," he said. "I
sOtrie
have good spirit now."
Aaron, Nicklaus and Ozaki
were the only players under 70
over the wind-whipped, 6,980yard Augusta National course
and only four others managed
72.
to crack the
They were Bob Dickson and
J. C. Snead, with 70s; Grier
Jones and the veteran Phil
Tho closer you look, the better we look.
Rodgers, tied at 71. Others in
Unbiased auto experts from two leading
the hand-picked international
magazines took a closer look at Ford.
Road Test named it "Car of the Year,"
field of 82 fell back to scores
reaching as high as 88, posted --Motor Trend selected Ford LTD the
"Full-size Sedan of the Year." So take
by the amazing 71-year-old
ClOser look at the Ford Citilexie 500. See
•
Gene Sarazen.
much more car you get. Standard
how
Doug Sanders took an 83, getfeatures like: SelectShift Cruise-O-Matic
ting 11 bogeys. "I couldn't figtransmission, power front disc brakes,
ure the wind," he said. "I was
power steering, a 351-cu. in. 2V V-8
long or short, left or right qo
engine, and lots more,
every shot."
Arnold Palmer skied to a 77.
"I'm disgusted—I think maybe
I ought to 'Lake some time off
and work on my game," said
the 43-year-old four-time champion, whose last major victory_
was the 1964 Masters.
Lee Trevino, leading money
winner and British Open champion, had a 74.
te
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Farmers React To Boycott By
Auying More, Keeping Products
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
While many Kentucky housewives bypass meat counters to
try to drive prices down, farmers react by buying more
goods, withholding their livestock from the market and
launching their own protests.
Livestock prices are up at a
time when a seasonal decline in
„prices is normal, a market observer has said.
Torn Cox, with the U.S. Department of Agriculture livestock Market News in Louisville, said the "farmers holding
action" is contributing to good
prices and eliminating some of
the seasonal easing of livestock
prices.
The meat boycott and the resulting market uncertainties
have encouraged many farmers
to keep their livestock off the
market for a while, Cox said.
This is keeping the price up,
he added, for the farmers who
are still taking their cattle to
market.
Top hogs at Louisville
brought prices Thursday that
were $1 to $2 higher than a
week ago. Cox said, while
cattle were 50 cents to $1 higher
Receipts are running lighter,
however, because of decreased
volume.
"Nobody can determine what
then' needs will be and the
packers are buying lightly."
said James Casey, manager of
Producers Livestock Marketing
Louisville's
/Association at

Bourbon 'Stock Yards
Farmers are watching the
market," he added, "trying to
avoid the downside of any
sudden fluctuation in prices."
Commissioner
Agriculture
Wendell Butler had a visit
Thursday from three women
who said they wanted him to
educate the non-farm public
about the "plight of the farmer "
"You should dispell the notion that all the farmer wants
to do is to make a profit on his
cattle." the three told the commissioner in Frankfort.
Mrs. R.A. Porter of Versailles, Mrs. Floyd Roark of
Versailles and Mrs. A.B. Oldham of Junction City said they
had no apologies for being
farmers:
-We've fed the country pretty
well, why should we lose money?"
Butler promised the three a
hearing 'next week before the
Governor's Council on Agriculture.
Grocers asked about the boycott's effects reported mixed
ults. --- Only one of six stores surveyed in Frankfort reported a
decline in sales.
Ed Hamilton, assistant manager of Kroger's in Franklin
Square, said "we've noticed
some effect but not as much as
expected."
The Gateway Store in Frankfort Plaza purchased 1,000
more nounds of meat than last

week One reason for the buying increase, said Manager Jim
Wilson, may be special prices
on meat items in the store.
In Hopkinsville, little effect
was noted. One grocer said
sales Monday were 75 per cent
higher than on the same day
laSt week, an increase he attributed to food stamp holders
buying "anything they will
need for the next month."
Meat prices are lower in Hopkinsville than in metropolitan
preas, he said, adding that "everybody who buys here either
raises beef or has kinfolks who
do,"
In Paducah, the manager of
Liberty: Market. Glenn Remley,
said business was slow in the
meat department:"We are
moving more fish than anything else."
But Jerry Sullivan, manager
of the Farmers Market, said he
wasn't affected. "The farmers
are having a buy-in." he said.
-They are purchasing more
than they would normally in
hopes of countering the boycott."
A Metzger Packing Co.
Spokesman said business was
down 14 per cent since the first
of the year. But he said the decline was because "shoppers
are not buying as much and not
because of any concerted boycott."
In Bowling Green, the Kentuck; Sausage Co. said business dropped by one-fourth this
week. The Field Packing Co.
said it bought 30 per cent less
meat this week primarily because of farmers withholding
livestock from market.
Bowling Green groceries also
reported declines in meat sales,
with customers switching to
chicken and fish_
Murray and Middlesboro supermarkets reported no great
losses due to the boycott.

Witnesses Afraid To Testify,
Killings Of Red-Tailed Hawks

••••••••...
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CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky.
(AP)Authorities claim they
know who was involved in
killing 17 red-tailed hawks near
here and stringing up their
bodies on baling wire over a
rural highway

..411

4•4s
CROSSING THE BORDER--U.S. Diplomat Alfred Jenkins,
foreground, and members of his party walk towards the border as
they enter China enroute to Peking to establish a U.S. Laiason
Mission Headquarters.

Board Of Health To Look
Into Issue Of Abortion

But they say they can't do
anything about it because witnesses have been threatened if
they testify in court.
"It's terribly aggravating
after all our work," said Buddy
Loy, the wildlife officer for
Taylor County. "But hard evidence is needed and we don't
have it without the witnesses."
Loy, mild-spoken and bespectacled, has carried out an intensive investigation of the incident last January along with
State Police Detective Jell of
the Lebanon post.
"We're at a dead end now
unless something
comes
along," he said.
Loy said the shooting of the
"chicken" hawks as they sometimes are called has caused a
major ecological gap in the
central Kentucky area. It could
wipe out hawks for years in
much of Taylor County, he said.
The hawks are protected by a
mild state but stringent federal
law. They feed primarily on rodents, although farmers have
complained the birds threaten
their poultry.
However mixed the community's feelings, Loy said, the
"show-off, braggart" manner of
exhibiting the dead hawks has
caused widespread revulsion in
the community.
As reconstructed from available facts, and with details
omitted to avoid pinpointing potential witnesses, Loy gave this
summary of the wildlife crime:
Three men, ranging in age
from about 20 to 30, shot the 17
hawks during three days of the
Jan. 12-14 weekend and strung
them up northwest of here the
night of Jan. 15.
Red tails ordinarily are solitary birds with a density of
less than one per square mile
at that time of year, but it took
'no great effort to shoot many
from one spot_
Loy said the hunters simply

On another matter, the board
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Boaid of Health adopted an amended regulation
reluctantly is going to look into on water supply standards after
the matter of abortions per- holding a hearing on it in the
formed in Kentucky to decide if morning. Only three persons
it should set some guidelines testified at the hearing and a
few others submitted a statefor how they are done.
The board agreed Thursday ment in writing; they exto have a subcommittee look pressed some criticism but no
into the matter in view of the major objection.
Dr. Hugh T. Spencer, of the
recent Supreme Court ruling
which in effect invalidated Ken- University of Louisville Engitucky's present law that prohib- neering School, said during the
ited abortions. Under the court hearing that a proposed reLet Us Help Keep Laundering Costs Down
ruling, a state now cannot pro- quirement of only one test a
hibit abortions during the first year for - toxic metals was
six months of pregnancy and "woefully inadequate."
But Nick Johnson, Sanitary
can only regulate them during
"THE CLEAN PLACE"
Daily
Engineering Dinector in the
the second three months.
North
('enter-641
central
I
8:00-10:00
Several board members Health Department, said exMurray, Ky.
clearly indicated they would perience has shown that conThe best equipment
rather stay out of the con- centrations of heavy metals in
gets the best results.
troversial issue but felt they present water supplies has not
had no choice. There was no varied much over the years. He
,use arguing whether abortions said it would be "almost imposrh.wioeokwwo.....1~...o.„,00m,w.mw
were desirable, they said; since sible" to perform such tests evA course in supermarket 'the Supreme Court has said ery three or every six months
t
For
Shopping
t
cashier-checker operation is they cannot be prohibited.
with present staff and capabising offered by the Murray
A New Home?
"Abortions are being per- lities,
ocational School. The course formed in Kentucky now," said
Dr. Douglas Sckutchfield, of
Area
will start Monday, April 16, at 9 board chairman Dr. Robert thiioKentucky Public Health As4
a.m.
i
Long, of Louisville. He sug- sociation, Said the regulation
The course is designed to gested the board should help should include something on-the
train checkers for supermarket hospitals establish guidelines as actual processing of water by a Service April 6, I173
1
• l!
or any self-service check lane
water plant, on an operational Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
E
to how they should be done.
.......
iltmertem. 1Market Report includes-9'
The
operation.
training
be
will
abortion
an
said
level.
member
One
P
•
of value to anyone seeking
.Johnson said the regulation Buying Stations
clinic set up in a former apart,t
employment in this type of ment in Covington recentbr did based its standards on the fin- Receipts: Act. 704 Est. 1400
it
occupation, according to James I7,000 in business last Monday. ished product and that oper- Barrows & Gilts steady to 75
!.t
Lawson, coordinator of the at the rate of $150 a patient.
ational procedures would have cents lower Sows weak to 50
71
cents lower.
school.
Health Commissioner William to be correct to meet those US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 35.25-35.75
!
Classes will meet Monday
The
standards.
procedures
McElwain submitted a first
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 34.75-35.25
!
through Friday for six hours per
draft of a proposed policy state- themselves would be dealt with US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 34.00-34.75
weeks.
three
for
day
an
in
manoperational
better
ment on abortions which the
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 33.50-34.00
P
Enrollment is free, Lawson
subcommittee is to examine as ual, which also has been done, Sows
said, and all books and supplies
0
he said.
part of its study.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 31.50-32.50
will be furnished by the
0
On other matters, the board:
McElwain,
As submitted by
distributive education depart—Expressed agreement with US 1-3 350-650 lbs, 30.50-31.50
that draft said "first trimester McElwain's decision not to give US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 29.50-30.50
ment_
Persons wishing to enroll abortions should be performed the Muhlenberg County Health few 28.00 to 29.50
t should attend the first meeting in a hospital or in an appro- Department any more state 4 Boars 23.00-27.00
priate facility having prompt money than the $2,500 required
1111011.111MIIML11~11~1\111111~101LIIIMM.ILIMIL w on April 16, at 9 a.m.
hospital bark-up." It also said by law, because it has failed to
that facility should be licensed submit an operating plan for
by the state Certificate of Need fiscal year 1973-74. McElwain
and Licensure Board.
said that would mean two
The draft also said abortion health programs-Would have to
clinics should --hatie--4urgical be closed, one in Central City
equipment, appropriate labora- and one in Greenville.
--Indicated it would act at its
tpry procedures, blood and
blood derivatives and facilities May meeting on an appeal.
for ,pre-operative medication' frcim the city of Covington
and post-operative care. It said against an order for it to fluorabortions beyond the first three idate its water supply. The
months of pregnancy should be board seas told a transcript of a
performed only in a hospital on hearing on the matter was not
completed yet.
an in-patient basis.

FIGHT INFLATION!!

CENTRAL HIGHLANDER CENTER

Cashier-Checker
Course Offered
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Purchase
Hog Market

•
•
•

Shop At Green Acres
Hwy. 79E — Paris, Tenn.

Kentucky and
West Tennessee
• Housing HeadquartersI
•
.t The Difference Is Dollars
E

SPRING HAS SPRUNG
'Time to Plant'

went to a wooded area where
thousands of starlings roost and
hawks are attracted to the
prey
"One fellow had bought a
new high-powered, telescopeequipped rifle and he was
trying it out," the wildlife officer said. "That's all we can
learn so far about motive."
Loy said there is no question
about the identity of the three
men and that all have been
questioned several times.
He said two refused to take
polygraph tests and although
one volunteered, "we made the
big mistake of asking him questions to which truthful answers
would not be incriminating —
but not asking him the vital
questions."
Driving a newsman to the
scene of the killings, Loy
pointed to a green sedan parked
outside a small grocery and
said it belonged to one of the
three.
"It just floored me to learn
who one of them was," he said.
"I considered him as good a
friend as I had. We hunted
together."
Both state and federal law
forbid shooting or capture of
the hawks, but early agreement
among authorities was to get
the case into federal court,
where jail terms of up to six
months.and fines up to $500 on
each charge are possible. State
penalties range to only a $100
tine.

0
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JACKSON
PERKINS

OTHER PATENTED ROSES

PLANTLAND

Spot of the lakelands"
Bank _Cards,. "Gift aid Garden
Ni. N. Benton
t -641

TOT

1

Open 9-6

rrtia-

ization with the pronounced
purpose of striving equally. for
the welfare of social workers
and recipients of public aid.
The organization has nearly
1,000 members throughout/ithe
state and is holding a two-day
spring conference at Lake
Cumberland State Park.
Charles Cain. regional deputy
The first day, Thursday. leadirector for the U.S Departmainly tours and social
ment of Health, Education and-- .ture4
activitte*.liiirincluded a meetWelfare in Atlanta, was to ewe
ing of the KWA goals comthe keynote address
mittee. ,
He substituted for Frank
The focus was on how memshelle, 'the administrator alsO bers should interview candiof Atlanta, who repoit4% had dates for county judge, mayor
to go to Washington inste:id
and the state House and Sen'After cain's talk, a panel dis- ate, to obtain their views
cussion was slaArd to follns..It
The questionnaires to be used
incladeseauseionermakaight
-the.-interviews • cont-23representatives ofafioijtalf questions. ranging frOm the
dozen State agencies tihked candidate's feeling about sex
with welfarein some bir
.
m
!education in schools to his opinThe KWA is a privat, :,,,,„n. ion on ifeenue s,baring.
- •
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1971 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, all power and air, vinyl roof,
Murray Car.

BLOND!

1970 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power and air, dark green
with black vinyl roof, Murray car.

IS GE

0016.

t

1970 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power and air, gold with
black vinyl roof, Murray car.
Ina Cadillac-Sedan DeVille, power and air, vinyl roof,
Murray car.

ego

1967 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, power and air, vinyl roof,
Murray car.
1968 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 4 door Sian, power and air,
46,000 miles.

THE PH

1968 Buick Electca, 4 door hard top, power and air, vinyl
roof.

ER-- YOU
WANT ME TC

- 1968 Pontiac Executive,1 door-Sedan,power and air.
1968 Pontiac,2 door hard top, power and air
•

1966 Ford Fairlane 4 door power and air, 46,000 miles.
NICE SELECTION OF NEW CARS
CADILIACS—PONTIACS—OLDSMOBILES

SANDERS-PURDONI
Main Street

BEATLE

A WON]
PERE
A 13077
OPENER
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„.416474
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KWA Members Hope For
Details On Reduction
JAMESTOWN, Ky. AI'
Almost 400 members of the
Kentucky Welfare Association,
many already respve about.f u.
lure cuts in welfare funds. hope
to get a few more detailsvor, !he
reductions from a federal official today.

By S
Associat

Loy said residents of the area
"have not been wholeheartedly
cooperative. They're afraid to,
get involved."
Loy said he believes the
threats "of bodily harm" to
witnesses "are just bluff, but I
can understand the people
threatened may not think so."
Since the. mass hawk killing.
he said, "I sometimes go a
couple of weeks traveling
around the county before 1 ,:ee
a red-tail."
Currently Loy is checking on
the disappearance of a snowwhite hawk seen at Camp,
bellsville for the past six years.
He has been told it was shot
and has been mounted by a
taxidermist.
"I don't understand things
like this," he said. "I've been
that if it's
.
brought up to4aelieve
something you can't eat, don't
kill it, it has a purpose."
Loy smiles at one false lead
in the hawk-killing investigation.
Witnesses reported a rather
rare sporty car was seen at the
stringing site and eventually he
and Greenwell located, to their
surprise, about 10 such cars of
the same color in Taylor County.
They narrowed the suspects
to one.
"He turned out to be the son
of my boss' brother-in-law and
he was just sightseeing," Loy
said. "I heard from my boss on
that one."

tilt•lots

S2 51t/II
ZALEAS in Full Bloom $ 1.90 u
Large
Flowering Trees
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Spring Bulbs & Roots
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Perennials
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EVERYTHING FOR YARD & GARDEN
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THIS IS YOUR PERSONAL INVITATION from Pastor
Jerry Hendley,
his wife. Uta. and their son. Timmy. to visit them at FirSt
Assembly of •
God. 16th and Glendale Streets, Murray, and consider lettitig-this
be your
church home away fVm home.
As!you .jOin us in Worship. Learning and Loving, where Jesus
is the
center. God will move in and your life-willlake on a neil
and exciting
dimension.
Join us in communicating this Good'Nrws to hundreds!4
-1-tairatiriGNIF-V-The k-WITh'-MF AY
NAME TOGETHEft!" Psalm 34:3. •
- -
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Guard To Help Track
Water Deterioration
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky National Guardmen
will join the fight against pollution by helping state and federal authorities keep track of water deterioration in five major
lakes.
The soldiers, under supervision of state specialists, already have begun collecting
water samples from tributaries.;
which feed into the lakes.
During the. next year they
will gather 650 sueh samples at
47 stations to help assess a
process called eutrophication—
which overstimulates aquatic
plant life because of excessive
chemical nutrients.
Eventually the water's quality is so deteriorated that fish
die and the lake's scenic and
recreational values are lost.
Experts say that over an extended period of eutrophication
a lake can slowly fill with plant
life until it disappears.
The Kentucky guard's sampling at the 47 stations not only
will keep track of eutrophication, but aid in identifying the, chemical nutrient
sources, mainly phosphates.
At the same time three specially-equipped jet helicopters
supplied to the US. Environmental Protection Agency by

the son
aw and
g," Loy
boss on

the Defense Department will be
landing on the five lakes to conduct similar samplings.
The lakes are Cumberland in
Pulaski, McCreary, Russell,
Wayne and Clinton counties;
Dale Hollow Reservoir in Cumberland, Clinton and several
Tennessee counties; Herrington
in Boyle, Mercer and Garrard
counties; Kentucky in Marshall, Lyon, Trigg, Livingston
and Calloway counties, and
Barren River Reservoir in Allen and Barren counties.
The participating guard units
will be from Paducah, Glasgow, Tomkinsville, Monticello,
Somerset, Barbourville, Williamsburg, Harrodsburg and
Danville.
William D. Ruckelshaus, the
EPA administrator, said in a
letter to Adj. Gen. Richard
Fryrnire that the guard "offers
the proven dependability, capability and tested organizational
structure essential to a pro.
gram of this conseuence."
The nutrients which feed
plant growth enter lakes from
natural land runoff, from discharges of municipal sewage
treatment plants and industries
and from fertilized farmland.
Frymire said Tuesday that
guardmen will operate from
their local units, generally on
weekends, each month for a
year.

-rmis is RIDICULOUS!!

POW CAN I PITCH A BALL
GAME WITH PEOPLE COMIN6
UP TO ME ALL THE
TIME WITH QUESTIONS?

Money No Dirtier
Than Silverware
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Greenbacks dirty? No more
than the silverware you eat
with.
A year-long study by Memphis and Shelby County health
officials of 150 Memphis restaurants and food stores concluded
that dollar bills are often cleaner than the knives and forks.
"Everything I had studied in
microbiology told me money
was always covered with bacteria," Don Daffron, who directed the study, said Wednesday. But it was relatively
clean."
He said $1 bills average 8.686
siganisrns per half side, less
than knives and forks checked
by food inspectors.
Daffron said the investigation
was designed to find out how
much bacteria was being
spread by food servers who
also run cash registers.

You're.
Way
Ahead
with
Want
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WANIED TO LEASE
RETIREE WANTS long—Small
acreage lease at $250.00 annually.
Owner gets all improvemente
when lease or my life expires.
P.O. Box 32-T, Murray, Ky. A6NC
FOR SALE OR RENT
MOBILE HOME, 10'x42', nice,
air conditioned. Located in
University Heights Mobile Home
Park. Sale price $1850.00. Phone
A9C
753-6406 or 753-1566.

pArOFF/

NEED A 4ECkETAR'f, CHAEUE
L
RUN-40U NEED 0.4,1EONE
TO SCREEN LOUR CALLERS...

I'M .ORIZ,..0t/i
AAANA6ER CAN'
5EE YOU NOW _HE'S
PITCHING!

!./

BLONDIE
Si4c

DON'T YOU THINK
seoL.rep EAT A LITTLE
SOMETI-11046 SO
I v./01..4'T FEEL
SO MISERABLE ?

N'TDfT

LEGAL NOTICE

THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY CALLO
Circuit Court WILLIAM EARL
CHARTRAND, ET AL Plaintiff,
VERSUS FRANK KEEHN, a
Has immediate opening for
single person, Jim Keehn and
draftsmen. Experience
wife, MRS. JIM KEEHN
desired, but not necessary.
Defendant.
Send resume of your
By virtue of a judgement and
qualifications to
order of sale of the Calloway
Ken Smith Circuit Court rendered at the
P.O. Box 1059
March 15th Term thereof 1973, in
Paris, Tem. 38242.
the above cause, and by
agreement of the parties hereto
lts ant therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the INTERVIEWERS WANTED for
Court House door in the City of part time telephone survey work.
Murray Kentucky, to the highest Not a selling job. Give phone
bidder, at public auction on the number and-stale if private or
23rd day of April 1973, at 1:00 party line. Air mail letter inO'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon cluding education, work exa credit of six months, the perience and names of references
following described property to- to Overnight Surveys Department, American Research
wit:
Seventeen 1171 acres more or Bureau, 4320 Arrunendale Road,
less, being the remainder tract Beltsville, Maryland 20705. A7P
conveyed to Gilbert Colson by
Osie R. Parrish on 10 October, ATTENTION LADIES: Ap1946, shown in Deed Book 83 page plications now being accepted for
498 it being the north east half of full or part time work. Set your
the northwest quarter of section own hours. For interview call 75320 township 3 range 6 east, 0285 between 2:00 and 5:00
A9C
containing 80 acres more or less. p.m.
EXCEPT, the following tracts
heretofore sold to Oliver Durrer EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for
2 deeds to Jack Steppy, to Martin afternoon shift. Must be neat and
Exner, to Bud Geer, to Norma fast Approximately 35 hours per
Swain,to Jimmie Cross, to Henry week. Good working conditions.
Naskinhoff, to Chester Hinton, to No phone calls. Apply Colonial
Ken Puckett, to Ben Madrey, to House Smorgasbord.
AlOC
Bill Ed Sawyer & Joe Henry, to
Johnnie Greer, to Herb Barnett, WANTED WAITRESS and cook.
to Joe & Jimmie Beckham, to Apply in person only at Five
David Madison, leaving a Points Bar-B-Q.
A6P
balance in this deed 17 acres
more or less.
EXCEPTION FURTHER, that
portion conveyed to Charlie King,
WAITRE $
and that portion conveyed to Fay
WANTED
Catherine
and
Browning
.0.•*"
CAFE
HAZEL
Browning, his wife.
P me 492-978
For the purchase price, the
purchaser must execute bond,
with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of YOUNG MAN for general kitchen
sale, until paid, and having the work, must be neat, efficient, and
force and effect of a judgment. free to work weekends. No phone
Bidders will be prepared to calls. Apply Colonial House
Al2C
comply promplty with these- Smorgasbord.
terms.

Lingle

Corporation

Frank Ryan
Commissioner
Master
CALLOWAY Circuit Court
ITC ,
PEST CONTROL

THE PHANTOM

FOR THE best in pest control.
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating Company, 753-7266.
May 3C

_
YES, THAT 15 THE AN
- CIENT ALTAR
OF TRUTH- - WHERE THE OLP
GOOS STRUCK.
GOWN LIARS.

YES,SIR

Jhi TELLING
THE TRUTH.

VERY WELL,WAS
YOUR FATHER A
SAILOR WHOSE
NICKNAME WAS
`ZOKKO"7

SERVICES OFFEREI.
WANTED BABY—SITTER
Phone 753-6345 from 8:00 a.m. till
3:00p.m. and after 9:00p.m. A7C

LINGLE CORP.
Has immediate opening for
2 experienced machinist.
Outstanding opportunities
for qualified individuals.
Call:
Tony DiVito
642-9161 or
Write P.O. Box 1059
Paris, Tenn.
for an interview
ersesercs

BEATLE BAILEY

HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFTE.RFP

• apering
•Painting
•Pantlling
•Ceiling Tile
Complete Home
Remodeling
FREE ESTIMATE

Bill Houghton

SERVICES OFFERED

Service Offered

Will Do Trash
Brush Hauling
Reasonable Rates

1753-61301
Spiders

Termites

Eat Your Home

Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the year
round... Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY'-FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
100 S 13th Street

Murray Ky
Phone 753-2914 Day or Nite

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
by State of Kentucky
Licensed
v
v Member Chamber of Commerce
SEAML.FS-S ALUMINUM gutter?
manufactured and installed b)
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753APRIL LINC
8992.

WILL DO painting, interior or
exterior. By the job or hour. Free
estimates. Phone 437.4534 or 52724C
JERFWIS:itEFINISHING & 9714.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
mower,
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. KNIGHT'S SHOP; lawn
work,
blacksmith
repair,
tiller
492-,
502
(
owner.
Jerry McCoy,
TFC welding, Gene Knight, Route 3
8837.
April 12P
Phone 753-4035.

7510961

SERVICES OFfERED

"L.

Improve the looks of your
home with our new vinyl or
Insulated aluminum siding.
New roofs, gutters, storm
windows and doersare_eer
specialty. We aloe have
vinyl or aluminum shutters
in black, green or white
colors.

Baggett Home
Improvement

ors

LOCKSMITH Service
Rt. 1 Box 40 TFC , WILL DO yard work during
ne Paris,642-8551.
jobs
summer, or other odd
Buchanan, Tenn.
Phone Roger Pace 767-2989 or 753Ph. 642-6974
additionsFOR ALL your
A9C
7664
remodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free CARPET CLEANING — ProfesTFC sional. Commercial or residential DEPENDABLE WATCH and
estimates. Call 753-6132.
at reasonable prices. Free clock repair.See Clifton Paschall
Grove HighWill furnish references. off Murray-Lynn
estimate.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
way mile north of Scotty's
Phone Handyman,753-5827. May
A7P
Grocery.
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2
ififi: I
31 Join
.....!%:AN*..?.1=1
Painting Contractors. Phone 43733 Animal cosh..
trucking,
WORK;
BULLDOZER
i
roe*:1
io
35 Entreaty
May 4P
.MU
ill
also bank gravel, fill dirt and 4712.
36 Guido's high
.. 1 6
fr
13
i.uti
note
topsoil. Phone Hardin, .354-8138,
ROOFER will
38 Places
,
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC EXPERIENCED
ga 1 9
40 Sum. up
17S15
furnish shingles and put on for
41 Courageobs
23
•Xi 24
Phone 4R9- •
21
SUMMER HEAT won't stop—but $16.50-per square
:0
:14
43 Weaken
IAN
AtP
91111i'V 28
26
44 Note of
air conditioner will, if not 2689.
your
35
ig:
::::::
:Gate
•F.:
„hisiEris_
Call
properly.
serviced
3A%A.i
4:.:*;•"4.°1•NN 30
;
45 Cautiout
& R Block
'C'04ftl"
:.!•:•) Refrigeration Sales & Service, RENT WRIGHTof H
WIWK!
47 Parent
WY.W.
34 :f•V
May2C will dd. bookkeeping for new or
(Collor;)
753-7205.
alg!
48 Bodo* of
old busellesses. Prices are
soldiers
reasonable, and all work
ESTIMATE on spectic guaranteed. Phone 753-9204 or
50 More vapid
52
tank installation. Phone 753by H & R BlockindfClurray.
53 Paradise
TFC come
7850.
A9C
for a personal interview.

Crossword Puzzle
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NANCY
WISH
YOU'D
HELP ME,
NANCY

LESS

THERE'S ONE
ING FOR YOU
"IC? DUST)
\(.

•

LW ABNER
Jr

LET'S PROTEST
AGAiNST OUR
IS-HOUR DAY,
AT 7.0 CENTS
AN HOUR!!

A THRE.AT TO
THE FADRIC Or
AMERICAN
SOCIETY!!

BAG< 1K1TO THE MlfslE,N)CIU*./INE:!!)
THE MILIT4RY INDUSTRIAL 4 /1 PLEA
NEEDS THAT COAL!!

OH,IF CORPORAL CROCK
v./ERE/4 T A MERE CM IC
BOOK CHARACTER,I COLif
TURN HIM LOOSE ON MY
EiARLOYEES.er

UUUU°UU

DOWN
.
.
----...4884144011. •
2 Near
3 Spanish plural
article
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IMO 38
gal
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.
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U1151111111111M1 ERNE
AVUE

NOZVilli

ilina

Ilkotr. 'V t"iti'd Feature• INC..

WIT. DO trash and brash halting. WILt MOW yards`, Experienced.
Reasonable rates:- Phone 753- For there information phone 753TFC 6075.
; Atte
6130.

PAET TWE1 E

lalaiRLEHLEHREIRIBLEIBIRELt.g

75316
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I HE LEDGER & TIMES - sit !TRAY, KENTUCKY
E
L

AUCTION SALE

WANT TO BUY 1000 gallon or
larger water tank with pump.
A7C
Phone 474-2756.

AUCTION
SAT. APRIL 14 1:00 P.M.
MR. CURTIS HAYS
I Mi. off Hwy.94 East on
A.B. Lassiter Road

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

Future
Auctions

44
MOMS REAM decided it was time to make a change to a New Location! Because they are so ;
:••%1
Completely Satisfied with their move they are anxious to assist you in making the same decision. 'Ag
An example of property heed in every price range is listed below.
tZ
in I,. •
;

'.101

111

Av.

OIL
;111

This BEAUTIFUL FOUR B-EDROOM BRICK on Minerva +
SHOWN ABOVE IS THE_LARGEST building on the Court
Square. It has 3 floors, central-heat and ait and in VerTg6tid-----has tentrat heat- and air; --firepang6,--dishviaaheir4„ disposal, utility, garage and many other desirable features ta:
;.: condition. Owners are very anxious to sell and will consider
including the gripe.
R any reasonable bid.
At.
•
41.
4. AISO JUST IJSTED ON THE COIJR-T SQUARE is the forTHIS FOUR BEDROOM TRI-LEVEL WITH 2 baths, :;
iI
AI.
: rner Kuhn Building. This building is listed to sell. The price is
A!
:
central heat andair, carpet, range, dishwasher, disposal, :
4: right. The above buildings are vacant. Purchaser could have
beautiful den with large aiding doors to covered patio. All for
:*
. ::
:: immediate possession •
.g.
:•It•
EI6,000.00.,
THIS extra nice 3
:* -IN PANOR NM A SHORES WE HAVE an
,i, hedicouLhomie,wioww,t_o_.,t .,,yi air,
.
AVE HAVE JUST LISTED,THIS FOUR BEDROOM brick at :44
41
0,,irnatoli ii
'
1-Trrrillillvelnj d 2
arlit!
ile""°6151Pr""""
'
UOJeelict
F.Ii! acre lot a-1th one of the nicest views on Kentucky lake.
'• •
garage. Mee, for $35.000.00.
0(1
T21;750
••
:
At.
.‘ DUPLEX ON NORTH 6th Street for $12,500.00.
•
AE ALSO WITH Ji-N F.XTRA GOOD it acre wooded lot is a two
bedroom year around home with a wonderful view of the
\ THREE BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE on South 9th Street
mouth oi Blood River and Kentucky Lake for only $13,000.00.
for $8,750.00.
Fully furnished:--lt:
:
Is
k NICFAIHREE EET)ROOM BRICK with cestral heat and •:
* LIKE TO SWIM. BUT HATE TO DRIVE to lake or pool?
;fir for'$20.750.00.
-Then take a look at this neat 3 bedroom -brick with-largeswimming pool in fen.ced back yard for only $25,000.00.
ON LAIIGE SHADY 11)T ()N OLIVE STREET we have this 41;
:41•:
large Eriek home with central heat and air. carpet. fireplat, .:
:: 'nirM.Irrr NOV-ITAT:'
R.NTHrIT SF:TON YOL1R-own-back
/•.*.
.
• carpet and a very nice income for E34.,000.00.
A
porch and see the beautiful flowers and shrubs in the yard of
iit;
':it; this 3 bedroom brick with wall to wall carpet Air eon•
BUILDING .LOTS. BUSINESS or residential. We haveah...
At:,
;..lit ditioning, drapes, range, dishwasher, all aluminum trim.. .
town.
inselection
largest
$26,500.00,
'
1

COME OUT TO 12TH AND SYCAMORE AND HAVE A CUP
OF COFFEE Oft A COKE AND TALK REAL ESTATE WITEI
I'S. THIS(SOUR I.:X(1175;1W BUSINESS AND HAS BEEN
EOR 19 YE \RS.

WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE
SEE

•1i•
-

-

Call 753-1651

W

TWO WATERFRONT LOTS ON KENTUCKY LAKE near
\urora. Each lot acre and wooded. Gentle slope to water
and beautiful view of Eggners Ferry Bridge. We don't
know of any better lots left on the lake. Priced to sell.
FIVE ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley
Lake. All are wooded and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On
paved road and city water. This is a prime location and
priced right.
NEW FOUR BEDROOM HOME in Gatesboro, near coin:"
pletion. Central heat and air. Large living room and extra
large family room, two baths, built-ins, carpet. Ready soon,so call to see.
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County
lots. Some small, some large. All different price ranges.
us for residential or commercial lots.
Check
•

ON NORTH FORK CHURCH ROAD, k. mile north, of Lynn
Grove Road, a large three bedroom brick home, two baths,
large lot. All paneled, carpets and built-in range. Has carport, electric heat, and good well. Priced to sell. $21,500.00.
AT PANORAMA SHORES,extra nice 4. bedroom brick home
on large lot. Year around home. Has 2 baths, carport and on
paved street. Has fireplace, dishwasher and draperies. A lot
of house for the price. Call us for more details.
REDUCED!! 808 NORTH 18TH STREET-Attractive three
bedroom brick veneer house on large lot, 75'x 225'. Plenty of
rooms. Price at
shade and fenced. Carport, utility and large
only $18,900.00.
AT SIXTEEft-MINDRED-SYCAMORE, LARGE seven
bedroom brick veneer Colonial. Central heat and air.
Downstairs has living-dining room combination, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, family room with fireplace, utility room, patio,
upstairs has private entrance, 4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, all
carpet. Could be used for income. House also has two car
garage and paved driveway.
160 ACRES-70 ACRES TENDABLE new well, and and rest
is beautiful woodland. Located near Pottertown. unbelievable price.
-7th St4-Has aluminum
SUNSHINE NURSERY al 305
apt. has 4 bedrooms....
Owner's
baths.
3
and
lot
large
siding,
except in owners
Some carpets. All furniture and fixtures
children. Shown
ape!talent. Could accomodate 35
pointrnent only..Call for &fensNEAR HARDIN-LLARGE THREE bedroom brick veneer
house on 5ks acres. One bathroom, good well, built-in oven
and range, and has good barn. Acreage is cleared and
fenced. Excellent pasture. Price can't be wrong.
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET, four bedroom brick veneer.
Large living room, familysroom, large kitchen and dining
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage with automatic
dhar -opener paved-driee- aaciaaatio On nice corner

•

LOOKING FOR A FINE BUSINESS near the University? If
so- we have the University Inn on North 16th Street bw sale.
Business, good will and all equipment. tali Guy Spann for
details.
EXCELLENT LOCATION AT 1614 KEENLAND. New 3
bedroom home with all built-ins, 2 baths, family'room. Large
double garage has big storage room. Also has covered patio
and central heat and.air. A most desirable home. Call us to
see.
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Bagwell
Manor. Has all built-in, central heat and air, 2 baths;carpet,
draperies, fireplace, double Carport. Really nice. Call.for
appointment to see.
'
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. acroa.s
and extra deep. Ideal for
frontage
150'
from Holiday Inn.
of businesses. Call for detaiLs.
most. types
.

ON KENTUCKY LAKE

•

.1)te:
.••

•
•

Right on The Water Boat Dock, Boat House, electric heat,
big fireplace, screened in front porch, patio overlooking
the lake. One of the most beautiful views you've ever seen.

An
On Jo

New, Liv
complete]
3 bedroon
cat
6 furnishe
:

Not Many Left.
17 1, minutes from Murray
Phone 753-1833 after 5:00 p.m.

Tale
▪
•
ar
•
Horn
•
•
Off
•
rmemememe
BUILDING?
Acre site wit
Already has
for the pon
Realty, John
or Keith Hay

.AT PANORAMA SHORES-TWO STORY Cottage on lake
front lot with beautiful view of lake. Cottage has 2 bedrooms
upstairs, a large all purpose room downstairs, two baths,
carpeting in all rooms, large walk-in closets, baseboard
heating. Stone fireplace downstairs. Included are ,two air
conditioners, draperies, metal tool house on concrete slab,
snack bar and outside shrubs. See to appreciate.

OPENING B
this site in
traffic. Call
Randolph 1
_Company.75

.BY _OWNER
Sharpe Str
near school:
university. P
2494.

1.-ToUR MILES NORTH OF MURRAY we have the Herman
Lovins home'and used car business for sale. House consists of
3 bedrooms, kitchen with all built-ins, large living room with
fireplace, beautiful family room,full basement, central heat
and air. Has both garage and carport, all fenced with chain
link fence. Several out buildings, good pond. Clean up shop is
5(0(46'. Lots of parking out front, office space. All this and 6
acres of land. Give us a call and look at this beautiful home
and business.

BY OWNEF
bedroom hou
kitchen and
stove, storm
Located 161
$17,500.00.
phone 753-067

811 NORTH 16TH STREET-Four bedroom masonry house
plus two complete apartments. Built on 100'x200' size lot,
central heat and air. Live and rent, or live and have separate
quarters for relatives. Zoned R-4, and Priced to move.

BY OWNER;
three 'bedro
dining room
room, firepLi
all applianc
washer, re
washer and
0871.

PEGGY ANN DRIVE-READY TO MOVE IN-Brand new
three bedroom brick veneer house with two baths. Fully
carpeted, plenty of cabinets and dishwasher, carport, central
heat and air, and large patio. Cannot beat this price.
_
WESTWOOD-HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL brick veneer
duplex. Two bedrooms on each side with stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, and central heat and air. Located on large lot
and priced to sell.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES-BEAUTIFUL: large three
bedroom brick veneer house on 3a acre lot. VI built-ins,two
•
baths, central heat and air, full basement.
ON DORAN ROAD, THREE BEDROOM brick, central air
and heat, two tile baths, formal dining room, foyer. Huge
living room and family room. All built-ins, beautiful hardwood floors, carport.
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOUSE at 810 Havre! Blvd. 2 baths, 2
ear garage. Central heat and air-conditioner. All
cagetim. Don't pass this one up.
NEW HOME AT 812 Bagwell. 3 bedroom, central heat and
air-condition. 2 baths, 2 car garage-You will want to see this
one.
9 MILES EAST ON HIGHWAY 94-Attractive two bedroom
brick veneer house, less than 2 years old. with central gas
heat and one air-conditioner; located on one and three tenths .
acre. Plenty of carpet and one bath and good size single
.
carport. Priced right-417,500_00.
1605 LOCUST DRIVE-Large 7 bedroom brick veneer house,
three and one half haths, central heat and air, on 100•x200'
size lot. Call and look at this one. Good extra income.
Y'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION OF Hwys. 68 and 80.
with 3 acres and all fixtures, also cottage with 4 units. A fine
ece of commercial property in .a perfect location. Don't
pies this up. Inquire at office.
GROVE\EI1EIGHTSPERFECT THREE bedroom brick
veneer hounkon large size lot-100'x215.--central electritheat and air. One and half bath, plenty of built-ins, fully
Fireplace and waiting for Someone. $28,500.00.
carpeted,
BUDGET PRICE ON A_COMFORTABLE and well located 3
bedi Isn't home at-H06-M•lberrr--Masoney-Construetienwith gas heat. New carpet. Priced to sell at $10:500.00.
REAL NICE BRICK HOME in 14m, Grove, Has 3 bedrooms,
Pt baths, built-ins. Family room Oith fireplace, city water
and on wooded lot 96'x490' and priced tosell.
AT 1007 POPLAR, BIG AND BEAUTjFtRye bedroom
brick home. Has all modern fixtures, three r_carport,
central heat and air, formal dining room, located
two lots.
If you are looking for a fine, well kept old home, just call for
an appointment to see this one.
IN FAIRVIEW ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of Murray on 1.21
real nice 3 bedroom brick veneer. Large living room, kitchen
and dining combination, 142 baths, 2,4 acre lot. All this for
only $19,500.00.
190 ACRES LAND on state road, No. 614 one mile North of
Highway 121-435,000.00.

Home Phones:

Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louise Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Jack Persall 753-8961
li_vddy.$yttes 7513465
Tripp Williams 753-0319
-

Hoyt- fitherts',---le:19z4

OOOO

Year Around Cabin

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

-A

!N;.
.

-fist -Ray Roberts; G.R.f.
•„••

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Member of,Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St
Phone 753-7724
Our Sales Staff ..

Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

It°

7

uoin

2

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

753-1916

Guy Spann Realty

* Member of Multiple Listing *

:

L

Call

REAL ES

You'll Be Glad!

lb
At.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

pv;F: TH1R

I

Ej.2] L

ffi

N GATESBOROUGH by owner, EXTRA LARGE lot in the
brick home,Carpeted, three large Country, Newly 'Remodeled
beOrooms, living room, den, Frame House, 3 or 4 Bedrooms
kit-Len, with built-ins, utility, Make a reasonable offer. John
two baths, double garage with Randolph Realty & Auction
storage room, patio, central heat Company 753-8382 or Keith Hays
A6C
and air, nice lot. Shown by ap- 489-2488.
1965 CHEVY V8 automatic power pointment 'only. Phone 753-8742
VOLKSWAGEN 1971 Super steering. Call 436-2406 after 5:00
Al2C
after 5:00 p.m.
2
ACRES,
ORCHARD,
Beetle. Has steel belted radial p.m.
A9P
Strawberry Patch, 3 Bedroom
tires, radio. Phone 767-4461 or see
Two, BEDROOM house and lot, house, east of Murray. Call John
at 401 College Courts.
A7C
our miles South of Murray. Randolph Realty & Auction
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
A9C Company
Phone 435-5805.
• A6C
753-8382.
DODGE 1969 RT, 383 engine,
FOUR
wire
acres,
FIFTY
woven
power steering and brakes, four
speed, factory tape, $1250.00. fence around entire farm. 40
Phone 762-3746 days. Can see acres in permanent pasture, the,
anytime at 1625 Hamilton AI1P rest in good timber. This is an
ideal cattle farm. Good well,
PONTIAC 1966 Catalina, power large metal garage, small house
steering, power brakes and air with running water, good ponds,
conditioning. Reasonable. Phone stables, corn crib, good loading
A7C chute. Blacktop road to farm, 12
753-7609, after 5:00 p.m.
\ LARGE I.IBRARY IN THIS LOVELY BRICK home in
miles from Murray, East 94, turn
MUSTANG, 1965 convertible, V8 Palestine Church Road. If inBagwell Manor. Has three bedrooms, central heat and air,
four speed, 65,000 miles, $500.00. interested phone 753-4838, ask for
baths, built-ins. Drastically reduced.
1969 Impala Custom two door Alfred Duncan. I can show you
hardtop, 350 engine, power and the farm most anytime.
RF.DUCED!! NICE BRICK, THREE BEDROOM and
A7C
air, $1300.00. Phone 767-2458. AlIC
family room home in Grove Heights on large lot. Has carpet,
utility room, and on city water. A really good buy at
BUICK,1967 Electra Custom, two SEVENTY ACRE farm, has six
$20,500.00.
door. Power steering and brakes, room frame house, with bath,
air conditioned. Excellent con- located 7 miles north of Murray.
HARDW NRE STORE IN HAZEL. All stock, building and lot.-A9C
dition. Phone 492-8459 after 5:00 Phone 753-4710.
Building is in good condition. Can be bought at a bargain.
A9C
p.m.

John Randolph
Realty &
Auction Co.

'79t;

Ea

BUICK RIVIERA, 1967 power CHEVROLET, 1965 Sports Van,
steering, power brakes, air step in windows. Ford Fairlane
conditioning, tilt steering wheel, 500, 1963. Both very good convinyl roof. Can be seen at 641 dition. Solos Market, Highway 89
Super Shell. Owner can be North,Cottage Grove,Term. A7C
reached through the station. A6C

Items To Be Auctioned: 2
Mobile Home
Bedroom
used ) 8 x 40 ft.) 21 Cu. Ft.
Freezer, 30" Electric
Range I good condition) TV.
Black & White good,lawn
mower, Polaroid Camera,
Citation 200 lb air tank
WANT TO BUY used portable
(Newt, electric heater,
dishwasher. Phone 753-6862. A9C
floor fan, 3 Pc. twin
bedroom suite, 3 Pc.
AUCTION SALE
bedroom suite, chests,
shelves, mirror, pole lamp,
AUCTION SALE, every Friday
table lamps, stool, chairs,
night on Highway 641 north of
stave barrell, foot locker,
Pans, Tenn. This week another
camper sky light, trailer
good load from St. Louis. Don't
springs, lawn chair pads,
know what, come and see. Shorty
dog irons, boat wench, post
McBride-247 and James E.
hole diggers, shovels,
A6C
Travis-278.
sledge hammer, axes, wire
stretchers, other hand
S
• tools, electrical cords,
• wash boards, victrola
•
• cabinet, old wooden bed
•
• stead. iron bedsteads,
•
skillets, Sunbeam mixer,
• hot plate, waffle iron, ice
Sat. April 14-10:00 a.m.
Special $10,000
Approximately WO acres •
FORD, 1969, one owner. Four
• cream freezer, punch set,
• fruit
ement Lot
Vacation-Retir
blue,
light
roof,
vinyl
with
door
Other
jars,
•
150' x 100'
Sat. April 14-1:00 p.m.
all power, 25,000 actual miles.
items.
miscellaneous
•
Lake Access, Corrunanity
Personal Property
Phone 753-5454 after 4:00
TERMS: Cash day of sale.
•
Boat and Motor,
Dock,
"A9C
(Murray)
p.m.
SALE:
FOR
• REASON
Furnished,
•
Partially
Sat. April 28-1:00 p.m.
• Owner sold home; must
with
Room
Living
GMC TRUCK, 1961 5000 Series
vacate immediately. No
Personal Property i Kir- •
Bath,
Bedroom,
Fireplace,
and
trailer
flatbed
32'
with
of
case
in
•
responsible
sey1
• accident.
Complete Kitchen.
lowboy, new motor, good tires.
Considering an Auction? •
Call A. Simmen
•
See before 2:00 p.m. or after 5:00
RANDOLPH
JOHN
•
Real Estate and
Elle
near
Casey
Junior
p.m.
Call:
REALTY
•
Auction
A9P
Dukedom,Tenn.
•
& AUCTION CO.
•
Home 354-8353 or
753-8382
•
Office 474-2717
CHEVROLET, 1966 pickup truck,
•
air conditoned. Mechanically
•
•
good. Phone 492-8459 after 5:00
•
GARDENING TIME Smith of
AUTOS FOR SALE
A9C
pm
•
Murray. House and 2 Acres
s 1970 TORINO GT, two door
within 2 miles of city limits.
power
753-8382
BOAT,
steering,
GLASSMATE FISHING
.1 hardtop, power
John Randolph Realty &
Call
E brakes, vinyl roof.. Good con- 16 and trailer 140 H.P. Mercury
•
Auction Company 753-8382, or
TI1dition . Reduced to $1150.00. 1972 model, fully equipped with
A6C
A127 accessories. Phone 753_6,95. A9c.Keith Hays 489-2488
▪ Phone 753-0310.

WANT To BUY 15 to 40 acres
with or without buildings. Write
details to Lon Kernley, Blood
River Boat Bock, Route 5,
A7P
Murray, Kentucky.

3

LEL

mmammemasiRwe'l[NMsamm

WILL BUY or trade old guns,
used guns or new guns Phone
A9C
753-6940.

k

C

SHOP THE WANT ADS WAY

WANT TO BUY

W
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101

51.

TWO BEDF
apartment,
peting, good
required. $
Phone 753-43:

TWO BED
house. $60.01
Coui
8494 after 5:01

FURNISHE
Married cot
Phone 753-50
15th Street,

TWO HOUS
water front 1.1
2427.

TWO BED
trailer, air
from Murr*
And wateril
month. Plite
• 8332.

NICE CLE
mobile horn
bage pickiE
rushed. $70.0
or two persc
8216, after 5:
BEDROOM
$75.00.
5571. -

TWO BEDF
furnished.
about 1/4 gni
Phone 753-71

THREE
apartment,
College Far
1600. No pets
preferred.
THREE

B

alsoone be

proximately
Phone 753-67
p.m.

SUITE OF
Street, grow
rooms and E
L.D.Miller,

FURNISHE
living room
and shower,
bedrooms.'
merits; Sfa
6609.

FOUR ROO
• -Lynn Grove
Taylor 435-4
„
BUILDING,
pressor fur
3018.

IL 6, 1973
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•
16

Call
753-1916

sell it With A Classified Ad
••••••

R SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1

•
Vacation or Year
▪
•
Around Home
•
On Jonathan Creek
•
$17,500
•
11 New, Living room, deck,
•
• complete kitchen, full bath,
•
▪ 3 bedrooms, carpeted and
furnished.
Call A. Sirnmen
•
Lile Real Estate
▪
•
a
and Auction
•
Home 354-8353 or
•
•

board
air
slab,

70

frnan
ists of
with
I heat
chain
hop
and 6
home

house
:e lot,
tarate

new
Fully
!ntral

leer
:rator,
ge lot

three
S. two

al air
Huge
hard-

aths,
uiit-in,

it and
* this

iroorn
al gas
tenths
single

*use,
x200'

14 00,
A fine
Don't

brick
.,ctrie
fully
00.00.

ated

•oo
water

droom

all for
On N1

dtchen
his for

:orth of

5

BUILDING? CHOOSE this 3it
Acre site with highway frontage.
Already has two ponds and shed
for the ponies. John Randolph
Realty, John or Joretta 753-8382
A6C
or Keith Hays 489-2488.
OPENING BUSINESS? Consider
this site in the heart of tourist
traffic. Call for details. John
Randolph Realq.. & AuctionCompany.753-83*.
A6C

Another View

NOTICE

NOTICE

Wall to Wall Overstock Sale
on 9"& 12" Portable T.V.'s and
& White TV's
•
• 19" Portable Black

George Bowling

Miss

Your Paper

Paducah, Ky. 42001
4/
‘

•Zcains',tad

Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916

BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
Sharpe Street, beside nark.
nelar schools. shopping center,
university. Phone +606)549May8C
1494.

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

d
O
il
Tfi

A

"
4

EA.111.1
i:tasitet

FOR SALE
GAS TRAC1'OR-D17, AX:. with
flat bottom plow, (3 at 16").
Factory three point adaptor kit.
Weldon Gailimore, Puryear,
Tenn, two miles west of Puryear,
Jones Mill Road.Phone 2475100.

FOR SALE

1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4

A $2041 reward is offered to information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the person or persons responsible
for the theft of a TV, stereo-tape and records from the
room of my son, Bill Bowling,on the weekend of February
23, 1973. These music instruments were stolen from Room
317 White Hall at Murray State University. Any information should be given to the Murray Police Department.

3460 Yeiser Street

OR SALE

FOR SALE

$200 REWARD.
II•

If You

, lake
•ooms

753-1
Ca119 1 6

"SHE/5 OUT PICKETING THE LANDLORD/5
OFFICE. WHEREI5 fOURS?"
FOR SALE

-.FOR

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

SALE

Reg.

95
119
sins"'

with full 1 year warranty on parts & labor

Big Reductions on All Stereos
(Car, Console, and Component)

TV Service Center

•
•
•-

• .;

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•;

Phone 753-5865
Central Shopping Center
_010-0••••••••••••••••••••••4.0•11.

TWO BEDROOM mobile home,
ONE of the finer things of life- extra clean, right on lot
18 H.P. Evinrude motor, $350.00. TWO DOUBLE knit sport colds,
Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent overlooking Kentucky Lake. Air
* FOR SALE *
never been worn, red and navy.
Phone 753-6918 after 5:00
*Jefferson
1973 12x70
electic shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik conditioned, utility pole, 8'x16'
753-6602.
A7NC
$10.50
each.
Phone
p.m.
A6C
on
;
A7C porch, underpenned, concrete
Trailer. Entire contents
Market. Five Points.
*'
BY OWNER new brick three
•
walk, fences, T.V. antenna.
goes with it. Must sell soon.
TWO MATCHING platform SEVEN YEAR old kid broke
bedroom house with living room.
12,
size
boy's
Phone 436-2284.
Al2C
SPORT COAT,
A7C
rockers, brown nylon tweed mare. Phone 767-2603.
-I I
kitchen and utility room, built-in
cranberry, double knit. Like new.
ru the Month of April upholstery, 910.00 each. Also
stove, storm doors and windows. FOR
DAILY Delivery of Phone 753-2765 after 6:00
FORD DISC, 7' flex hitch. Ex:
relaxer - lounger - excerciser. ,UPRIGHT PRACTICE piano,
Located 1612 Catalina Drive. Paducah Sun
CALL
FOR
A7C cellent condition. Phone 435Democrat on Old p.m.
New-$15.00. Phone 753-6568. A6C fair condition, $35.00. Phone 489- FENCE SALE-Chain link
$17,500.00. To see this house
Murray & Paris Road or Locust
4301.
A9C
A7C fencing now on sale at Sears. Call
:114.
AlOC
phone 753-0675.
Grove Road, phone Cortez Byers,
BICYCLE, 20", three speed,
Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free
753-6354.
A9C COMPLETE AMATEUR radio
Eliminator. Orange with black TRAVEL TRAILER, 13', 1966 estimate. Expert installation also
BY OWNER; House, 1318 Poplar,
station. Phone 489-2316 after 6:00 FORD FERGUSON tractor, 2
April 28C
seat. Good condition. Phone 753- model with patio, good condition. available.
three 'bedrooms, living room,
A7C 12" Ford economy plows, one row
p.m.
5120.
ABC Two full blooded female German
dining room, kitchen, utility HAYS yam. _Of
cultivator, three point hitch, disc '21" 241`0WER, Briggs & Stratton
Shepherds, 7 weeks old. Phone ARROWHEAD CAMPER
Sales,
room, fireplace, garage, nice lot, fad,,. f.:44 vit!
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. harrow, Ford mower. Phone engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller. 14' FISHING boat, motor and 753-7833,
A7C Mayfield,
Kentucky, on the
&
Stratton
engine,
power
an appliances, including dish- Edison --We-onditioners. 10,000 Zarin-Farris 492-84
extras.
trailer, with lots of
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
se, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding
washer, refrigerator, stove,
4 RASPBERRY`
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. p.m.
7_A9P
$350.00. Phone 488-2169.
AlOC AVON TO buy or sell. Call 753- pickup camper, toppers. We also
mower,
25"
cut,
Briggs
&
washer and dryer. Phone 753- o Litey. u.4* one
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
9706 or 443-3366. Write Glenda rent campers by the week 'or
4414.4
6
Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P.
0871.
A9C
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby
BICYCLE,20", three speed, B.F. Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489Sales, Highway 68, Benton,WINCHESTER MODEL ZP--2.43 riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & Goodrich. In excellent condition Kentucky,42001.
April 26C 2303.
GOOD NEWS! A Gospel Meeting Kentucky.
May 2C deer rifle, $95.00. • pawl one Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. and sharp. Has accessories.
cut,
is in progress at the West Murray
Briggs & Phone 753-8216.
season. Phone 753-6551,
A9P riding mower, 30"
A6C rewelels:wlimwmelellawevammelemkmow
FOR RENT
chUrth,-4-ar1Ic- 730 nightly, MOBILE HOME, Pace Maker,
Stratton engine, electric start,
and you are hivited.
A7C 10'x56', 1964. Completely fur- THREE WHITE Toy Poodles. $399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68,
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
LITTLE REBEL - camper,
May2C
nished,air conditioned, carpeted, Very tiny. One is bred. One Benton, Kentucky.
apartment, wall to' wall carcompletely equipped,sleeps four.
Terrier.
female Wire Hair
All
peting, good location. No lease ARE YOU hard to catch at washer, underpenning, porch,
Fits long wheel base truck. Phone
A9C AKC registered. If interested Call Ell.LAYTT ADDRESSER, foot 753-4427 after 4:00 p.m.
required. $120.00 per month. home? (Jr don't have an Avon steps. Phone 753-9941.
A6P
paper
Use*
operated.
Pedal
7534488.
A7C
April 26C representative? Call 753Phone 753-4331.
mailing
list
handle
stencils.
Can
7284.
AlOC KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
SiUVE, 36", white,
of two to three thousand Used at ELECTRIC
push button. Refrigerator, white,
adjusts to any FENWICK LUNKER stick,
that
specialist
rug
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Ledger and Times for several
G.E., and air conditioner. Phone P Hwy. 641 North, turn
New and used vacuums special purpose rod. Will sell for years and
right at Wiggins Furniture,
house. $60.00 per_ month plus
replaced by Ad
Happy Birthday carpet.
A6C
demonstration $15.00. Phone 753-6602 or 753-3570
753-8186.
free
For
sale.
for
utilities. Ceuplas-aaly,fhone 492dressograph. Complete wit
and gift with purchase phone 753- after 5:00 p.m.
ATNC stencil drawers and cabinet. This
8494 after 5:00p.m.
A6C
SEALY BOX springs, mattress,
April 12C
0752 or 753-0359.
be placed on
machine can
GARLAND
$20.00. Odd box spring, $5.00. All
CREOSOTE
8'
to
25',
POLES,
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
automatic for running out the
good condition. Two nearly new
the
Greatest!
You're
and
treated
posts.
Murray
fence
Married couples only. No pets
SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
cornplete.mailing list and can be
ARMSTRONG'S best line ot 4 piy
W.A. F78-14 tires, $30.00. One
Phone 753-5019 or see at MI South
duty, full size. Regular $79.95. Lumber Company, 104 Maple operated by foot pedal to stamp
whitewall tires.
nylon
for
carpeted
trailer,
wheel
Veterinary Sales
A7C each piece of mailing material.
15th Street.
A6C YOU ARE invited to the Gospel Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig. Street.
775 x 14 or 15" - $16.80 + 62.11
Exincluded.
luggage,
hitch
Established tuir-fine
Meeting now in progress at the regular $99.95. Sale $63.96.
May be seen at Ledger and
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
cellent condition, $75.00. Phone
medical distributor selling
TWO HOUSE trailers on lake,, West Murray church of Christ, Deluxe rig zig. Regular $139.95. KENTUCKY'S LARGEST Times.
A9NC
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
A6P
753-7620.
A7C Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig. variety of pistols. Buy now while
to veterinarians needs hard
water front lot..Pbone 4367:30 night4,
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
you
at
can
still
get
them
working man with animal
2427.
A6C
Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37.
1965 MUSTANG, convertible, TWO SEEBURU stereo cabinets.
ply polyester 78 series whitewall
health experience for
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton, reasonable prices. Country Boy four speed, $400.00. Also 1952 One 15" high efficiency horn. Two
tires.
Western
KentuckyKentucky. ------May 2C Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles Studebaker *pickup, $125:00. 15" high efficiency speakers in
TWO BEDROOM furnished
F78 x 1i_or 16" - $17,0"1+ $2.42
from
117
Junction
Hopkinsville,
Tennessee territory. Good
Phone 436-5575 after 5:00
trailer, air conditioned, I mile
/
2 years old. In
each cabinet, 11
&Aix 14 or 15".- $111.57 + $2.60
MAKE BEATEN down carpet and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
earning potential and
A6C perfect condition, $650.00. Can be
from Murray. Garbage pick up
P.=
1178 I 14 or ar 619.31 -1--$1.80
nap
at
doorways
A7C
bright
and
fluffy_P.m.
benefits.
90
per
cent
weekand water furnished. $85.00, per
seen at 1300 Payne Street,
"= $19.70 + 0.89
18
J78 x 3
again
with
Blue
Lustre.
Big
K,
day
overnight travel. Early
FOUR BEDROOM home, large Apartment 1 after 4:00 p.m. A6NC
month. Phone Cadiz 52215"
- 1;22.70 4- $3.13
L78
x
14
or
Belaire Shopping Center.
A7C THREE BEDROOM double shop and outbuildings, on one
reply requested. For in6332.
MSC
Armstrong's best line of
terview
send
toresume
wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile acre lot. $12,000.00. Would take GARDEN TILLER, 31
/
2 H.P.
polyester glass belted whitewall
2% ML North of Murray 11(60, 3 bedroom, Green Field Homes, South Beltline Highway, 12' wide trailer on trade in. Also Gilson. Just like new. Phone 753Vet Sales
NICE CLEAN two bedroom
break,
Mobile home. Call-762-2505 or 753- Paducah,Ky. Phone 443-6150. A7C stereo, like new, less than " half
P.O.
Box
8140
AtIC
4600.
(Formerly Neal Starks 9707.
Mobile home, city /Water, garFitz -14 or 15" - $20.30 + 82.54
A7C
. Columbus, Ohio 44281
price, $200.00. Phone 436-5506 or
- age- pickup, and mowing furx 14 or 15" • $20.89 + 82.73
&
MOBILE HOME, 12'x65'-1972 436-2458.
Sons)
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos.
nished. $70.00 per month. Couples
Luxury,
Two
1178*
14 or 15"- $21.98 + $2.96
double
insulated
BOAT
INSURANCE.
Broad
A9C
Used
organs..
Baldwin
Used
or two persons only. Phone 753- j=753-963 =
bedrooms carpeted throughout,
coVerage.
Good
claim
services.
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo VA LOANS,no down payment for
8216, after 5:00 p.m.
A7C COMEL HEAR the Gospel
Lowest rates,
Galloway In- heavy duty G.E. washer and CORN, 250 barrels. Also ducks Piano Company, across from qualified vetefan. 12 years to J78 x 14 or 15" - $72.43 + $3.02
a 14 or 15;.324.73 + $3.l.L,
-side. pbobe753.4944
preached nightly at the West1
surance & Realty. Phone 753- dryer Large Pallor' bedroom
A9P 051°nice,Pare,T•
pay. Drive on out almost to L78Armstrong's
, BEDROOM SUITE, rock maple, Murray church of Christ, 7:30I5842.
best line of *
April 11C Located on Kentucky Lake.
A6C Clarks River Bridge on Beltline
nessee.
Phone , 436-6671.
$75.00.
'A7O
polyester steel belted whitewall
Phone 7534016 or 753-5
'
175. MOP _UPRIGHT PIANO; baby bed.
Bank
financing
on
spot.
Bill's
-A7C • •
557f.' 14' STARCIUFT-T:post and'
mattress. In excellent condition. 16' BOAT, linstercraft and Mobile Homes, 3900 South tires.
,. trailer, 15 H.P. Evinrude motor, MOBILE HOME, 1972 Atlantic, Phone 753-6862.
WANTED TO RENT
A9C trailer. Good condition. Phone Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., 778 x 14 or 15" - $23.13
$200.00. Phone-499-MM after 6:00 12'x50' still for sale. Completely
TWO BEDROOM house, water
A6P 443-8150.
489-2379
A7C
furnished. on concord Highway WANT TO RENT apartment or P.m__
A9P furnished, with air conditioner, GMC TRACTOR, 1967 truck, 8500
G78 x 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87
washer and dryer, underpenning
H78 x 14 or 15".- 06.58 + $3.10
about Va_ mile%from city,limits, house, prefer two bedrooms,
tires,
A-1
engine
and
series. New
mc unfurnished. Phone 502-957WHITE'S MINERAL-metal and 500 gallon gas tank. Phone
Armstrong Polyester glass
Phone 753-7443.
Condition. 1971 Mark Twain In
4721.
A9P hull boat, 165 H.P. motor in and
A6C detectors. "World's largest and 489-2570.
beltedovide 70 series with raised
finest line." Priced from $49.50 to
white letters.
out, eleven hours boating time.
THREE
ROOM .furnished WANT TO RENT unfurnished
$595.00. Find coins, jewelry, CARPORT SALE,Thursday, and Excellent condition. All equipG70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86
apartment, air
three bedroom house the last of artifacts. and other buried Friday, 8:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m. at ment
H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09
goes including two sets skis.
College Farm Road. Phone 753- Map.Phone 753-7289.
A6C treasures. Authorized dealer. 309 South 15th Street, Murray,
Armstrong nylon glasLbelted
teachers
or
Phone
A9C
Couples
753-8499.
1600. No peti.
1604 Sunset Drive, phone 753-1575 Two 14" Ford rims and tires,
wide'60series with raised white
A7P
preferred,
WANT TO RENT'three or four Monday through Saturday, day clothes, household items and
letters.
A5C GOLDEN RETRIEVER, AKC,
bedroom cottage on Kentucky or night.
A6C baby items galore.
G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18
houie,
THREE
BEDROOM
three
obedience
years
old
abloone bedroom trailer, gm_ •Lake, June 1 through June 10.
L60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44 + $3.66
trained,
793Phone
spayed.
LIGHTNING SAILBOAT, two BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
Armstrong's best highway
767.2549.
Pb
"
PeftimatelY 5miles hint
4907.
A9C
sets of sails and Spinnaker. Also Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
tread
truck tire, tube type.
Phone753-6753 after 4 JI0
WANT TO RENT two bedroom Nichols and Holeman trailer. Piano 'Company, across from
A7C
p.m.'
Fleetwood.
MOBILE
1971
HOME,
Excellent
Post
Office, Paris,Tencondition. 92500.00. Can
house, preferrably furnished on
650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
A6C 12'x64', three bedrooms, 1
lake in Kenlake and Jonathan be seen at 107 Hickory Drive or nessee.
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2 40
5th
South
SUITE OF offices on
baths, 3 ton
air conditioner
A6NC
Creek area. Phone 753-4885 or 753- phone 153-4644.
$2.80
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67
Street, ground floor. Consists of 5 v39
Riviera
and
209
Completely
at
set
up
FRYERS
RABBITS:
Al2C
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 +- $3.69
rooms and private bath. Contact
Phone
Courts.
RabTrade
considered.
GROCERY WITH dwelling in breeding stock. Reagan's
595
6-Cylinder
825 x 20- 10 pLy, $54.16 + $6.14
A7C
L.D.Miller, 753-5000.
A9P
A6C 812) 336-2548.
8-Cylinde;
South Graves County. Phone 382- bitry. Phone 753-4011.
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33
2479.
A6C
Includes: Plugs, Points, Condenser
1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
1000 x 22 - 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
living room, kitchen, bathroom
UTILITY TRAILER-two wheel
Armstrong's best lug or
and shower and bath. One or two PIANO TUNING and Repair. Good condition. Phone 753traction type truck tire
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- Jerry Cain, 7534712. Registered 8109.
A6C
600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.89 + $2.56
merits; &kith 16th Street, 753- craftsman Piano Technician
Guild.'
670 x 15 --- 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89
TFC
- BULLS or HEIFERS
6609.
May9C
HONDA
350,
19721
/
2
,
with
extras.
4
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33
•
$70000 or will consider someone
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $30.18 + $4.12
From
to
Weaning Age
F°1-/R ROOM 'house located in 'PIANO. TUNING-Repair- taking over payments. Phone 435825 x 20 - 10 ply, $63.89 + V.25
A9P
' 1,311n Grove. See or all RuPei rebuilding. Prompt expert ser: 4585.
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
* For Further Information ...
Taylor 435-4465.
Ale,vIce. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
s
1000 x 20-12 ply, $83.21 +.$10.52
,
*
s'jaanos or sale Bed W 'Dyer NJl9'color Tre‘vision.1496.95#7.144-3124117,07r-r-l'f904,
1000 min
753
Phone
Kentucky.
BUILDING, 30)(50', air corn- Murray,
while they last. Roby Sales, High12.1 lolypasi'intitayheld Road
Roby Sales, Highwaj, 61,
pressor furnished. Phone 753- 8911.
way 68, Benton,Kentucky. May
May 9('
•
Benton,'Ky
TFC
3018.
A90

SAVE $$$$

Chain Link Fence

753-7278

FREE ESTIMATE
(901442-1338)

Zrer

c

YARD SALE

Saturday, April 7

0
0

-2jJhmiseonright

.1.7 -1001tRIS
„/ & SONS
Mobilo Home

SALE!!

-4 Atlas Pacesetter Tires
$99
spizieusEF78E-.1T4
.8540-Off on All Other
Pacesetter Size

ENGINE TUNE-UP
1
11 995

*

HOLSTEIN CALVES
1 Week

finme-489-216-Itirer-5:irri
tt***************************

•111111.51810181111M1.81$1111118.1111.111,Mialireammetisssadialiweie--,
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PAGE FOURTEEN

Hazel Man
Dies Today
At Home -

THE LEDGER is TIM S - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Successors To
Gray Rumored

FRIDAY-APRIL 6, 1973

Classes . .
(Continued from Mete 11
summer school and the fall
semester.

Read noted that most of the
courses during the spring inacceptIngersoll
be
would
and
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
tersession
for
are
unJustice Department official, a able.
dergraduatrceedit, with 40 for
Gra- y said he asked Nixon to undergraduate
former Illinois governor and a
Wayland Perry, retired Hazel
credit only and
Los Angeles judge are among withdraw his name because it 17 for either advanced unpostman and television service
conviction
the
deep
that
"my
those being rumored as pos- Is
repairman, succumbed this
dergraduate credit or graduate
sible successor to
Patrick FBI, a great and unique Ameri- credit. Seven are for graduate
morning at 1130 at the Puryear
service
vital
institution
of
can
director
FBI.
III
orthe
Gray
as
Nursing Home. He was 81 years
credit only. The summer inpresident and the Ameriof age.
President Nixon concluded to the
tersession is directed more
people, is entitled to perThe Hazel man was a rural
Thursday night that the Senate can
toward the graduate level.
manent leadership at the
mail carrier out of the Hazel
would not accept Gray, his first
Spring commencement
possible
time."
earliest
Postoffice for thirty-five years
choice, who apparently fell vicexercises are scheduled May 4,
former
subThe
56-year-old
bugging
before his retirment. For the
Watergate
tim to the
marine commander has held and registration foe the summer
past ten years he has been in the
case.
the title of acting director since term will be June 11, according
Television Service business.
Nixon announced from the J. Edgar Hoover died last May. to Read. A summer comMr. Perry and his wife,
Western White House that he He was in deep trouble almost mencement exercise will be
former Annie Wilson, Who
acceded to a request by Gray from the beginning in seeking held on August 3.
survives, had been married for
and withdrew his name because confirmation
before
the
fifty-eight years. Born April 20,
Further information about
"it is obvious that Mr. Gray's Judiciary Committee because
1891, in Calloway County, he
intersession classes may be
nomination will not be con- of his actions in heading the
was the son the late Tom Perry
obtained by writing to:
firmed by the Senate."
FBI's investigation of the bug- Registrar's
and Mamie Allbritten Perry.
MEAL FOR SMOKE-EATERS--Firemen at Engine Company
Office,
AdWhite
House
Press
Secretary ging and burglary of DemocratSurvivors are his wife, Mrs.
Four in San Francisco watch fellow fireman Ernie 1.1 prepare a
ministration
Building,
Murray
Ronald L. Ziegler said Nixon ic headquarters last year.
4P
Perry of Hazel; four nephews,
State University, Murray, Ky., meal, using a chicken, part of their obsersance of the meat
has not-decided on a successor
He ignited the wrath of 42071.
Preston Perry, Garvis Douglas,
boycott.
(AP Wirephoto ,
T
elephone
cress aorks atop a pole
ROOM AT THE TOSSiya.
and
that
the
preliminary
Democratic senators when he
Prentice Douglas, and Trellis
surrounded by flood waters at Memphis, Tenn. The pole is in an
screening of possible nominees disclosed that he had given raw
Douglas; two nieces, Mrs. Otis
area where flood eaters of the seollen Mississippi River have
has not even begun.
Wilson and Mrs. Johnny
FBI files compiled during the
reached 16-foot depth.
Atty. Gen. Richard G. investigation to White House
Valentine.
1AP Wirephoto)
Kleidienst, who expressed deep Counsel John W. Dean III.
(Continued from Page I
The deceased was a member
disappointment that Gray was
Mt.
Gray also told the committee
Pleasant
United
the
of
jiirices
w hoztaillz:.
not confirmed, was quoted as he continued the practice even
Methodist Church
where
bseaidcuntleat
nt
:tis
saying
that
the administration after concluding that Dean
funeral services will be held
prices are lowered, despite conhas no names lined up as al- probably lied to FBI agents.
Saturday at two p.m. with Rev.
Dr and Mrs. Harry M. Sparks council-Jack S. Anderson of tinuing poor sales.
ternative
choices.
President
Nixon
suggested
A. M. Thomas officiating.
will be the guests of honor at the Mayfield, and Dr. Ronald I..
Many retailers and wholesaBut during Gray's month-long that Gray was the unfortunate annual Murray State University
Pellbearers will be Preston
Babb, Ronald W. Beshear, lers said the full effect of
appearances before the Senate victim of the Watergate con- Alumni Association banquet
Perry, Garvis Douglas, Max
on Joseph Dick and Mrs. Elizabeh meat boycott probably witinot
Judiciary Committee, several troversy.
Hutson, Rex Ailbritten, Joe
the campus April Z8.
F. Hart, all of Murray.
be known until next week,)south.
miles
100
flood
The
AP)
names
(
LOUIS
ST.
were
mentioned in
In his statement, Nixon said:
Bruce Wilson, and Wes Fulton.
To be held at 6:30 p.m. In the
Norris will become president lowing the weekend buying.
_
officials
were
ebntrol
Flood
Washington rumor mills.
Interment will be in the Mt. waters of the Mississippi River
"Because I asked my counsel, ballroom of the Waterfield of the association next spring.
Under the meat ceiling reghHeading the rumor list are .John Dean, to conduct a Student Union Building,
Pleasant Cemetery with the north of here have started to keeping a close eye on
the
Scholarships to be awarded lations imposed by President
arrangements by the Miller stabilize and officials say it ap- Chouteau Island, where 67 per- John Ingersoll, director of the thorough,investigation of al- program will feature a series of include 16 alumni
scholarships Nixon, retailers must start
remained
homes.
their
sons
in
Bureau of Narcotics and Dan- leged involvement in the Water- tributes to Sparks, who has anFuneral Home of Hazel where pears the worst of the flooding
for $500 each financed primarily posting price ceilings for beef,
Shifts of 50 workers were being gerous Drugs; former Gov. gate
is past.
friends may call.
episode, Director Gray nounced that he is retiring as by Century Club donations, lamb,
and pork products near
The Mississippi continued to shuttled to Kaskaskia Island
Richard B. Ogilvie of Illinois, was asked to make FBI reports university president as soon
a along with special scholarship' meat counters beginning Monhours
four
every
continue
to
inch toward a record crest of
and U.S. District Court Judge available to Mr. Dean.
the board of regents elects a awards honoring several' in- .day.
40.3 feet here. Although that sandbagging operations. Dikes Matt Byrne of Los Angeles,
"His compliance with this successor
dividuals.
Meanwhile, leaders of Fight
crest is .2 of a foot below the there were reportedly holding
who is presiding over the Pen- completely proper and necesMancil J. Vinson, director of
E.B.
Howton, retiring Inflation Together (FIT 1, the
against
the
muddy
rising
slowly
forecast,
original
the Army
tagon papers trial.
sary request exposed Mr. Gray alumni affairs, said Sparks will chairman of the agriculture organization
that provided the
Corps of Engineers said the re- water.
Also mentioned have been to totally unfair innuendo and be recognized for the
roles he department who was presented major spark for the boycott,
Officials at Winfield, one of Henry Petersen, head of the suspicion
vision would not effect its damand thereby seriously has played during a career in the distinguished professor said they plan to continue it by
age estimate of $41 million for the critical spots earlier this Justice Department's criminal tarnished his fine record as actpublic education that spans 43 award in 1972, will announce the refusing to buy meat on
the area from Hannibal, Mo., to week, were cautiously optimis- division, and Police Chief Jerry ing director and promising
fu- years. He listed these people to wfruier for this year. A $500 Tuesdays and Thursdays.
tic as the river there fell sig- V. Nilson of the District of CoCairo, Ill.
ture at the bureau."
honor Sparks during the award goes to the distinguished
Lillian Miller, one of the Sae
lumbia. But some adminisMore than 1.2 million acres of nificantly Thursday.
The. funeral for Mrs. Manuel
Nixon said he had asked program:
professor each year.
Fernando Valley, Calif., house"We aren't out of the woods tration sources say they doubt
(Dore) Cope of Dexter Route land were under water from
Gray to stay on until a succes-William A. Legan of
Twenty-five-year ,service wives who founded FIT late in
One /will be held Saturday at Hannibal to Cairo and nearly yet," said Richard Nieman, a Petersen and Wilson would be sor is approved by the Senate.
Madisonville, as ajOal alumni awards will also be presented to February, said Thursday that if
spokesman
for
Corps.
The
the
persons
4,000
eleven a.m, at the chapel of the
have been forced
considered._
two univerisy personnel-Mrs. prices aren't lowered the group
Only hours before the with- supporter. . s7
The Washington Post today
Max Churchill Funeral Home to leave their homes, the Corps levees are still in terrible con-David ,-'Curtis, student Lucille Thurman, cashier in the will call another week-long boya wal announcement was
with Bro. Henry Hargis of- of Engineers said. • The death dition. If we can hold out for a quoted sources as saying- that
government president from business office, and Dr. L.J. cott.
ficiating. Burial will be in the toll across southern Illinois and couple of days more, we will be administration officials have made, the Judiciary Committee
But Rex McNalley, the manin fine shape. I think the sun- sounded out Senate Judiciary had scheduled a showdown vote LaCehter, as a concerned Hortin, director of journalism.
Stewart Cemetery.
eastern Missouri stood at five.
student adviser:
The class of 1948 will hold a ager of the Moody Farms feedFriends may call at the
Coast Guard reservists were shine Thursday did a lot to Committee Chairman James 0. on the nomination for next
-Miss Ruble E. Smith, reunion at 3 p.m. in the faculty lot at Pampa in the Texas Pan-"1
funeral home.
called to active duty to assist in boost the morale of the workers Eastland and Democratic Whip week.
chairman
of the department of lounge of the student union handle. said that if the rebelon
the
levees,
too."
Mrs. Cope, age 75, died flood control Thursday. The acRobert Byrd to see if Petersen
Byrd, who led the committee elementary education, as building prior to the banquet
lious housewives could ride out
Thursday at 12:05 a.m. at the tivation of the reservists, aufight to defeat the Gray nomi- faculty entruster.
and be recognized during the a High Plains winter with catMurray-Calloway County thorized by President Nixon unnation, said Nixon did the fight
-Murray Mayor Holmes banquet program. Mr. and Mrs. tlemen "I don't think they'd
Hospital. She was a member of der a new law, was the first
and proper thing in withdraw- Ellis, as a community worker. Dennis Taylor are serving as have
• • • (Continued from Page I
the guts to boycott.
the Dexter Church of Christ and time ever that Coast Guard reing the name of Gray.
-Dr. Lyman Ginger, state reunion co-chairmen.
"If we were not getting the
was the daughter of the late servists have been called to -Charles and Mike Baker of over, however. He said that
Sparks, who has served as the beef prices we're getting now,
Si would hope that the Presi- superintendent of public inJames Oscar Thorn and Millie duty during peacetime, a Kentucky Lake Oil Company much of the diesel is used for
fifth president of Murray State wp'd be bankrupt. As far was
'Would quickly send up the structiak as a state leader. ^
Caroline Hunt Thorn.
Shell)
one
add
more problem heating, and that warm weather
spokesman said.
Held the weekend prior'U since January, 1968, is also we're concerned, the_ United
nomination of someone who has
The deceased and her
Hundreds of Missouri Nation- to the list. The emissions control will end the crisis.
graduation exercise.s. .,.the being honored upon his States still has the cheapest
law-enf
orcement
husband, Manuel Cope, who al guardsmen ,have been on systems on new cars have cut
experience,
ina
The discount to large acsurvives,
were
married duty in flood areas since late mileage considerably. They counts has dropped con- tegrity, ability and independ- alumni banquet and program retirement with the establish- food of anybody hi.the world.
December 2, 1917.
said that there has been a seven siderably, also, according to ence," Byrd said. "Someone will also include installation of ment of a scholarship and It's astounding to me why
last week.
housewives and Congress would
A spokesman for the Corps per cent increase in demand Lovett. He-reported that before who has no connection with the new officers, scholarship student loan fund in his honor
Survivors are her 'husband;
presentations and the naming of The scholarship will be like to completely destroy it."
one daughter, Mrs. lull said late Thursday theaituatiort thissyear, a staggering jump for the shortage, a four cent political espionage of the Wathe distinguished professor of awarded in the future as part of
4Dorthy Mae 4 Williams of throughout the St. Louis district one year.
discount to large accounts,such tergate case."
the year.
the alumni program eagles
The Shell distributors say that is fleets, was not uncommon.
Chicago, Ill.; two sons, James seemed to he improving.
Logan, a former state senator spring.
"Business in here has slowed they don't think rationing will' Now, he said, the discount is
Cope of Nashville, Tenn., and
and now chairman of the
A former superintendentRaymond ,Cope • of - Mt. 'up-quite a bit tonight,- he said-sbe necessary, but reported, as only one to two cents per gallon.
Kentucky Public Service public instruction from 1964 to
,
Biat an
The 600-man Shelby County
Washington, Ky.; four sisters, -We've been told not to send- did I.,o‘Wtt of Gulf,
Commission, will be installed as
Sparks also served as a
Mrs. Eva Morris and Mrs. out any more volunteers and allowance usually given them to (Memphis Sherriff's Departthe new president of the prre'ssor of eduCation and
Thelma Powell, both of Illinois, we've had no more requests for be able to compete with other ment in Tennessee has been told
The mend for the
'
week
lines has been cut off.
by a major gasoline firm
WASHINGTON (AP) - The association to replace Mrs. chairman of the education
Mrs. Lida Powell of Union City, sandbags."
16-20 has been given for
Martha
R.
Ellison
Louisville.
of
department
Murray
at
State
for
With
Thivallowance, called a that the company doesn't have government's ban
the river
Tenn., and Mrs. Molene Bennett
having
purple
the Murray Middle School and
Among other officers to be 15 years.
Competitive any more gasoline for patrol dye suspected of causing can•
of Hazel; three brothers, Victor reached its crest south of Win- Temporary
Reservations for the alumni Murray High School.
Allowance by Gulf, allows the cars.
Thorn of Dexter, Milton Thorn field, Mo., Thursday, the
cer may force U.S. businesses installed are Edwin 0. Norris of
Monday-Hot dog and bun.
Sheriff Roy Nixon was told by and meat inspectors to fall Kingsport, Tenn., as president- banquet are $2.75 per plate.
and Ted Thorn, both of Illinois; cal areas were at Chouteau distributor to give the retailer a
seven grandchildren; six great Island, just north of St. Louis, certain amount of credit for the Atlanta office of American back on a red'dye suspected of elect and James H. Peanuts) Checks in payment for tickets pork and beans, pineapple,
Johnson of Owensboro, as vice- should be forwarded before the chocolate cake, milk.
and Kaskaskia
grandchildren.
about each gallon he buys, in effect Oil Cornparry that it no longer interfering with reproduction.
Tuesday--Sloppy joe and bun,
presideistoalong with five new April 20 deadline. Tickets may..
lowering the Price of the can supply 20,000 gallons
of fuel
The Food and Drug .Sdrninis- representatives to the-executive be picked up at the entrance on pinto beans, tomatoes, cookies.
gasoline. White gasoline prices per month to his
department. tration
announced
late
have not risen in the strict sense
evening of the banquet-- milk.
the
Nixon said his department
Thursday that it will prohibit
of the word, this allowance has could purchase
Reservations should be ad-- Wednesday-Hamburger and
gasoline from further use of
Violet No. 1 in
been discontinued, causing a service stations but
dressed to : Alumni Office, bun, French fries, peaches.
questioned foods, drugs, cosmetics and
rise in the prices. _
•Administrati
on Building._ -pickle and onion, fudge sickle,
what that would do to the
meat _marking.
. .s.__
Thomas
Murray State University, milk.
H. -MaSedori, department's budget.
•
Only four offices were con- of
Mayfield, as
class executive director of the
Thursday-Turkey salad and
Murray, !Cy., 42071.
.
Consumers should not
Thirty-three-tons of the color
_ tree(1. fritos, jello with fruit.
tested in the annual student representatives.
Kentucky Petroleum Council, yet, there is still plenty panic additive were used last
year, 30
of gas to
.4
government and class elections
Junior class-Charles Brien, and editor of the Kentucky go
cake, milk.
around, and no stations In per cent of it by Agriculture
for the 1973-74 school year at Benton, President; tou Turley. Petroleum Marketer, doesn't
FridayFish.
slaw,
tater
Murray have turned off their Department inspectors stampMurray State University Virginia Beach, Va., vice- think the shortage will be
tots, cookie, bread. milk-. as pumps due to a lack of gas.
familiar
the
U
SDA_Markof
s
ing
Members
of
Calloway
the
The'
Wednesday.
president; Pam Bratcher, acute in Kentucky as in other
general concensus is that when grade and wholesomeness on County High School Chapter of
- Gene Roberts of Mayfield won Owensboro, secretary; and states. "I know of no station in the
gas shortage does hit,
the Future Farmers of America
[ha; meat.
the office of secretary, the only John Hoffman, Paducah, the state shutting down because
Murray will not be affected
_ _
WASHINGTON 4-AP) - Fedas
Student Senate executive office Cynthia Hawkins, Mayfield, of a gasoline shortage,or being
Industry mixed much of the competed in the Purchase
much
as
the
eral
loan
Federation
levels
contest
FFA
for
held
at
-the-1973
major
decided in the balloting. The Adrian Hall, Mt. Vernon, N.Y., forced to limit the amount 61
Topic
remainder of Violet No. 1 with
metropolitan areas. Murray
tobacco crops will rise about
other three candidates for the and Stuart Phillips, Fordsville, fuel sold to customers," he said.
Red No. 40 as a substitute for Murray State University.
vacationers,
"Three Crosses" will be the
Entries and their ratings 5.3 per cent over 1972 governexecutive offices ran without as class representatives.
But Maeedon quotes Riley encounter somehowever, may Red- No. 2, which was linked in
subject
of the sermon by Rev.
problems
ment
were
price
as
follows:
suppoct
when
levels.
opposition.
Sophomore
the
class-Dan- Wilson, oil editor of the Tulsa they try
recent Russian studies to wito fill their tanks
Farm Achievement entries- U. S. Department of Agricul- W. Edd Glover, minister of the
away despread reproductive probThey are: David Curtis, Broucek, Chicago, prAidents World, as saying; "It looks like from
home.
North Pleasaht Grove CUITI4-arry Tucker, Dairy Produc- ture has announced.
Reelected
LaCenter,
as Diane Drake, Louisville, a summer of rationing. You will
lems.
berland Presbyterian Church,
The
tion,
'
superior;
Graves
Burkeen,
department
president;
Ruth
Baxter, treasurer; and Melis.sa Gray, definitely see service stations
said
the eleven arm worship
USDA said it will switch to
Tobacco Production, superior; Thursday that burley tobacco • at
Owensboro, vice-president; and Murray, Kathy Lewis, Carmi, that run out of gasoline. Many of
temporary &tentative methods
services
on Sunday, April 8, at
Ronald Wisehart, Soybean_ will have an is.-eeage
Glyn Gordon, Hopkinsville., In., Marsha Porter, Henderson, the
loan level
major . companies are
of marking, including tags. Production, superior;
of 78.9 cents per pound in 1973, sthe church.
Bill
Eck!'
treasurer.
and Ann Weitlauf, Paducah, as already rationing . at the
brands and other colors such as Murdock,
His . scripture will be from
Beef Production, compared. with 74.9 cents the
Class offices which were class representatives.
wholesale level."
-2327_38.
Red No. 2.
Luke
excellent;
David Barrow,Swine year before. •
HOLLYWOOD Al',
Milam, Phillips, and . Miss
decided in the election were:
A shortage of diesel fuel has
AcSunday
School will be held at
basing
was
it
said
FDA
tress
The
Susan Hayward is
Production, excellent; Dianne
Kentucky and Tennessee fireJunior class-Scott Jones, Phrter led the field of four already been felt by local
ssriousten a.m. The Sunday evening
effective
ban,
ly
No.
I
Violet
ill
and
Burkeen,
its
Vegetable
cured
Productypes
confined
candidates
Metropolis, Ill., treasurer.
class distributors. Van Childress of
22 and 23 will be
for
le a 1,4,s Anver _service will be at 630 p.m. and
supported at 535-cents'.
their Texaco -said their diesel geles hospital, a family spokes- next Tuesday, on preliminary tion, excellent.
Sophomore class-Roger r _representatives
in
.
the Wednesday Bible study at
studies
Japanese
two
from
man
date
said Thursday. • •
Watson, rouiseifle, vice= respective classes and will sit allotment was the same as it
Impromptu Speaking-Kcit 'pound, compared with 50.8 seven
available in late January.
The ri-i'L-fiasee
made
-cents
in
president; and Cathy Cole, on the Student Activities Board. was last year. The pinch in
1972,
the department
Stubblefield, Dairy, superior:
ss was
p
pan. sitor invites the public
the 'body headed by the vice- diesel was echoed by Charles not disclosed. She was listed in
Paris, Tenn., secretary.
Japan banned the dye within Graves Burkeen, Swine, ex- said.
- to attend all services of the
fair
condition.
The
president
Student,
Sedate
of
the
fed
.
cellent;
Roberts,
eraLaloan
because
reMark
Phillips
66
weeks
distributor.
rate
Wilson,
few
for church.
Beef.
The other candidates for class
the last
Miss Hayward, 53, ass
Rudy Lovett, of Gulf, said
won search consistently produced excellent, Linda Dunn, Hor- dark air-cured tobaccos 'types
are
offices ran unopposed
.They which plans all student acan
Academy
15
Award in lose as cancer ire rats fed a-5 per cent ticulture, good.
tivities.
and 36 will be 47.6 cents per
that he has run completely out
best actress for "I
Want To diet of Violet No. 1, an FDA
Public Speaking, Robert pound, the, USDA said, comSenior class-Greg Hite, " The campus election was'the of diesel fuel twice this 34-ebr live," has
not been very active
pared i'vith last year's rate of
Rowland, excellent.
pokesman said
Paducah, president; Suzie first since a new constitotion already Lovett said that in late in isiotion
Early Morning Temperatures
1
Creed Speaking, Joe Ross, 45.2 cents.
pictitresUt recent
•
Hughes, Paducah,
vice- was adopted for student February he was out of diesel years.
Nashville
35
widely
used
the
in
The dye is
The law requires that federal Paducah
good.
the fuel, but held his customers off
- presisieot; _ Kathy .Slater, government. Among
43
She moved to
candy,
color
States
to
United
price
.until
obtained
he
is
Georgia
suppdrts
March
Parliamentary Procedure
reflect 'higher Bowling Green
and
osbaassesaaa -/Bssitons-S.sescretarlassCitP:t
r_Fleticla in _1957
34
dialer" nsItil.,* --411411ebakery
goods,
ice
;
beyerages,
after hiarryine
prices paid' by farmers for Louisville
team, good.
resgitatcrad
BurgesassPaducah, treasurer; VaKffidtiritas ari
36
buinessraaa.
graa4 aherbert, dietary supTeachers of agriculture at- goods and services during .the Lexington _
u
three to four in the nurnber of again in mid-Marc
and Nancy Poiwell,and returned only
34
isiffs713fri
'MON
'
-amt
lements.
Crfiew(y
abtairt-nektitiona
able
to
lsliesalsCittrity. titer &hoof- PanWittee -oat:acL-CQMPaLed.
occasions
Linda Boyd, Murray, and Dee repreSentatives from each class
for pictures
. 35
saiaus cosmetics includit'sare Eugene
rharkre'lied in
Clari4. .Carmitn with the dverage prices they Evansville ,
1----40ee.Bruee and Pat Milam, both to serve on the Student Senate. . Lovett thinks that this crisis is 1966.
-43
Parks, and Milton Walstort.
tit Cape Girartigpu
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•
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Dr. and Mrs. Sparks To
Be MSU Banquet Guests

Mississippi Flood Rivers
Stabilize Near St Louis

Boycott ...

Funeral Services
Will Be Saturday
For Mrs. Cope

Gas

Meat Inspectors

Lunch Menu

*Using Red Dyes

Gene Roberts Wins Only Student
Executive Office Decided, MSU

Calloway FFA
Ratings Given
For Field Day

loan Levels
To Increase

'Three Crosses' Is
For Sermon

EDGER & "TIMES -MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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Susan Hayward
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A solitaire
' set in a delicate band
'of eighteen karat gold.
,BecauSe this is the beginning

Pirooette
By Orange Blossom

66/awe de*toe/Tedet.
awe etilimi(Shorn diffied,0

CBS has an April 25 date
with a one-hour special. -The
Forbidden Desert of the
Danakil," about an expedition
into this dangerous area in
northeastern Ethiopia. Actor
David Niven ii narrator.

NEW
YORK
API—
Universal television in 'in the
process of f 'ng ,fOr NBC
broadcast ne
ason. a fourhour version
that notable
I 8 1 8 horro
tale,1 "Dr.
Frankenstein... by Mary
Shelley. I imagine that's lot of
people think the late Boris
/Carlon wrote it, as well as
playing the role of the Creature.
This is promised to be a faithful
interpretation of the original
novel. Some of the 'players:
James Mason, David McCallum, Agnes Moorehead,
Michael Sarazzin and Nicola
Pagett. NBC will present it
either in two two-hour segments
or in four one-hour portions.

Television
notes

marine captain is aided in
escaping Chinese Reds, in
order to take entire village to
Hong Kong and safety down
the dangerously patrolled
"Blood Alley."
11:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
double feature "Cry of the
Werewolf"—Stephen Crane,
Nina Foch—Mystery thriller.
New Orleans museum setting
of werewolf murder, who is
murderer? Followed by:
Movie: "Return of .the
Vampire"—Bela Lugosi •
Nina Focti—Stake driven
through Vampire's heart
can't keep him dead.

Friday Highlights
Friday, April 13
1:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"Beach Ball" Same as
Thursday's 11:00p.m. Movie.
3:30 p.m.—Movte: Channel 4
"Poor Little Rich Girl"—
Shirley Temple, Alice Faye—
Lonely little rich girl runs
away and is befriended by
two vaudevillians who
manage to put her into their
act.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"The , Vampires"—Gordon
Maria
Gianna
,Scott,
Canale—Goliath and his two
friends set out to destroy the
Vampire, a monster with
supernatural powers, who
has transformed a group of
men into his robot-like
followers.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 5,
12 "The Man Who Died
Twice,- starving Stuart
Brigitte
Whitman and
Fossey. A painter, believed
lost at sea seven years ago, is
living an indolent, drunken
life in Spain. Letting the
world believe him dead, the
artist paints just enough
-unsigned paintings to keep
him in wine.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
• "Boeing, Boeing"—Tony
Curtis, Jerry Lewis, Thelma
Ritter—American correspondent in Paris has a
job keeping his many airline
stewardess girlfriends from
bumping into each other at
his apartment, but introduction of high-speed
Boeing jet .planes presents
additional problems.
9:00 a.m.—Movie: Channel 8
"Blood Alley"—John Wayne,
Lauren Recall, Anita Ekberg—American merchant

Gaelit star
HOLLYWOOD i CPI -Anne Francis, who once plated 1.
a female detective in her dvn
television series, will make a
guest itar appearance on Bu dy
Flown's new detective sh w,
"Burnaby Jones."

Anniversary
HOLLYWOOD (UP11—
The Cannes Film Festival will
celebrate the 50th anniversary
of Warner Bros. from May4320.

Song list
HOLLIWOOD
a special ballot the nnisic
branch of the motion pictUre
academy voted -Silent Running" as the 10th song in •list "
of 10 preliminary selections.
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when a producer Would bring
somebody around he'd found,
for artists tests. It was during
that period that George Martin
brought in these four lads from
Liverpool with tau- like we
hadn't seen before.
"We were judged by :the
.artists we
success of the,
recorded,so the Beatlelppened
the opportunity of me becoming
a star producer with EMI. I left
them after 'Rubber Soul'
and was a producer,
producing Pink Floyd, Barclay

again. Well, it wasn't a -complete waste of time. It was
dealing with big industrial
motors which was useful
because similar motors are
used in tape recorders.
"I still continued thfs grease
money job and went to night
school to study electronics,
'Which took another couple of
years. I didn't have to apply to
BBC again because an ad came
up for a recording assistant at
EMI, It was a very popular job
to apply for; about 200 of us
turned up. There was an age
limit-22 to28—and I was 33 so!
lied about my age. They took on
three of us and I was at Abbey
Road studios, the boy running
around doing errands and
making tea. When the engineer
said go, ylou pressed the button
to record and you-kept records
of tape boxes as to what was on
those tapes.
"The next program was to
become a sound engineer,
which I became after three
months. Your first experience
was to sit at the control desk

HURRICANE SMITH

Friday, April 13
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- A man who thinks young—he
• spent the 1960s in recording studios with the Beatles and Pink
floyd—but says he's old enough
to produce ::sincere nostalgia,
. the real thing" hit No. 1 on the
best-selling record charts Feb.
17 with -Oh .Babe, What•Would
. •
You Say?'-. ,• •
He's Hurritane Smith. 49,
who wrote the song and sings it,
he says, ''in a voice which is not
ttio dissimilar to the growl
Frankie Hardcastle• gets on his
sax."
The LP it's from, "Hurricane
Smith," on Capitol, was No. 37
on the March 3 chart and is
climbing. Another single from
"Who Was It?" by Gilbert
the only song not
(YSullivan,
s
• Written by Smith, will be i
released as a single soon.
, f)uring the 1950s. in his native
tngland, Smith fronted a jagz
quintet, with Ha rdcastle on sax.
We talked with the two men,
recently reunited, during their
first trip, to America. Hardcastle recalled one of their first
• gigs, when nobody showed up at
,all and the waiters danced with
. :leach other. He also recalled a
Itione call from Smith, -We've
e
).
iitIot a gig in it. couple months'
itime.'"'Where?" "Windsor
.,Castle." "Is that a pub
ir!sornewheiti?" It wasn't a pub
the annual partj• the Royal
.
..but
4amily gives for the staff of
.
Windsor Castle.
0 - Even with that triumph,
- Smith says, "I was at the stage
; of deciding that I'd got to leave
scraping a living as a musician.
.: I had a wife and child. But I
Ilidn't want to go too far from
! music. I applied at the BBC to
;get into producing and they told
, me I couldn't be a producer
been an engineer.
'until
"Engineer to me was oil cans
• and overalls, wrenches and all
that. do I got myself a job as a
,
`
grease Monkey.
' "They should have said sound
engineer. I suppose they took it
'for granted I knew what form of
engineer they meant. Three
years later [found out. I applied
at BBC again and they asked
Where I'd been and I told them.
They fell out, laughing about it.
- I hadio start 6ack to square one

. 'By MARY CAMPBELL
.; I i AP Newsteotures writer
.)

James Harvest and the Pretty
Thingsil'd reached any goal,had
money coming in, was helping
youth in music to get
somewhere. There was no sour
grapes that I hadn't made it
myself.
"I got a kick out of
psychedelic music—pure
sounds, leaving music aside.
Bt it wasn't my kind of music,
as music, and the only way I
used to get relaxation was to sit
at a piano and knock out old jazz •
chord sequences at meal break
'times. That's how I wrote 'Don't
lettit Die.' •
"Other people cipvinced me
it had an identity and it was
released in May 1971. It rose
higher in the charts in England
than ;Oh Babe' and it was a hit
in France. 'Ofi Babe,' which
was released last April, has
been bigger, worldwide, though.
. -After I finally was talked
ihto releasing 'Don't Let it Die,'
somebody told me I had to have
a name. Then there was a
movie, 'Hurricane Smith,'
revived on TV and that was it, I
was able to keep on half my real
name and apply Hurricane; it
had a nice ring to it, a good
commercial name."
Smith is fond of his last name.
He says the Smith name. in
England came either from
workmen such as blacksmiths
and tinsmiths or from gypsys.
He likes to think that his Smith
forebears were of the gypsy
persuasion.

HurricaneGrowlstSincereNostalgi

Records
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A 17TH-CENTURY DREAM OF MEDIEVAL GLORY that has relevance for today unravels in
"The Adventures of Don Quixote," the acclaimed adaptation of the ageless Cervantes novel, starring
Rex Harriaon in the title role of the eccentric scholar-turned-chivalric-knight, with Roseman Leach
as Duleinea, the rough farm girt fantasized to noble stature, and Frank Finlay as Sancho Panza, the
donkey-riding peasant "squire." The two-hour special, filmed in Spain, will be broadcast on the CRS
Television Network Monday, April 23 (8:00-10:00 p.m. CST).
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Modern Version Of 'Ethel
And Albert' To Be Broadcast
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753-5273
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URGE VOLUME —
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

Speaking of the new`Ethel St
D.C.—
WASHINGTON,
Albert" series, Earplay's
popular
the
"Ethel & Albert,"
director Karl; Schmidt says:
1940s
radio comedy series of the
"It's my conviction that they'll
favorite,
and later a television
do well. Therre marvelously
will be offered by member
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literate. Teh cuts above
Public
National
stations of the
"A Matter of Innocence"—
else."
anything
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Radio network in a new
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been
have
shows
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radio
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Twenty
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written for
young girl accompanies her
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will
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after burial several murders
occur before the mystery 1 solved. Followed by: Movie,
''The Bride Who Died Twice"
Information
No Other
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Highlights

8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
12:30 p.in.—Movie: Channel 29
"Seconds"—Rock Hudson,
-Red Mountain"—Alan
Salome Jens—A middle-aged
•
e
Ladd,. Lizabeth Scott—Lif
banker gets a second chance
and career of General
at youth, with horrifying
Quantrill who led his guerilla
results. ; band hi the sacking of proUnioit towns in Kansas and
]
11:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
i, Missouri.
"Charlie Chan at Monte
Carlo"—Warner Oland, Keye
diet/ ip.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"1:10 to Yuma" Glenn Ford,
Luke—Chan is on a supposed
Van Heflin—Witness to
vacation at the Riviera, but ,
holdup succeeds against all
finds himself involved in.
odds In holding outlaw leader
cleaning up gang-controlled
prisoner for train to Yuma.
gambling in Monte Carlo.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 4,,'
11:15 p.m.--Movie: Channel 4
6. "Mayerling," starring
Double Feature: "Curse of
. .,Ornat Sharif, Catheride
Living Corpse"—Helen
the
and
Gardner
.1 liDeneuve, Ava
Roy R. Sheider—
Ware,
James Mason. Crown Prince
Arrogant millionaire, fearing
Rudolf Sharifi of Austria
he may be buried alive,
falls'in love with 17-year,old'
makes certain requests in his
! Maria Vetserael.and scanwill that his family ignores.
dalizes the entire court -of
When his body disappears
Vienna by openly ignoring

his wife.
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For The Finest In Movie Entertainment
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eft,' *en ices. including police.
It ASO SCOW% the area for
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• desired locations
photo libraries, sets up communicati(tns where needed and
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;bus' g.!hao+ing ,;(10-4,00.0i„
ical assistance and labor
in liaison.
As a result, a documented
'S*27dLituti has been point s-41
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acconling to Mayor 1, hlman.
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portion
large
alltroances are spent in hotels
and restaurants in the areas
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Movie location boosts income

',ince 'Mayor W est ItIman set
ELINPs BANNErr
Thursday, April 12
tip a Film Industry C00rOther Information Available.
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SEA'ITI.
9:00 am.—Movie: Channel 8
dinating Committee laist sear.
11:00 p.m.--Movie: Channel 29
The city of Seattle is making a
made-for-tele% ision
se%era 1
"Cheaper By the Dozen"..
"Beach Ball" Eddy Byrnes,
concvrted effort to cash in on
nitoies and a considerable
Clifton Webb, Jeanne Crain,
the motion picture industn..
Chris Noel, Robert Logan—A
number of scenes for n.gular
Myrna Igy—Recollections of
trend Itroand filming in
college musical group, trying
motion pictures have been
far, the
So
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authentic
the Gilbreth family life at the
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filmed in Seattle and its enat
oorth
been
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campaign
dawn of the flapper era.
% irons.
threatened with repossession
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1:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
The city's Office of Economic
of its instruments.
economs.
"War of the Worlds" Same
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sounds wherc people clapped
their hands and sang with some
broken-ddwn little organ playing in the background," she
said with a soft smile.
Later, the doorbell rang.
Time for another interview.
About golf. "Gee, thanks for
coming by," she said, almost
reluctantly., "It was great to
talk about music — for a
change."

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) —."CBS
has announced that they will
begin showing 'X' rated movies
on the late show," says the unsigned mimeographed form.
"Not so!" cries a chorus of top
CBS television executives.
A church bulletin says the
pastor recently observed "that
he felt it would not be long before X-rated movies appeared
uncut on CBS. He has since
learned that CBS is showing
such movies already late at
night when the children in bed,
or should be."
"That's not true," says CBS
executives. But to no avail.
By the network's own count,
almost 200,000 letters have
come to CBS in a year, most of
the writers saying they've
"heard" or "learned" that CBS
has or will show X-rated movies. All politely but firmly protest and oppose the idea.
"The puzzling thing is where
they've heard it, because we
aren't putting on any X-rated
films and have no plans to,"
.says a worried CBS spokesman.
His is a statement CBS president Robert D. Wood and
Thomas J. Swafford, CBS' vicepresident for program practices, repeatedly have emphasized in speeches and news conferences this year.
But still, the letters pour in
at the rate of hundreds a day,
virtually all of them addressed
to Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS'
vice-chairman. And they're
driving the network nuts.
Network officials say the deluge began shortly before Feb.
n last year, when a heavilyedited version of Visconfi's

Going ahead
HOLLYWOOD 't IUPII—
Twentieth Century-Fox is going
ahead with 13 scripts for its
"New Adventures of Perry
Mason" television series
although no stars have been
signed for
major roles in the
s hos%

•'The Damned" appeared on
the just-beginning CBS latehour show.
The film, concerning the decadence of an emerging Nazi
Germany, was X-rated for
theatrical use, according to a
spokesman for Warner Bros.,
the film's distributor.
CBS officials say they insisted in heavy cuts before buying
"The Damned" as part of a
movie package from Warner
Bros. They say those cuts were
made and would have gotten
the film an R rating for
theatrical release.
The movie *as chopped even
further before CBS aired it. Out
went some 38 minutes of controversial scenes involving incest, child molestation and a
homosexual orgy.
Here's what CBS has to say
about the matter: It has no Xrated films in its feature library of nearly 500 movies acquired since late 1971, nor is it
planned that any will be
bought.
Swafford says by the time his
editors are through, films with
an R rating (no one under 18
allowed in the theater unless
accompanied by an adult) will
be pared down to the equivalent of a PG (parential guidance suggested) or a G (general audience),

CBS Denies Plans For
X-Rated Movie Showings

Place" on NBC-TV also is
fine blues singer and a hardcore jazz fan.
Miss Shore, who was born in
Winchester, Tenn., said she fell
in love with jazz and the blues
— "real blues is black blues"
— primarily because of a family maid who got her hooked on
gospel music at an early age.
"1 would go to her church
with her and hear unbelievable
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He replaces Wolfgang Sawallisch, who left to be genera)
music director of the State Opera in Munich
The Italian musician, who
was born in 1914 in Barletta,
was on the staff of La Scala is
Milan from 1953 to 1956 He has
led the foremost orchestras of
Europe and America as a guest
conductor and since 1959 has
been the principal guest conductor of the Chicago Symphony

GiULINI TO VIIfiNNA
VIENNA (AP) — Carlo Maria Gitilini has beep named chief
conductor of the Vienna Symphony Orchestra

11:00 p.m.--Movie: Channel 29
"War of the World"—Gene
Barry, Ann Robinson—
Unexpected and surprising
turn of events saves the
world from an invasion by
Mars. Updated version of
B.G. Well's novel wr tier in
1898. Academy Award
winner for Best Special
Effects in 1953.

8:00 p.m.—Movle: Channel 29
"Another Time, Another
Place"—Lana Turner, Barry
Sullivan—American woman
war correspondent, in love
with BBC announcer, suffers
breakdown when he is killed
in bomb raid. Recovering,
she visits his widow who is
unaware she's the other
woman.

Hall of Fame" special
starring Vittorio De Sica, Raf
Vallone and Marco Della
Cava. The Paul GaWco story
tells of an orhpaned Italian
boy who relies on his faith in
St. Francis of Assisi as he
seeks a cure for his ailing
donkey. Filmed entirely on
location in Rome and Assisi.

SAT & $UN. 100 10 3:

CHUDRENS MATiNEES

MN:WIiiM44wg*K

POSITIVAY
Ends TUE.

Wednesday, April 11
9:00 a.m.-11400e: Channel 8
"Winchester 73"—Totn
Tryon, John Saxon, Joan
Blondell—Remake of the 1950
western about rivalry for
possession of the famed
repeating rifle. Ex-convict
steals one of the few Winchesters in the West from his
lawman cousin and rifle
passes thru Many hands
before legal owner gets it
back.
1:30 p.m.—Movle: Channel 29
"Upper Hand" Same as
Tuesday's 11:00 p.m. movie.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
"Rocky Mountain"—Errol
Flynn, Patrice Wymore—In
small canyon, Confederate
patrol and Union prisoners
form mutual bond to beat off
attacking Indians.'
4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"Abbott & Costello Meet Dr.
Jekyll & Mr. Hyde"—Boris
Karloff, Helen Westcott,
Craig Stevens—Bud & Lou,
two American police officers
studying London police
methods, began a search for
a monster terrorizing London
and the laughs begin.
7:00 p.m.--Movfe: Channels 3,
8. "Notorious"--( B&W)
(R)... Cary Grant and Ingrid
Bergman star in Alfred
Hitchcock's film classic of
love wait international intrigue. AlOistarring Claude
Rains and Louis Calhern.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel
• • tc atner Goese"—Lary
Grant, Leslie Caron—During
W.W. II a beach bum is
tricked into volunteering to
man a strategic watching
station on a South Seas island
which is suddenly invaded by
a French girl and seven little
charges.
7:30 p.m.—The Small Miracle:
Channels 4, 6. A "Hallmark

Highlights
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"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Wednesday
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NEW YORK (API — Dinah
Shore was just breaking into
thee big time here some years
ago when she had a backstage
interview with a newspaperman
nained H. Allen Smith.
The cad didn't tell her he was
of the Fourth Estate. She didn't
ask, either. She thought he was
a musician. The result was a
wonderful interview that caught
her with her guard down and
her humor up.
it
She now has a pre agent to
at least alert her when a
scrivener is on the premises.
But that seemed about the only
difference the other day when
the alert sounded and a scrivener was ushered into her 'hotel
suite here to meet her,
Miss Shore was in town on a
gray, rainy day to promote a
women's golf show' on which
she was appearing on ABC
television. She was sunny and
chiPPerSomehow We talk went immediately from that of the fairway to the music business.
Miss Shore is an expert golfer,
but I realized how much of a
pro she is when it comes to music matters. Particularly when
it involves the sound we hear at
home on TV.
She mildly griped shoot one
of my 'long-standing gripes —
those one-watt speakers most
TV sets seem to come equipped
with — and bemoaned the fact
that
most
television
transmitters "jam" sound signals.
That is, they compress the
high and low frequencies so
that no matter how good the
musical arrangements or the
recording at the TV studio, everything comes out sounding
tinny at home.
"It seems that they gear everything to the sound of Marshal Dillon saying, 'Come here
and hold my horse, pardner,'"
Miss Shore said. "I wish they'd
fix that someday. It drives me
nuts."
This technological awareness
may startle older listeners in
Nashville, Tenn., who first
heard of her only as the young
girl who sang on "The Dixie
Flyer," a local five-minute radio show.
On tie musical side, younger
fans might be just 'es startled
to learn that the Dinah Shore
they 9111Y know. from "Dinah's

By JAY SHARBLIT
AP Television Writer
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FACING GREAT TEST—Richard Thomas (right, Ellen Corby (left) and Will Geer, as members
of the Walton family, undergo an overwhelming test of love and courage when Olivia, played by Miss
Michael Learned, is stricken with polio, on a special two-hour episode of 'The Waltons" called "The,,
Easter Story" to be seen Thursday. April 19 17:00-9:00 p.m.,CST ) on the CBS Television Network.

MINNESOTA ORCHESTRA
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Minnesota Orchestra celebrated its 70th anniversary
March 9 with a concert in New
York, at Carnegie Hall.
The eighth major symphonic
ensemble to be established in
the United States, the Min600
neapolis Symphony was found30
ed in 1903. Its conductors have
•
been Emil Oberhoffer, 1903-22,
700
Henri Vergrugghen. 1922-31;
Eugene Ormandy, 1931-36; DiI 30
mitri Mitropoulos, 1937-49; AnI
tal Dorati, 1949-60, and Stanis- t
law Skrowaczewski, 1960present.
The orchestra became re- 11,
gional in 1968 and changed its
name to the Minnesota Orches30
tra It will hold a gala anniversary
.ball June IS in Min1000
4
neapolis

Adventure and fun in the
wilds of Africa as an Irishman, his young bride and
meek bank clerk cousin seek
their fortune on the Ivory
Coast.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 6
"The Young Warriors"—
James
Drury,
Steve
Carlson—Relationship of a
W.W. II sergeant, whose unit
is made up almost entirely of
"children," toward one
particular young recruit, an
unsmiling, bitter soldier who
keeps to himself.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"13 West Street"—Alan
Ladd, Rod Steiger, Delores
Dorn—After Electronics
engineer is brutally beaten
by gang of well dressed
teenagers he sets out, against
advice of police, to find gang,
seeking revenge.
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Sunday, April 8
10:00 a.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"The Saint" No Other Information Available.
'1:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"Klondike Annie" Mae West,
Victor McLaglen—Saloon
singer eludes police and
assumes identity of dead
missionary; joins up with a
fighting sea captain.
5:30 p.m.—The Wizard Of Oz—
Channels 4, 6. Starring Judy
Garland, Ray Bolger, Jack
Haley, Bert Lahr, Billie
Margaret
and
Burke
Hamilton. The film, based on
the children's classic by L.
Frank Baum, tells the story
of Dorothy (Miss Garland),
who is blown by a cyclone
into the magic land of Oz.
5:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 8
Hangman"—Robert
"The
Taylor, Tina Louise—Deputy
U.S. Marshal, determined to
track down a man wanted in
connection with a hold-up
and killing, discovers entire
town protecting the suspect.
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6. "The Park
Avenue Rustlers," starring
Dennis Weaver as Marshal
Sam McCloud. Eddie Albert
and Roddy McDowall gueststar. McClud has the dubious
pleasure of breaking in a new
partner—a policewoman—
while trying to infiltrate a
national car-theft ring.
ma/tonal-car-theft ring.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"Night of the Generals"
O'Toole, Omar
Peter
Sharif—Warsaw prostitute,
during Nazi occupation, is
found brutally murdered
with suspicion falling on
three Nazi generals, all of
whom are relentlessly
pursued by a major in Nazi
intelligence.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,
8. '`The Long Duel"...Yul
Brytmer and Trevor Howard
star in the epic adventure
story of two honorable men
forced into conflict dur'
the 1920's rebellion in 1
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 3
"The Big Gamble" Stephen
Boyd, Juliette Greco—

Sunday Highlights
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Andrew Duggan and Tom
plant engineer designs and
Pvt. Harry Frigg
Bosley.
boss
builds sports car but
well known for
n),
(Newma
won't manufacture car.
his escapes from the guarenters
and
it
steals
r
Enginee
dhouse, is promoted to major
race to win boss's daughter.
in order to rescue
general
8:00 p.m.--Movie: Channels 3,
• five brigadier generals who
But
s,
Hopeles
on
"Situati
8.
are being held captive by the
Not Serious"...Alec Guinness
Italians.
stars in this wacky comedy
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
as a. nutty German air
"Shadow of the Doubt" No
warden who gives his two
Other Information Available.
ing
G.I. prisoners everyth
p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
11:00
they want except the news
Station"—Williain
"Union
that WW II has been over for
Barry Fitzgerald,
_
starring
seven years. Also
Nancy Olsen. When young
Michael Connors and Robert
blind girl is kidnapped, she
Radford.
has difficulty understanding
4,
s
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel
predicament. Kidnapper
6. "The Secret War of Harry
of her handicap and he
leanrs
Paul
Frigg," starring
is even more confused.
,
Koscina
Newman, Sylva

Morlday

Monday, April 9
9:0r a.m.—ISIOvlel Channel 8
"Portrait of a Mobster" Vic
Morrow, Leslie Parrish Rise and fall of gangster
Dutch Schultz.
1:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
13 West -Street" Same as
Sunday's 10:30 p.m. movie.
3:30 p.m.-14ovie: Channel 4
"Beast Froth Haunted
Cave--Michael . Forest,
Sheila Carol—Gangster
plans to rob gold mine, using
ski instructor as guide for
getaway, but blizzard forces
them into cave, lair of
legendary beast.
4:00 p.m.--Movie: Channel 5
"Johnny Dark" Tony Curtis,
Laurie—Automobile
. Piper
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Raymond Burr stars In Portrait: A Man Whose Name Was
John,an exciting drama in the life of the man who was to become
at 7
Pope John. This ABC special will air Easter Sunday, April 22,
p.m. on Channels 3 and 8.

MONDAY, APRIL 9
4 00 SESAME STREET
5 00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 Within this Decade
America in Space
6:30 BUSINESS OF
WRITING: Writing the Re.
port
7:00 FOLK GUITAR III
7:430 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8-00 SPECIAI rw THE

Tuesday, April 10
WSM
Ch. 4

•

KeNtucKu

35
31
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52
22
21

Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
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35
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Television
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Keys F. Keel
Tommy Murphey
Anita McCallon .

Field Office Manager
Field Representative
Secretary

PHONE 753-5602

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 4th STREET

MURRAY OFFICE

PCA Ithe go ahead people

your operating expenses when
Why pay extra
BUDGETED
you can get ía 1,0W COST
cash.
OPERATING LOAN from P.C.A. and pay
you only
They set up all you need for the year, but
balance. I say
pay interest on your outstanding
that's the way I. SAVE.

NEW YORK It Pl — The
television verslim of "QB 11E"
best-seller novel, is
visioni
Leon
eoucationAL TeLe
•
in production, as a six-hour
PANY
feature by Screen Gems and the
WEEK: VD Blues
Douglas S. Cramer Company.
6- 00 WINDOW TO THE
9 30 WALL STREET
This is the longest made-forCLASSROOM: Kentucky
WEEK
video movie to date. Just how
History
10:00 WASHINGTON
and when it will reach the
6:20 LAW OF THE
WEEK IN REVIEW
has not been decided. Certainly.
LAND
10:30 NEW SHAPES EDreo one is going to be asked to
OF
ESS
BUSIN
30
6
N
UCATIO
take it all in one sitting. Ben
G: Writing the ReWRITIN
Gazarra and Anthony Hopkins
TUESDAY, APRIL 10
port
star in this tale of a doctor's
4 : 00 SESAME STREET
7:00. EFFICIENT READlibel suit against a writer who
4.00 MISTER ROGERS
ING: Paragraph Reading
claims that the former willingly
NE I GHBOR HOOD
performed illegal operations on
Skills
5:30 ELECTRIC COMjesks for the -Nazis in 14'orld
7. 30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
PANY
ar 11: The odd title refer* to
8:00 FILM ODYSSEY: L
600' Apollo 13. Houston,
an English court dk,ision.
ura
'Avvent
We've Got a Problem
Queen's Bench Seven.
6:30- TV HIGH scHooe
•••
10:00 SOUL
7:00 OH, YES YOU
'For the third consecutive
CAN: A message ,from the
year, ABC will telecast the 360mile Indianapolis Memorial
THURSDAY, APRIL 1 2
Internal Revenue service on
Day auto race on the day of its
4:00 SESAME STREET
how to fill out the 1040A
. May 28. but, as usual,
running
S
ROGER
MISTER
form.
short
5:00
on a delayed basis, 9-10 p.m.
7- 30 WKU PRESENTS
.NEIGHBORHOOD
•••
8.00 THE ADVOCATES
5:30 ELECTRIC COMNetwork announcements of
PANY
9:00 BOOK BEAT . In the
prospective new half-hour
6:00 WINDOW TO THE
Land of Morning
comedy series for the 1973CLASSROOM_ Images and
9_30 BLACK JOURNAL
1974 season never seem to end.
IN
MUSIC
BLACK
Things
10:00
One of the latest is an NBC
L
SCHOO
the
HIGH
6-30 TV
AMERICA: Traces
project titled ''The Friday
emergence of black music
Night Group," dealing with
three couples in middle-class
from Africa to the present
FRIDAY, APRIL 13
suburbia.
4 - 00 SESAME STREET
day.
•••
5.00 MISTER ROGERS
has acquired for its
CBS
OD
BORHO
NEIGH
_WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11
"Playhouse 90" schedule for
530' ELECTRIC COM4 00 SESAME STREET'
next season the video rights to
PANY
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
"Catholics," a forthcoming
novel by Brian Moore. It deals
NEIGHBORHOOD
ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN
with a dispute between the
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
atican and an Irish monastic
wttlement over the fact that
some numks are celebrating
Rod Serling's television
Masa in Latin instead of the
drama,"A Storm in Summer,"
',rem rilied 1.ngliah
an award-winning production
•••
in 1970, has been expanded by
An NBC special for April IT
the author into a stage work
is "Upon This Rock." which
that recently had its first _
provides an unprecedented tour
presentation in San Diegd,
of St. Peter's Basilica in Rome.
Calif.
Noted actors Sir Ralph
Richardson, Dirk Bogarde.
New title
Dame Edith Esans and Orson
HOLLYWOOD (UPI'—
elles will serve as com"The Police Connection" is the
—Jack 1.455er
mentator*.
new title for Paramount's
"Badge 373."

WKMA Ch
Nkeditonville
WKMR Ch
Morehead
Murray Mayfield WKMU CA
WKON Ch
°Ironton
WKPI CA
WKS° Ch
Somerset
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SUNDAY, APRIL 8
7 00 ZOOM
7 30 EARTHKEEPING
City Life. Why have our
cities become unlivable?
How con we make today's
cities more human?
8.00 A THREATENED
PARADISE. A glimpse of
the natural beauty of Florida that is imperiled by
"progress".
8:30 FRENCH CHEF
9:00 MASTERFilECE
THEATRE. The Golden
Bowl. Charlotte: It new becomes confusing who is
married to whom. Maggie
and heil father stay at home
and take care of the child
while Amerigo and Charlotte attend parties.
10 00, FIRING LINE

r
WeatherN•w•
News

W•11.4.4,
l'o•

Micha•I
Ils"

n.0 --"• .

000
030

•

30

T•rnps
Rising
Movie:
"When

60

•

V

P

700

30

Pete
Si gl
Ahd•rson

60. c.c.s

Pm

WSIL
Ch. 3
Ksrrisbwrg

7:30 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,
8. "When Michael Calls"
original 90-minute movie
made especially for ABC
starring Elizabeth Ashley,
Ben Gemara and Michael
Douglas. A chilling drama
about a woman terrorized by
phone calls from a child long
since dead.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"We Were Strangers"
Jennifer Jones, John Garfield—Girl joins Cuba's
activities to avenge brother's
death.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel' 29
Hand"—Geroge
"Upper
Raft—Master-mind behind
gold
the international
smuggling ring is faced with
the threatened take-over of
his territory.

Tuesday, April 10
9:00 a.m.—Movie: Channel 8
"Theodora Goes Wild"—
Dunne,
Melvyn
Irene
Douglas—Riotous comedy of
what happens when a girl
from a small town writes a
so-called racey novel under
an alias and falls in love with
a handsome artist who
illustrated her Book.
1:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"Union Station" Same as
Monday's 11:00 p.m. movie.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
"One Night in the Tropics"
Abbott and Costellos—No
Other Information Available.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"Ma and Pa Kettle Back on
the Farm"—Marjorie Main,
Percy Kilbride,' Richard
Long—Domineering motherin-law sends Kettles back to
farm. Pa believes there's
uranium on old homestead.
Gangsters move in and
daughter-in-law almost
moves out.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 4,
6. "World Premiere: Cool
Million," starring James
Farentino as private investigator Jefferson Keyes.
Barbara Bouchet, Jackie
Coogan and John Vernon
guest-star. A million-dollar
fee is offered to Keyes to
locate an heiress whose
father has died under
mysterious circumstances.
Patrick O'Neal is special
guest.

Highlights
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11V.W m t ,
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OPEN 7 a.m. to 2 a.m.
VtAlPhrlLW

Fill Your Own Tank

•Kwik Shopping
•Kwik Check-out
Self-Service Gas

•Kwik Parking

At Five Points

Ki/VIK-FIK
MARKET

DIAL 753-6363

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY NIGHT

Amusement
shorts

on the bill.
But it may be worth the
search, particularly if you have
a budding musician or singer in
the family, because "Flipside"
is being taped in recording studios during actual record sessions.
Forster signs]
It promises to be a close-up
HOLL'ill/gOD IUPII—
look at the complex, difficult
Robert Forster has signed with
process of recording songs, a
Hal B. Wallis for a co-starring
process many kids never think
role with Anthony Quinn in
beto
about when setting out
"The Don is Dead" at
Universal Pictures.
come the next James Taylor or
Carly Simon.
Inflation hits BBC
The program will feature
U PI I— The
LONDON
such top recording artists as
British Broadcasting Corp.
and
Hook
Dr.
Flack,
Aoberta
(BBC, says it expects to be
the Medicine Show, Seals &
running 15 million pounds
Croft, Tom T. Hall and Blood,
IS3b.730,0001 in the red by
1975.
Sweat & Tears.
"Inflation hits us just as hard
The hosts and interviewers on
as anybody else, if not harder,"
each show will be executives of
urran, the BBC's
Charles
the record companies for whom
r-general, said at a
directo
they'll
these artists perform;
luncheon. He said revenue was
chat with the performers and
increasing from boosts in set
hopefully give the public some
license fees which provide the
BBC's income and from the
insight into the business.
fact that more color sets, for
Thirteen shows are planned,
which the fee is higher, are
with seven already taped.
being sold.
is
"The concept of the show
that the behind-the-scenes of
the music business is a very inFor Correct
teresting thing that's seldom
. revealed to the audience," says
Howard Marks, coproducer of
"Flipside."
"And the interest in popular
music is such that the audience
or
really would like to know more
about these people and see
them in an informal setting and
Courtesy
hear what they think," he said.
BAN h
I 'it
"We're really trying to do
with the music heroes what
I, N

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer •
NEW YORK (AP) — This
in
has been a good year
what
music,
pop
television for
"Midwith the start of NBC's
"In
ABC's
and
"
Special
night
y.
Concert" series last Februar
better,
'rhe year may get even
music
because another pop
wings.
the
in
show is waiting
halfIt's called "Flipside," a
14
hour effort that as of April
late
the
in
ng
appeari
will start
afternoons on Saturday and
Sunday in nearly 100 cities
across the nation.
ted,
The show is syndica
which means it won't be on any
network. You'll have to check
your local newspaper listings to
learn on what station it's appearing and which artists are

television does with the sports
heroes — introduce them to the
'audience."
He said the shows are being
taped at recording sessions because "it's an atmosphere in
which the performers feel comfortable, relaxed and at home
— an atmosphere in which they
normally do a great deal of
their work."
Did the ratings success of
"Midnight Special" and "In
Concert" prompt the creation
of "Flipside"?
"No, it was sponsored last
December, before any of those
shows were on the air," Marks
said. "I think a more accurate
reason is that there's suddenly
been a tremendous popular interest hist& music and an increasing interest by advertisers
in reaching the youth market.
"Which today, is from 10 to
55, I guess," he said.

Pop Music Getting
Network Exposure
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